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ABSTRACT 

 

Interplay of molecular structure and photon response in select alternative nucleobases and 

pigments 

 

by 

 

Gregory Michael Gate 

 

The spectroscopic analyses of organic molecules relevant to genetic material and the 

origin of life, as well as various culturally important pigments and dyes are reported. This 

analysis was conducted in the cold, gas phase using resonance enhanced multiphoton 

ionization (REMPI). REMPI allows for structural characterization and a temporal 

description of the excited state dynamics. This experimental technique, when combined with 

state-of-the-art theoretical calculations, creates a much clearer picture of what is occurring 

on the molecular and electronic levels. These studies are focused on the excited state 

dynamics of these systems – how do they react and get rid of their electronic energy after 

absorption of a photon. A photon is merely a packet of energy, which a molecule then 

converts to electronic energy upon resonant photon absorption. How these systems react to 

this added energy is a function of their electronic structure, which is ultimately dependent on 

their molecular structure. Slight changes in the molecular structure alter the excited state 

dynamics. It is our goal to develop a model to connect molecular structure to photostability. 

Several nucleobase analogues have been studied to determine their photostability. These 

studies were conducted to help understand the role light hardiness played in the evolution of 



 

 ix 

life’s genetic material, long before the creation of the ozone layer. Photostability is 

determined by a system’s excited state lifetime and the presence of any barriers along the 

pertinent relaxation pathways on the potential energy surfaces. Coupled with results from 

theoretical calculations, assignments for the relative photostabilities can be deduced. The 

results from these nucleobase analogues are then compared to the canonical nucleobases: 

adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine, and uracil. First, the pyrimidine isocytosine was 

studied. Isocytosine has the same ligand substructure as guanine, helping to explain the 

ultrafast lifetimes of biological, keto guanine. A review of the spectroscopy of the C2 and C6 

substituted purines follows. Finally, the dynamics of the purines isoguanine, 2,6-

diaminopurine, xanthine, and their various tautomers are then explored. The canonical 

nucleobases are much more photostable than their analogues, supporting the theory that 

genetic material was selected, at least partially, for its enhanced photostability properties. 

Excited state dynamics and photostability are very subtle functions of molecular structure, 

but with no clear mechanism apparent. 

Culturally relevant pigments and dyes were also studied spectroscopically. These 

molecules of interest were studied for their expansive use since antiquity in works of art, due 

to their visible colorant properties. A study of indigo revealed competing proton transfer and 

hydrogen transfer relaxation mechanisms, with the mechanism dependent on the exact 

vibronic mode excited. With enough excess energy, the more photostable proton transfer 

dynamics becomes the dominant pathway. Separately, the excited state dynamics of the red 

dye pigments alizarin and purpurin, along with several other hydroxyanthraquinones, were 

studied. This study was motivated by the apparent fading of some of these compounds in 

bulk (e.g. paint in a work of art). A mechanism heavily dependent on their -OH substitution 

was resolved to help explain their resistance to fading. 
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All the systems studied herein are noted for having undergone some form of selection 

process. For the nucleobases, that involved surviving the ultraviolet bombardment on an 

early Earth. For DNA, that meant meeting the necessary requirements for the genetic 

material of life. And for pigments and dyes, that required having the proper steady-state 

absorption properties for the artist’s purposes. Ultimately, the response to these selection 

pressures were determined by these compounds’ molecular structure. This work increases 

the understanding between molecular structure and excited state dynamics. 
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I. Introduction 

Life evolves from life. But there must have been a beginning. On an early Earth, life 

likely arose from inanimate matter. Four billion years ago, life was just beginning to take 

shape. During this time, our sun was emitting much more ultraviolet (UV) radiation. And the 

early Earth did not have an ozone layer to attenuate this enhanced UV bombardment. 

Meanwhile, the early Earth had a “primordial soup” of organic compounds that could be 

used for the genetic material of life. The diversity of organic compounds discovered on 

meteorites is evidence for this soup, as meteorite were the feedstock for Earth. Work done by 

others on the synthesis of nucleobases using prebiotic chemistry also support this diversity. 

From this wide selection, life selected five nucleobases, the canonical nucleobases, to use as 

its genetic material. 

With the great diversity of life, many exceptions exist. But one aspect that has held 

constant for all life on Earth, is that they all use the same five canonical nucleobases: 

adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine, and uracil. With many possible nucleobases to utilize, 

and plenty of time for deviations, life still only used the canonical nucleobases. Strong 

selection pressures must have guided this selection. Inherently, this would have been a 

chemical selection, as opposed to biological selection, as life had not yet formed. One 

possible selection was the need for photostability. With the ultraviolet bombardment 

occurring, life needed its genetic material to have light hardiness and remain chemically 

inert. If all the non-photostable nucleobases photodegraded upon UV exposure, only the 

photostable ones would remain. Thus, life would be forced to select the light-fast molecules, 

because all the other options faded away. 
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Indeed, the canonical nucleobase have all been found to be extremely resistant to light 

degradation. And a growing body of evidence shows that most of the non-canonical 

nucleobases are not photostable. This has helped spark the growing research in how light 

and matter interact.  

Interest in the spectroscopy of the canonical nucleobases began over half a century ago. 

Then with the accessibility of lasers and the development of ultrafast probing techniques, 

research focused in on the study of the excited state dynamics of the canonical nucleobases 

at the beginning of the 21st century. This was coupled with the steady improvements of 

theoretical calculations with greater computing power allowing for higher demanding 

calculations. Much of this work went on for about the first decade of the century. This work 

was motivated by the photostability of the nucleobases, nucleosides, and nucleotides and 

how that property affected the origins of life and skin damage today. Unfortunately, creating 

a cohesive picture of the dynamics of life’s genetic material proved difficult because there 

were only five data points available to develop a trend.  

Thus, within the past decade, interest has switched to looking at the many variations of 

the canonical nucleobases. These variations include different tautomers, analogues, and 

derivatives of the nucleobases. Understanding the excited state dynamics of similar systems 

would provide more data points and hopefully a more cohesive picture. 

Can knowledge of the molecular structure predict the photostability of a system? 

Photostability is mediated by the excited state dynamics. Excited state dynamics are 

influenced by electronic and nuclear structure. Here I will discuss my work on the excited 

state dynamics of various non-canonical nucleobases to help elucidate the answer to this 

problem. With these additional data points, can a mechanistic solution to the interplay 

between photostability and molecular structure be derived? I mainly focus on the various 
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permutations of purine with amino or oxo moieties substituted at the C2 and C6 positions. 

Preliminary work on the excited state dynamics induced by base stacking of single-stranded 

DNA using peptide nucleic acids (PNA) as a substitute are also presented. Though relatively 

small structural modifications, these substitutions can have disproportionate impact on the 

excited state dynamics, and hence photostability, of these systems.  

In a similar manner, the electronic structure of pigments and dyes determine their 

absorption and scattering properties, hence mediating their color and appearance. Their 

visible appearance can help artists decide whether or not to use them. Just as life’s genetic 

material underwent a chemical selection based on its electronic properties, so do dyes and 

paints undergo biological (artistic) selection. Certain pigments and dyes, now just referred to 

as pigments, were selected for their preferential electronic properties. The artist was unaware 

of these pigments’ excited state properties though. If they were, the artist would have found 

a rich assortment of excited state dynamics depending on the exact molecular structure they 

chose.  

The blue pigment indigo has been used as a colorant for millenia, with artifacts 

thousands of years old still retaining their blue hue. Today, indigo is one of the most widely 

produced pigments as it is the main chromophore in denim jeans. Indigo’s ability to not fade 

over these long periods of time point to its photostability. Indeed, we have found its light-

fastness derives from its ability to do both proton and hydrogen atom transfer with stable 

proton transfer preferred at higher excitation energies.  

Organic red-hued pigments from the hydroxyanthraquinone family have been used as 

paint colorants in cultural works of art for centuries. It has been noted that some of these red 

hues fade and lose their distinct color faster than others. Since antiquity, alizarin and 

purpurin have been chosen as red colorants. Unbeknownst to the artist, some pigments were 
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more photostable than others, allowing their colors to last longer. I studied the effects of -

OH substitution for a series of hydroxyanthraquinones on their respective photostability and 

excited state dynamics. The single -OH substitution motif at the 1 position had significantly 

higher photostability due to radiationless ultrafast relaxation via proton transfer while the 1,4 

doubly-substituted motif had much longer lifetimes and lower photostability. This lower 

photostability for the 1,4 motif would lead to faster photodegradation of the pigment over 

time. 

Just like the nucleobases, photostability is sensitive to molecular structure. This is 

because molecular structure determines the excited state dynamics, which ultimately 

regulates photostability. We have studied the hydroxyanthraquinone pigments and indigo 

free from thermal and solvent effects and found their photostability to be structure 

dependent. Selected for their visible appearance, little thought was given to the enduring 

capabilities of these pigments. This thesis looks at what happens to various nucleobases and 

pigments after photon absorption, and the implications for these actions.  

II. Excited state dynamics of alternative pyrimidine isocytosine 

The canonical nucleobases have been found to all be very photostable, having the ability 

to convert electronic energy to heat before any damaging chemical reactions can take place. 

With light-fastness as a possible chemical selection pressure, other nucleobase analogues 

likely do not share this trait, otherwise they would have been selected. And a growing body 

of evidence supports this. But certainly photostability was only one pressure, with other 

selection characteristics also driving this evolution.  

Isocytosine has been studied for how it reacts to light. As the pyrimidine version of 

guanine, it shares surprisingly similar excited state dynamics, for both tautomers observed. 

Thus, its Watson Crick (WC) tautomer is very photostable. Meanwhile, enol cytosine was 
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also observed in the gas phase for the first time, and found to have a faster decay than its 

corresponding WC keto tautomer. The differences in dynamics between the various 

tautomers highlights how important molecular structure is in mediating reaction to light.  

I. Excited state dynamics of isocytosine; a hybrid case of canonical nucleobase 

photodynamics 

 

Jacob A. Berenbeim, Samuel Boldissar, Faady M. Siouri, Gregory Gate, Michael R. 

Haggmark, Briana Aboulache, Trevor Cohen, and Mattanjah S. de Vries 

 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of California Santa Barabara, 

CA 93106-9510 

 

Abstract 

We present resonant two-photon ionization (R2PI) spectra of isocytosine (isoC) and 

pump–probe results on two of its tautomers. IsoC is one of a handful of alternative bases that 

have been proposed in scenarios of prebiotic chemistry. It is structurally similar to both 

cytosine (C) and guanine (G). We compare the excited-state dynamics with the Watson–

Crick (WC) C and G tautomeric forms. These results suggest that the excited-state dynamics 

of WC form of G may primarily depend on the heterocyclic substructure of the pyrimidine 

moiety, which is chemically identical to isoC. For WC isoC we find a single excited-state 

decay with a rate of ∼1010 s-1, while the enol form has multiple decay rates, the fastest of 

which is 7 times slower than for WC isoC. The excited-state dynamics of isoC exhibits 

striking similarities with that of G, more so than with the photodynamics of C. 

Without a fossil record of the prebiotic chemical world we are left to conjecture to 

understand the roadmap that led to RNA and DNA. One of the factors that may have played 

a role in the prebiotic chemistry on an early earth is the photochemistry that could have been 

important before modern enzymatic repair and before the formation of the ozone layer.1-6 

Nucleobases, when absorbing ultraviolet (UV) radiation, tend to eliminate the resulting 
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electronic excitation by internal conversion (IC) in picoseconds (ps) or less.4, 7-9 The 

availability of this rapid “safe” de-excitation pathway turns out to depend exquisitely on 

molecular structure. DNA and RNA bases are generally short lived in the excited state, and 

thus UV protected, while many closely related compounds are long lived and thus more 

prone to UV damage. This structure dependence suggests a mechanism for the chemical 

selection of the building blocks of life, implying that photochemical properties may be 

molecular fossils of the earliest stages of prebiotic chemistry.  

It is therefore of great interest to study the photochemical properties of possible 

alternative bases in comparison to the canonical bases. Especially intriguing are structures 

that can form alternate base pairs with the same Watson–Crick (WC) motif as the canonical 

ones, such as the triple hydrogen bonded guanine/cytosine (G/C) pair.10-13 The alternative 

bases isocytosine (isoC) and isoguanine (isoG) were predicted in 1962 as a plausible third 

WC base pair.14 As pointed out by Saladino et al., isoC can form WC base pairs with 

cytosine (C) and isoguanine or a reversed WC base pair with guanine.15 Here we focus on 

isoC, which is not only an isomer of C but also an analogue of guanine (G), see Figure 1. 

Theoretical and experimental study has established the thermodynamic stability of the 

isoC/isoG base pair which nominally has greater free energy than G/C as well as of other 

possible base pair combinations with isoC.16-17 This has piqued interest in the prebiotic 

prevalence of these unnatural pairs in addition to their role in synthetic research and medical 

applications.18-19 Here we aim to understand the photostability of isoC. 
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Figure 1. Structures of G/C and isoG/isoC arranged to emphasize heterocyclic substructure 

similarities, emphasized in red and blue. 

We have arranged the bases within Figure 1 to emphasize the functional rearrangement 

from the standard base to its iso- analog about the pyrimidine heterocyclic centers. Doing so 

likens isoC to the core moiety of G. The difference between G and isoC is the five-

membered ring in G (not present in isoC) which would have consequences for formation of a 

macromolecular structure. In this work, we find that the excited-state dynamics of isoC 

exhibits striking similarities with that of G and more so than with the photodynamics of C. 

IsoC has previously been identified in the gas phase,20 and its photo dynamics have been 

studied theoretically21-22 and in the condensed phase.23-25 However, no excited-state lifetime 

has been experimentally determined of isolated isoC in individual tautomeric forms. The two 

lowest-energy forms are enol and keto which can isomerize via an excited-state 

intramolecular proton transfer. This isomerization after UV excitation has been observed in 

solution23 by time-dependent absorption spectroscopy and in a rare gas matrix by changes in 

the IR absorption.24-25 Chart 1 outlines the lowest energy tautomers in the gas phase. KA2 
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corresponds to the WC structure in the pairing with isoG in Figure 1. KA1 can also form 

similar triple hydrogen bonded structures with other tautomeric forms of G, such as the enol 

form. 

 

Chart 1: Lowest ground state energy structures (ΔE < 50 kJ/mol). Heterocyclic atoms are 

numbered for EA1 but the convention is the same for all others. Arranged in order of relative 

energy given in parenthesis (kJ/mol). Zero point corrected energies were calculated by DFT 

analysis with the B3LYP hybrid functional and with a cc-pVTZ basis set. 

Recent work by Szabla et. al used state-of-the-art surface-hopping adiabatic molecular 

dynamic simulations to predict the excited-state lifetime of isoC to be the following: 

τEA1=533 fs and τKA1=182 fs.21 These lifetimes are from populating a continuum of mixed 

character electronic states S1–S6 at the 5.5 ± 0.2 eV spectral domain which proceed to relax 

through S1 IC. Three dominant conical intersection (CI) geometries are established in their 

work for the modeled EA1 and KA1 starting structures, whereby pyramidalization of the 

planar Franck–Condon (FC), i.e. excitation geometry, structure at the C2 position accounts 

for ΦEA1 = 0.60 and ΦKA1 = 0.93 nonradiative relaxation yields, while deformation about the 

C5═C6 bond accounts for a CI of negligible yield. Hu et al. also studied the KA1 form 
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computationally, comparing different levels of theory. They assumed excitation at energies 

closer to the vibrationless level and identified three CIs, all leading to IC to the ground state, 

one involving the C═O stretching vibration and two involving out-of-plane structures of the 

NH2 group. They found the preferred pathway to depend on the computational method, as 

did the IC rate, leading to excited-state lifetimes ranging from 100 fs to 1 ps.26 Surprisingly, 

both computational studies are contrary to the bulk of theoretical work done on pyrimidine 

relaxation dynamics, where the CIC5═C6 is understood to be a major pathway toward 

nonradiative deactivation by twisting of the H–C5═C6–H torsional angle to near ethylene 

geometry.27-29 Trachsel et al. most recently showed the importance of this particular bond 

deformation when they measured excited-state lifetimes of 5,6-trimethylenecytosine, a 

sterically constrained C analogue, in the gas phase.30 This modified version yielded lifetimes 

attributed to IC six times greater than that of C, likely due to the absence of a CIC5=C6. 

Figure 2 two-color (2C) resonant two-photon ionization (R2PI) spectra of isocytosine 

with nanosecond (ns) and ps pulse sources. The ns spectrum (Figure 2a) has a well-defined 

origin transition at 35 292 cm-1 (starred *) followed by a series of discrete peaks atop an 

elevated baseline over a range of 500 cm-1. This elevated baseline extends to the red but is 

relatively low in intensity and devoid of features. The ps trace (Figure 2b) exhibits the same 

defined vibronic transitions seen in the ns spectrum but presents another unique feature at 

33 266 cm-1. Here, the elevated baseline features to the red of the starred origin are by 

contrast to the ns spectrum more intense. While this signal could result from other 

tautomers, we suspect that this feature is due to hot bands from the low-frequency breathing 

vibrational modes which are more efficiently excited with the 6 cm-1 spectral line width of 

ps laser and artificially intensified by elevated laser power in that region. The sharp feature 
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at 35 000 cm-1 is a laser power artifact and highlights the nonresonant nature of the 

absorption in this range. Furthermore, we could not obtain an IR–UV double-resonant signal 

from this part of the spectrum, which is also consistent with hot bands. We simultaneously 

recorded wavelength and mass spectra, shown as a two-dimensional plot in the Supporting 

Information (Figure S.1) to verify that there is no contribution to the isoC mass channel from 

potential higher-order clusters, including checking the M+1 mass channel. 

 

Figure 2. 2C R2PI spectra for isocytosine (a) ns excitation with 193 nm ionization and (b) 

ps excitation with 213 nm ionization (5th Nd:YAG harmonic). Lifetimes are pump–probe 

data. See text for details. 

IR–UV double-resonance spectroscopy reveals the presence of the EA1 tautomer, with 

the origin at 35 292 cm-1 and the KA2 tautomer, with the feature at 33 266 cm-1, shown by 

Figure 3a. We matched IR–UV hole burning spectra (probed as annotated in Figure 3a) with 

anharmonic computations. The peaks observed in the ns 2C R2PI scan are all correlated with 

the EA1 tautomer by IR–UV double-resonance spectroscopy in which the IR resonance at 

3 470 cm-1 was held constant 200 ns prior to scanning the UV source (Figure 3b). We have 
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attached UV–UV hole burning results at 35 428 cm-1 as Figure S.2 which further confirms 

that all the peaks shown in the ns spectrum belong to a single tautomer which we identify as 

EA1. After characterization, the KA2 and EA1 electronic origin transition energies 

correlated to within 10% of those predicted for KA1 and EA1 by Szabla et al. and KA1 by 

Hu et al.21, 26 

 

Figure 3. (a) IR UV hole burning results compared to anharmonic simulations for the six 

low-energy structures. Experimental spectra are from UV ns probe 35 428 (red) and ps probe 

33 266 (blue) cm-1, respectively. (b) Nanosecond 2C R2PI spectrum (black) and the 

difference trace below (red) when burning at the EA1 experimental wavelength of 3 470 cm-

1. Anharmonic DFT analysis calculated with the B3LYP hybrid functional and the cc-pVTZ 

basis set. 

Referring to Chart 1, KA2 is predicted to be the highest-energy structure indicating that 

if this tautomer is present all other forms may be present in our beam as well. Jet-cooling is 

not an equilibrium process; therefore, we cannot predict the tautomer distribution, but in our 

experience in our setup usually the lowest-energy tautomers up to typically about 50 kJ/mol 

are present. Furthermore, the KA1 tautomer was observed in matrix isolation experiments.24-

25 Three possible reasons certain tautomers are not observed in our experiment are the 

following. (1) There can be tautomers that absorb in different ranges of the UV spectrum, 

which we have not covered. (2) Our experiment measures action spectroscopy rather than 

direct absorption. It is possible that a molecule is excited by the first photon but not ionized 

by the second. One way this situation can occur is when the excited-state lifetime is 
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significantly shorter than the ionizing laser pulse. A very similar situation exists for guanine: 

the lowest-energy keto tautomers, equivalent to KA1 in isoC, have not been observed so far 

by R2PI, although from direct absorption in microwave experiments and in He droplets they 

are known to exist.31-32 (3) A molecule may undergo fragmentation after excitation or 

ionization adding complexity to the action spectrum as we typically monitor only the parent 

ion mass. We did not observe any obvious nonstatistical fragmentation. 

Figure 4 shows a selection of the pump–probe results from the origin transitions of EA1 

and KA2; additional pump–probe fits are found in Figure S.3. The derived lifetimes are 

shown within Figure 2a,b. The 463–491 ps lifetime of the EA1 tautomer represents the 

decay rate of the excited state. All pump–probe curves were fit to a monoexponential decay. 

 

Figure 4. Pump–probe results from the origin bands of (a) the KA2 and (b) the EA1 

tautomer in the ps and ns regimes. The data in panels a and b are fit to a curve (blue) which 

is the sum of a single exponential decay convolved with a Gaussian component (green) 

representative of our instrument response function (IRF) and the IRF itself (red). 

We probed the broad elevated baseline signal present to the red of the EA1 origin in 

Figure 2a in hopes of attributing it to a specific species from Chart 1. The lifetime of 491 ps 

agrees with the ps component measured for EA1. We were unable to support this pump–

probe correlation to EA1 with conclusive IR–UV hole burning results, like those from 

Figure 3a. The inability to obtain a clear IR–UV spectrum would be consistent with hot 

bands. 
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 keto KA1 keto KA2 enol 

Isocytosine N/O 69 ps 489 ps / 478 ns 

Cytosine N/O 730 ps33 / 290 ns34 *56 ps / *30.5 ns 

Guanine N/O N/O 13 ns35 / 40 ns35 

Table 1. Vibrationless excited state lifetimes. N/O = not observed. *These reported pump-

probe results for enol-C were not obtained at the 0-0 transition but rather on the rising edge 

of its broad initial absorption region. 

Table 1 lists vibrationless excited-state lifetimes, following 0–0 excitation unless 

otherwise noted, which we found here for isoC and compares those with the equivalent 

lifetimes for C and G. In terms of its photodynamics, isoC has elements of both G and C. 

The six-membered ring in G is an amino-pyrimidione, identical to isoC with a five-

membered ring that immobilizes the C5═C6 bond that is free in isoC. Szabla et al. identified 

major conical intersections involving ring puckering, C═O stretching, NH2 out-of-plane 

bending, and C═C rotation.21 he former three are similar to the CIs that dominate G 

dynamics,36 while the latter cannot occur in G but is characteristic for pyrimidines, including 

cytosine.37 We first compare isoC with G. Neither the 1H-9h-keto-amino (KA1 equiv) nor 

the 3H-keto-amino (KA2 equiv) have been identified yet by ps or ns R2PI. So in both isoC 

and G we do not observe the KA1 form (because of the difference in numbering between 

pyrimidines and purines, this is N3H for isoC and N1H for G, see Figure 1). For G this is the 

WC form and is slightly less in energy than the imino forms, which are observed.36, 38 As 

noted before, one likely reason for not observing a species with R2PI is an excited-state 

lifetime significantly shorter than the laser pulse length. In the G experiments pulse widths 

were of the order of 5 ns, and in the current isoC experiments they are lower limited at 30 ps. 

Excited states with lifetimes of the order of a few hundred femtoseconds could thus defy 

detection by R2PI in these experiments. Notably, the conical intersection that is most 

responsible for the ultrafast IC in the G keto case involves pyramidalization at the C2 
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position and does not involve the 5-membered ring.29, 36, 39-40 Therefore, it is possible for the 

isoC KA1 form to undergo very similar ultrafast IC. For the KA2 form of isoC we find a 

lifetime of 69 ps, while the equivalent form for G was not observed with R2PI although it is 

lower in energy than the imino forms that are observed with R2PI.31-32, 41  For both 

compounds the enol form is significantly longer-lived, with two independent decay channels 

of almost 0.5 ns and 0.5 μs for isoC and 13 and 40 ns for G.35 In both cases we consider that 

the long-lived dark state could be a triplet state and for G the 13 ns decay can be attributed to 

fluorescence.42 In the case of enol isoC the observation of two decays with a 3 orders of 

magnitude difference implies that those two channels do not decay from the same excited 

state. If they did, the higher rate process would have 3 orders of magnitude larger quantum 

yield and dwarf the signal from the lower rate process. Instead we assume an ultrafast 

population of a doorway state, possibly a triplet, which in turn decays at the slow rate. 

In comparing isoC and C, we notice larger differences in excited-state dynamics. Again 

we do not see the KA1 equivalent form for C, which is about 30 kJ/mol higher in energy 

than the WC KA2 equivalent and enol forms. The KA2 form, which is the lowest-energy 

keto form for C, behaves very different from isoC. Leutwyler and co-workers have reported 

this case in great detail, finding a vibrationless decay time of 730 ps.33, 43-45 Nir et al. 

reported on a long-lived state, presumably a triplet, with a 290 ns lifetime.34, 46 These 

observations suggest different dynamics than for isoC where we found a single 69 ps decay. 

For the enol form of C we find a 56 ps short component which populates a longer-lived state 

with a 30.5 ns lifetime (shown in Figure S.4). Because the ns R2PI spectra of enol C, also 

reported by Nir et al., is broad and without a clear 0–0 transition,46 we performed these 

pump–probe measurements on the rising edge of the broad signal which appears along with 

the ps 2C R2PI in Figure S.4. So for C the vibrationless excited state for the enol form is 
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shorter lived than for the keto form, contrary to the situation for both G and isoC. Szabla et 

al. find a CI for the isoC enol that involves the C5═C6 twist, which also plays a role in C; 

however, according their calculations, only 14% of the trajectories follow this path in isoC.21 

It should be noted that their trajectories start at 5.5 ± 0.2 eV, which is a full electronvolt 

more excited-state energy than what we impart in our experiments. This may suggest that the 

C5═C6 CI for EA1 has an energy barrier of up to 1 eV. 

The conclusion that isoC resembles G in its photochemistry is just one of the 

considerations in evaluating its potential role in prebiotic scenarios. For example, we are 

currently investigating the photostability of isoguanine as one of its possible alternative base 

pair partners. Furthermore, the response to radiation is wavelength-dependent, and its 

consideration should not be limited to a single wavelength or small parts of the spectrum. 

The study of the dynamics near the threshold for absorption provides opportunities to probe 

the potential energy landscape close to the most relevant CIs and barriers. It is hoped that 

these data will serve as support for further detailed theoretical treatments. 

Experimental Section 

Here we report results which identify the EA1 and KA2 tautomers of cold isocytosine 

prepared in a molecular beam. We have investigated the absorption spectrum with 2C R2PI, 

identified the tautomers with IR–UV hole burning, and performed pump–probe experiments 

to probe excited-state relaxation dynamics in the ns and ps time regimes. The instrument and 

explanation of these specific techniques are detailed elsewhere and very briefly outlined 

here.35, 47 IsoC standard (Sigma, ≥99%) is entrained into a pulsed molecular beam by laser 

desorption and ionized by tunable 2C R2PI. The ps spectroscopic and pump–probe delay 

measurements are performed with a Nd:YAG driven optical parametric oscillator (OPG) 

laser system which produces ∼30 ps laser pulses. The molecule is excited by the tunable 
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light from the OPG and ionized by 213 nm, which is mechanically delayed up to 1.5 ns 

before colineation with the OPG beam. A variable electronic delay between the OPG UV 

laser and an excimer laser (193 nm, 6 ns pulse width) is used for spectroscopic and pump–

probe measurements in the ns time delay range. 

For IR–UV double-resonant spectroscopy, an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier 

(OPO/OPA) precedes the 2C R2PI by 200 ns. IR resonant frequencies are compared to 

anharmonic DFT analysis calculated with the B3LYP hybrid functional with the cc-pVTZ 

basis set. 

Supplemental Information 
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Figure S.1 The two-dimensional time-of-flight data showing ion signal intensity (z axis 0-50 

mv top, 0-5 mv bottom) with respect to flight time (y axis) and excitation wavelength (x 

axis). The only signal is the parent mass of isoC at 32.3 us across all wavelengths. Therefore, 

no signal is due to the fragmentation of higher order mass ions.  
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Figure S.2 The UV-UV of the EA1 region (35,428 cm-1 probe) supporting the IR-UV in 

Figure 3b that all signal in the ns scan within the shown range is from the EA1 tautomer 

only. The EA1 origin of 35,292 cm-1 is starred (*). 

 

Figure S.3 The pump-probe results (a) through (c) at excitations other than the 0-0 transition 

wavelengths. The data in (a-c) is fit to a curve (blue) which is the sum of a single 

exponential decay convolved with a Gaussian component (green) representative of our 

instrument response function (IRF) and the IRF itself (red). 
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Figure S.4 The (a) ps 2C R2PI and (b) ps pump-probe results of enol C. 213 nm was the 

second color for both, and (c) ns pump-probe results of enol C with 193 nm as a second 

color. In the ps pump-probe two lifetimes were fit for, a short lifetime (purple) of 56 ps 

which populates a >5 ns secondary lifetime (green). The ns pump-probe fit to a single decay 

of 30.5 ns (green) In both the IRF is plotted in red. Our previous work on 6-TG showed the 

upper fitting limit of our ps setup to be ~5 ns, longer lifetimes need additional fitting in the 

ns regime. 
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III. Excited state dynamics of the purines 

Alongside the noncanonical pyrimidine, isocytosine, various noncanonical purine 

systems have also been studied. First, a review of the excited state dynamics of the purines 

substituted with carbonyl and amino ligands at the C2 and C6 positions, including the 

canonical guanine and adenine, is presented. Then individual works on isoguanine, 2,6-

diaminopurine, and xanthine follow. With the exception of enol isoguanine, all the other 

forms of these purines were found to have barriers to relaxation, leading to their decreased 

photostability. These data points further support the theory of photostability as a selection 

pressure and that even minor structural modifications can have disproportionate effects to 

the photodynamics. 

A couple of notes about the works presented below. The purine review differs from the 

accepted manuscript. Due to a word and figure limit, the accepted manuscript is significantly 

shorter. The version presented below is much more thorough with more information. The 

articles on 2,6-diaminopurine and xanthine are not complete. All the experimental work is 
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done. Theoretical calculations to explain the experimental results are currently being 

completed by Prof. Rafal Szabla. I have included my results, results analysis, and a possible 

excited state dynamics explanation for the observed results. Rafal will certainly have more to 

say on the subject and will alter the manuscript accordingly. 

I. Nucleobases as molecular fossils of prebiotic photochemistry: Excited state 

dynamics of C2 and C6 substituted purines 
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Abstract 

Many variations of the canonical nucleobases, such as different derivatives and 

analogues, would likely have been present in a primordial soup. Alternative combinations of 

molecular building blocks would conceivably have been possible to form self-replicating 

RNA like structures. The nucleobases that are involved in replication selectively exhibit 

short excited state lifetimes which provide high intrinsic stability against otherwise harmful 

UV photo-damage. The stark difference in response to UV irradiation between these 

structures and many of the alternative bases suggests the possibility of a photochemical 

selection of the molecular building blocks of life long before the advent of biological 

selection. It is thus conceivable that the molecular photo-properties of nucleobases are 

molecular fossils of the prebiotic chemistry that occurred 4 billion years ago. This chapter 

considers the excited state dynamics of the purine bases by comparing a full set of canonical 

and alternative nucleobases formed by oxo- and amino- substitutions of purine. 

1. Introduction 
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The key components of the reproductive machinery are unlikely to have been selected by 

a biological evolution that requires that very machinery to begin with. Instead it is 

conceivable that choosing the molecular building blocks of life was mediated by a chemical 

selection that preceded biology. This hypothesis also implies that molecular properties of 

nucleobases, preserved unchanged from prebiotic times, can possibly serve as molecular 

fossils of that prebiotic chemistry. 

The nucleobases that are involved in replication exhibit short excited state lifetimes 

which provide high intrinsic stability against otherwise harmful UV photo-damage.1-3 UV 

protection comes about when electronic excitation is converted to heat by internal 

conversion at rates too fast for other more harmful reactive pathways to occur while 

subsequently safely dissipating the energy to the environment. The canonical nucleobases 

generally decay in less than 1 ps, orders of magnitude faster than in most other heterocyclic 

compounds. This property would have been highly advantageous for the first self-replicating 

molecules in prebiotic times before modern enzymatic repair or the formation of the ozone 

layer that would later attenuate the high levels of UV radiation penetrating the early 

atmosphere. The safe elimination of excess electronic energy in the canonical bases is 

exquisitely sensitive to molecular structure and much slower relaxation is observed in many 

closely related structures.  

These many variations of the canonical nucleobases, such as different derivatives and 

analogues, would likely have been present in a primordial soup. Alternative combinations of 

molecular building blocks would conceivably have been possible to form self-replicating 

RNA like structures. However, while the structural differences appear relatively small, many 

of the alternative nucleobases have much longer excited state lifetimes, sometimes by orders 

of magnitude, which would allow a variety of possibly harmful photochemical processes and 
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thus render them much less photostable. The stark difference in response to UV irradiation 

between these structures suggests the possibility of a photochemical selection of the 

molecular building blocks of life long before the advent of biological selection. It is thus 

conceivable that the molecular photo-properties of nucleobases, which we study now, are 

relics from part of the prebiotic chemistry that occurred 4 billion years ago.  

The rapid decay mechanism that provides photostability has primarily been studied for 

the canonical bases themselves, providing five data points, and in the case of the purine 

bases, just two. Purine itself has a long-lived excited state and the substitutions in C2 and C6, 

to form guanine and adenine, dramatically shorten the excited state lifetime. Other variations 

in those substitutions, however, lead to vastly different excited state dynamics. Therefore, to 

further understand these processes and the role of the C2 and C6 substitutions, we here 

examine a larger set of nine structures, formed by all combinations of oxo- and amino- 

derivatives in the C2 and C6 position (see Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: The 9 purine structures formed by all combinations of oxo- and amino- 

substitutions in the C2 and C6 positions. Only one tautomer is shown for each structure. 

 

Each of these purine derivatives could conceivably form alternative base pairs with 

suitable complementary nucleobases, such as isoguanine with isocytosine, xanthine with 2,4-

diaminopyrimidine, or 2,6-diaminopurine with uracil, as shown in Figure 2. Such alternative 

base pairs have been proposed as part of an alternative genetic lexicon and in various 

prebiotic scenarios.4-7 Therefore, the fundamental photochemistry needs to be understood 

both for the canonical bases that make up life as we know it today and for possible 

alternative bases that could have competed under plausible prebiotic conditions. UV sunlight 

is an attractive energy source for creating the organic molecules needed to start life on the 

early earth and not all competing processes are harmful, particularly when they trigger 

reactivity for synthetic steps.8 Generally, the molecular architecture for replication seems to 
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require rigid structures, which tend to be aromatic and therefore inevitably prone to UV 

absorption. Since UV excitation is unavoidable for such compounds, it is crucial to 

understand the possible competing pathways available to process the electronic excitation. 

At this point, the relaxation dynamics of the canonical nucleobases are well studied and 

focus has shifted to their derivatives and analogues.  The goal is to determine if there is a 

mechanistic reason for the unique photostability of the canonical bases. 

 

Figure 2: Examples of alternative base pairs formed with purine derivatives, compared with 

the canonical G–C pair. G=guanine, C=cytosine. Green pentagons indicate the position of 

the sugar moiety in corresponding nucleosides. The different numbering for purines and 

pyrimidines is shown in the G-C pair. 

Figure 3 shows a schematic Jablonski diagram to illustrate some major competing 

excited state decay processes following UV absorption (purple). The only radiative process 

shown here is fluorescence (blue), which typically involves a timescale of nanoseconds. All 
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the other processes shown are non-radiative. Internal conversion processes (green) can be 

fast, on the order of ps or less, if trajectories are available to conical intersections (CIs). 

Lifetimes can become significantly longer if the system is trapped in a minimum below a 

barrier in the potential energy surface (barriers are schematically indicated in brown). For 

example, trapping in a bright 1ππ* minimum may result in fluorescence. Intersystem crossing 

(red) can be fast, on the order of ps, when El Sayed allowed (I), or very slow, on the order of 

ns to µs, when not el-Sayed allowed (II). Dashed grey arrows indicate intramolecular 

vibrational redistribution (IVR). If the nπ* state is higher in energy than the ππ* state, the 

only available pathways would be process i and fluorescence and to some extent ISC to the 

3ππ* state, which would be very slow. For the molecule to be most photostable, it is 

advantageous for the pathways that return it to the ground state to have the highest rates, 

competing favourably with processes that lead to ISC or to long times in the excited state. 

Such a Jablonsky diagram is an oversimplification since potentials are a function of all 

internuclear coordinates and multiple trajectories are possible over complex 

multidimensional potential energy surfaces (PESs). Not only are the relative energies of S1, 

S2, T1, and T2 important, but also the detailed shapes of the corresponding PESs, including 

location of minima, barriers, and conical intersections and seams. Especially the coordinates 

around C2 and C6 may affect the role of substituents in those positions. Conical intersections, 

required for fast internal conversion, involve distortions of the molecular frame relative to 

equilibrium structures. Several motifs have been discussed in the literature for the structure 

of CIs in purines, especially out of plane distortion at C2 and sometimes C6.9-11 Alternatively, 

substitution at C6 has also been discussed as possibly affecting barriers on trajectories 

toward CIs.12-13 In the case of pyrimidines, distortion of the C5- C6 bond often leads to a CI 

but for purines the additional 5 membered ring “flattens” the structure so this motif does not 
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play a role. Furthermore, the potential energy landscape is also affected by tautomeric 

form14-15 and solvent environment, further complicating relaxation pathways and 

photostability.16-17 

In the following, we will assess the role of the oxo- and amino- groups at C2 and C6 by 

systematically examining all 9 derivative structures. To elucidate the intrinsic photochemical 

properties, we focus on gas phase data, obtained by us and others, and their comparison with 

high level computational theory. Gas phase data don’t describe the entire dynamics because 

the solvent also plays a role, but they provide insight in the most fundamental intrinsic 

properties of the chromophore, provide the best comparison to the highest level 

computations, and allow for tautomer selection. In some cases, we will refer to solution data 

to discuss the additional role of the solvent or when gas phase data are scarce. As some of 

these systems have multiple tautomers present, both in solution and in the gas phase, we will 

primarily focus on the biologically relevant tautomer and briefly discuss other tautomers 

where the data are available, to highlight how tautomerization can affect the excited state 

dynamics.  
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Figure 3: Schematic Jablonski diagram, indicating major competing excited state decay 

processes. All internal conversion processes (green) can be fast if trajectories are available to 

conical intersections. Lifetimes can become significantly longer if the system is trapped in a 

minimum below a potential barrier (barriers are indicated in brown). Intersystem crossing 

(red) can be fast when El Sayed allowed (I) or very slow when not El-Sayed allowed (II). If 

the nπ* is higher in energy than the ππ* state, only process i and fluorescence are possible 

while ISC to the 3ππ* state would very slow. 

2. Techniques 

The photodynamics of nucleobases is typically studied either in the gas phase or in 

solution. Although the role of the solvent is important, there are four reasons why gas phase 

studies are useful. (i) The absence of intermolecular interactions reveals intrinsic properties 

of the chromophore, (ii) comparison with high level computations is facilitated, (iii) isomer 

selective spectroscopy is possible, and (iv) in combination with jet-cooling high resolution 

can be obtained. A major gas phase spectroscopy technique is resonance enhanced 

multiphoton ionization (REMPI), while photoelectron spectroscopy,18-20 IR,21-22 and 

microwave absorption23-26 have also been employed.  
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In REMPI, commonly combined with laser desorption and jet-cooling, a first photon 

excites the molecule resonantly to an excited state and a second photon ionizes the excited 

molecule. The ions are detected in a mass spectrometer. Varying the time between the two 

photons – the pump and the probe pulse - allows the measurement of excited state lifetimes. 

Various double resonant techniques, such as IR-UV hole burning, allow identification and 

selection of individual isomers. This makes it possible to obtain excited state lifetimes of 

selected tautomers, cluster structures, or conformers.3, 27-29 We note that REMPI is a form of 

action spectroscopy in which the excited state population is observed through its 

photoionization. Therefore, small ionization efficiency leads to small or absent signal. This 

is especially important if the excited state lifetime is significantly shorter than the laser pulse 

width, preventing ionization. As a result, some states may only be observed with short laser 

pulses and the technique can be blind to very short-lived excited states. 

Two major techniques in solution are excited state absorption, both steady state and 

transient, and fluorescence upconversion. Both techniques employ a pump pulse, usually 

from a fs laser, to excite the system, followed by monitoring the wavepacket evolution after 

absorption through the excited state. Fluorescence upconversion is mostly limited to 

monitoring the 1ππ* states, as emission is predominately from these states. One benefit of 

solution is the, often employed, femtosecond resolution since narrow line width is not as 

important. 

High-level theoretical calculations significantly aid in the analysis of these experimental 

results. There are a number of reviews and resources that present an in-depth review of 

theoretical background formulation and methods, specifically detailing strengths and 

weaknesses.30-34 The foundation of the ab initio theoretical approach is the solution to the 

time independent Schrodinger Equation as a complete description of the nuclei and the 
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electrons. Any practical solution requires approximations, especially to treat electron 

correlation and excited states.  

Full Configuration Interaction (CI) best describes electron correlation because of its 

expansive description of multiple permutations of the electrons within virtual orbitals. This 

method can accurately describe the electron correlation, however, it is prohibitively 

expensive for systems of any significant size. Attempts to extend the application to 

reasonable systems include truncating the determinants by limiting the electrons to valence 

electrons and only including certain transitions, many body perturbation theory (MPn 

methods),35 and using a cluster operator (Couple Cluster (CC) methods).36 Density 

Functional Theory (DFT)37-40 attempts to determine the electron correlation, not by adding 

more excited state determinants, but by using the density of the electrons to enhance the 

wavefunction. This method is then corrected with coefficients parameterized with 

experimental values to produce hybrid functionals, which can give relatively good 

descriptions inexpensively.  

However, these methods are challenged in describing molecules within the excited state. 

CIS (Configuration Interaction with single excitation) gives a basic description 

approximating the excitation via a singly excited determinant without including the ground 

state determinant.41 But, in the excited state, it does not include electron correlation and is 

often not accurate. To correct this, other methods solve the time-dependent Schrodinger 

equation instead of the time-independent Schrodinger equation. This produces TD-DFT 

approaches, which gives a reasonable approximation of excited state phenomena.42-43  

However, TDDFT does not properly describe reactions within the excited state potential 

energy surface of a molecule.44-45 For these circumstances, Complete Active Space SCF 

(CASSCF) becomes a more appropriate choice. CASSCF, uses the SCF determinants for the 
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core electrons, but uses the most accurate Full CI for small groups of specific electrons.46 

The more electrons and orbitals are included, however, the more expensive the calculations. 

Therefore, great care must be taken to determine which electrons and which orbitals are 

included. The benefit of CASSCF is that the method better describes the potential energy 

surface of the molecule and is better equipped to study conical intersections and other 

calculations that require following PES reaction pathways in the excited state. most widely 

used and simplest way to study excited states.  

Often, configuration interaction techniques are used for single point calculations at 

important geometries (Frank-Condon, minima, CIs). Then, complete active space (CAS) is 

used to calculate electronic energies and pathways between these points to determine 

relaxation pathways.  

A note about fitting decay traces: Lifetimes can only be fit for dynamics that are about 

half the cross-correlation of the pulse widths of the pump/probe lasers or longer. The 

experiment is essentially blind to faster dynamics because they occur on a time resolution 

faster than the pulse width of the measurement. Furthermore, derived lifetimes can vary 

between studies, even when for the same system with the same technique. These differences 

can be due to many factors, from sample preparation to the fitting algorithm used. A single 

trace can sometimes be fit with different lifetimes and different numbers of exponentials 

depending on the pre-exponential factors.47 Thus, lifetimes need to be interpreted with some 

caution to simply get a sense of the overall orders of magnitude and photostability of the 

system. 

3. Excited state dynamics 

Here we briefly summarize what is known about the excited state dynamics for each of 

the nine compounds. Of the set of compounds, we have studied guanine, adenine, 
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isoguanine, xanthine, and 2,6-diaminopurine. Together with data from many other groups, a 

fairly extensive picture emerges. Table 1 lists the excited state lifetimes as measured at the 

origin of the lowest 1ππ* transition. 

compound R2 R6 tautomer lifetime (ps) S1 references 

purine H H  long nπ* 48 

guanine NH2 O N1 keto <1 ππ* 49-50 

   enol 13,000/40,000 ππ* 51 

isoguanine O NH2 N3,7 keto >900 nπ* 52 

   enol <30 nπ*  

adenine H NH2  9 nπ* 53 

2-AP NH2 H  156 nπ* 16 

2,6-dAP NH2 NH2  655/6,300 nπ* this work 

hypoX H O  <1 ππ* 54 

2-oxoP O H   ππ* 13 

xanthine O O  30 ps/2µs nπ* this work 

Table 1: Excited state lifetimes as measured at the origin of lowest ππ* transition. 

Purine 

Purine is the base structure for all these systems. It is the chromophore and main 

contributor to the overall absorption spectrum for all these systems. In spite of that, it has its 

own unique excited state dynamics, different from the rest of the molecules of interest, i.e. 

the purine base structure is not responsible for the ultrafast relaxation dynamics of the 

canonical purines. Being the simplest case, we will consider purine’s excited state dynamics 

first. 

Purine is found exclusively in the 9H tautomer in the gas phase.55 Only Schneider et al. 

have successfully studied the dynamics of purine experimentally in the gas phase.48 They 

collected an R2PI spectrum and determined the lowest electronic state to be of 1nπ* 

character, shown in Figure 4. Individual bands in the the spectrum could be observed up to 

+4000 cm-1, though it starts to become diffuse after +2000 cm-1, relative to the 1nπ* origin. 

From the similarities in the spectra of purine to deuterated purine, they attributed the low 

vibronic transitions to skeletal motions, as opposed to hydrogen atom vibrations. The decay 
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of low energy transitions must not be ultrafast, owing to the sharpness of the R2PI spectrum 

for so many wavenumnbers.  

 

Figure 4. (a) R2PI spectrum of purine, with the 1nπ* origin at 31309 cm-1. Most peaks +900 

cm-1 can be assigned to the combination bands with two dominant modes, a1 and b1. (b) 

R2PI spectrum of purine-d1, two isotopomers present. (c) H-atom action spectrum. From 

reference 48. 

Mburu and Matsika investigated the substituent effects on the excited states of purine 

derivatives.56 They found purine to be one of the few molecules to have the lowest electronic 

state to be 1nπ*. They claim this allows for quenching of fluorescent decay via nonadiabatic 

dynamics (electronic state changes) to a dark state. Borin et al. came to a similar conclusion 

studying the excited states of 7H and 9H purine.57  

Crespo-Hernandez et al. conducted a thorough investigation of purine and 9-

methylpurine transient absorption spectroscopy, coupled with quantum calculations.12 First, 

they compared the dynamics to 9-methylpurine because the 7H and 9H tautomers of purine 

exist in amount equal amounts in aqueous solution.58-59 Their calculations assign the lowest 

electronic states to a dark S1(nπ*) and a bright S2(ππ*) for 9-methylpurine and the 7H and 

9H tautomers of purine. Further, all three systems have similar dynamics. After UV 

absorption to S2(ππ*), they internally convert to S1(nπ*) in ~100 fs (Fig. 5). Vibrational 

cooling then occurs from the unrelaxed 1nπ* to the relaxed 1nπ* (6-15 ps). Once in S1, the 

system bifurcates to S1/S0 internal conversion and S1(nπ*)/T2(ππ*) intersystem crossing. The 

triplet yield is expected near unity. The authors argue that amino or oxo substitution at C6 

prevents 1nπ* access, promoting 1ππ*/S0 internal conversion via a C2 distortion conical 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 

replicated. Please refer to figure 1 from reference 48 
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intersection instead.12 This predominance of the triplet state is supported by other solution 

phase experiments.60 

 

Figure 5. General relaxation scheme for 9-methylpurine and purine after UV excitation to 

S2(ππ*). From reference 12. 

Biologically relevant 9H purine is seen exclusively in the gas phase. The R2PI spectrum 

of the lowest energy electronic state, 1nπ*, is observed and extends for ~4000 cm-1. The 

excited state lifetime of purine has not been measured in the gas phase, but was found to be 

360 ps and 645 ps in acetonitrile and aqueous solution, respectively. Solution phase 

experiments are complicated by the near equal populations of the 7H and 9H tautomers. 

Theoretical calculations agree with solution phase experiments that after excitation to 

S2(ππ*), purine quickly internally converts to S1(ππ*). Once there, purine will undergo 

intersystem crossing to a triplet state with near unity quantum yield. Evidence supports the 

7H tautomer having very similar dynamics to the 9H.  

2-oxopurine 

2-oxopurine is purine with an oxo group at the C2 position. It was first observed in 

solution in 1954 with a spectrum characterized by two transitions at 321 nm and 239 nm 

(Fig. 6).61 Later in 2008, a study by Mburu and Matsika explained that both of these 

transitions are of 1ππ* character.56 Two dark 1nπ* states lie in between. This study was the 

first theoretical study of 2-oxopurine as part of a larger comparison of substituted purines at 

the MRMP2 level of theory. Martinez-Fernandez and co-workers built off these findings to 

characterize the PES and expected photodynamics of 2-oxopurine in a 2019 theoretical 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 

replicated. Please refer to figure 9 from reference 12 
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study.62 They confirmed that the excitation would most likely be into the S1(ππ*) state, as 

this is the brightest state, whose minimum lies 3.4 eV above the ground state minimum. To 

reach the conical intersection between the S1(ππ*)/S0  is a 0.6 eV barrier from the S1 

minimum. This conical intersection is characterized by further stretching of the C2-O and 

N3-C4 bonds, puckering of the C6 atom, and tilting of the H atom at C6. Calculations of spin 

orbit coupling show that the S1 minimum also intersects with two triplets states of 1ππ* 

character. Spin orbit coupling is high enough for relaxation to prefer intersystem crossing to 

a triplet state over internal conversion to the ground state. The relaxation scheme is shown in 

figure 7. 

 

Figure 6. Absorption spectra of 2-oxopurine with A, the neutral molecule; B, anion; and C, 

cation. From reference 61. 

 

Figure 7. Potential energy diagram of 2-oxopurine with energies in eV, relative to the 

ground, calculated at the MS-CASPT2 (a), ADC(2) (b), and M062X/PCM-M062X (c) levels 

of theory. From reference 62. 

Later, theoretical calculations done by Guo and co-workers support the lifetime 

assignment of ~200 fs by elucidating the decay mechanisms responsible for the ultrafast 

dynamics.66 They found each tautomer had two different conical intersections  due to out-of-

plane distortions of the C2 atom. Both conical intersection reported were lower in energy 

than the Frank-Condon region with no barriers in between. Hypoxanthine decays directly 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 

replicated. Please refer to figure 2 from reference 62 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 

replicated. Please refer to figure 4 from reference 61 
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from its bright S1(ππ*) to the ground state. In another study, they found solvation slightly 

affects the dynamics of the two tautomers.67 Solvation is expected to slightly decrease the 

lifetime of 7H and slightly increase the lifetime of 9H, though their decays are still predicted 

to be < 1 ps. This is shown in figure 9. They also confirmed the ultrafast dynamics observed 

experimentally in solution for inosine by modeling the dynamics of 9-methylhypoxanthine in 

solution.68 

 

Figure 9. Plot of the average amount of time 7H and 9H spend in the S1 state, modeled in 

aqueous solution. From reference 67. 

Overall, hypoxanthine is noted for having the fastest excited state lifetime and incredibly 

photostability. Hypoxanthine undergoes absorption into the bright S1(ππ*) which then 

quickly passes through an ultrafast barrierless S1/S0 conical intersection. Experimental 

results show both the 7H and 9H tautomers present in solution have almost identical 

dynamics. These experimental results are corroborated by theoretical calculations that show 

ultrafast internal conversion via out-of-plane deformation at C2. 

Xanthine (2,6-dioxopurine) and 9-methylxanthine 

Xanthine is a purine derivative with oxo moieties on both C2 and C6, and thus can also 

be called 2,6-dioxopurine. It is the combination of 2-oxopurine and hypoxanthine. Xanthine 

is found in the human body, as the degradation product of the canonical purines, adenine and 

guanine. There is strong evidence that xanthine existed on an early Earth, as it was found on 

meteorites69 and synthesized using prebiotic chemistry.70-71 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 

replicated. Please refer to figure 3 from reference 67 
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Xanthine was first studied spectroscopically in the gas phase in 2007 by Callahan et al.72 

They collected an R2PI spectrum and determined that only the 7H tautomer, the lowest 

energy tautomer, was present. A combined theoretical and experimental study by Gate et al. 

further studied the photodynamics of 7H and 9-methylxanthine in the gas phase. This work 

is not yet complete. I am waiting on theoretical results and input from Rafal. 9-

methylxanthine was used as a substitute for the 9H tautomer. 7H and 9-methylxanthine had 

similar dynamics with a < 30 ps and ultraslow decay components observed at all vibronic 

transitions (Fig. 10). These relaxation mechanisms were attributed to prompt internal 

conversion from the bright 1ππ* to 1nπ*. From there, a slight barrier causes the < 30 ps 

lifetime to reach the ground state while also allowing significant long-lived triplet yield, 

explaining the ultraslow decay. 

 

Figure 10. R2PI spectrum of 7H xanthine. Lifetimes for each peak are displayed above the 

respective peak. Similar decays were found for 9-methylxanthine. 

Yamazaki et al. explain the lack of 9H tautomer in the gas phase is due to its poor Frank-

Condon factors and its worse stability relative to 7H.73 They found a near barrierless path 

from the Frank-Condon region of the bright 1ππ* to the conical intersection defined by 

deformation of the 5-membered ring for 7H. The 9H had a much larger barrier to reach the 
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conical intersection. These potential energy surfaces are shown in Figure 11. This 

deformation of the 5-membered ring to reach the conical intersection stands in contrast to all 

other purine relaxation mechanisms that require deformation of the 6-membered ring. The 

authors attribute this to the single double bond across C4C5 in the 6-membered ring. They 

did not study conical intersections from the 1nπ* because the conical intersection was 

significantly higher in energy than the 1nπ* minimum. But the 1nπ* was close in energy to 

the 1ππ*, possibly allowing for significant vibronic coupling into the 1nπ*. These results, 

calculated in the gas phase, disagree with experimental gas phase results. 

 

Figure 11. Potential energy functions along the out-of-plane deformation coordinate ϕ of 7H 

xanthine (a) and 9H xanthine (b). Full lines with open squares (filled circles) indicate 1ππ* 

energies at the CC2-optimized (CASSCF-optimized) geometries. Dashed lines with open 

circles show how the S0 energies at the 1ππ*-optimized geometries. From reference 73. 

Xanthine does not dissolve in solution, so solution phase studies have used various 

forms of xanthosines and methylated xanthines. In 2012, Chen and Kohler studied the 

ultrafast nonradiative decay of hypoxanthine and several methylxanthines using fluorescence 

up-conversion.64 They found all molecules have monoexponential decays with lifetimes < 

600 fs. Using fluorescence up-conversion, Gustavsson and co-workers found the lifetimes of 

various methylated xanthines to all be ~1 ps in both H2O and methanol (Fig. 12). 74 A 

combined fluorescence upconversion and transient absorption study on XMP and XMP- also 

reveal < 1 ps lifetimes.75 The ultrafast nonradiative decays of these various xanthines have 

been attributed to bright 1ππ* relaxing directly to the ground state, in line with theoretical 

calculations.64, 74-75  

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 

replicated. Please refer to figure 5 from reference 73 
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2-aminopurine 

2-aminopurine is the isomer of adenine with the amino group moved to the C2 position. 

It has been used for decades as an analogue of adenine in DNA. It can base pair with 

thymine. It is also highly fluorescent in solution, with diminished yields in the DNA helix. 

Thus, it has extensively been used as an environmental probe. 

2AP was first observed in the gas phase in 2001.76 In the gas phase, 2AP is mainly in the 

lowest energy and biologically relevant 9H tautomer.77 The most significant contributions to 

the excited state dynamics of 2AP were done by Leutwyler et al. in an exciting series of 

articles. Using REMPI coupled with calculations, they observed two isomers of 9H-

2AP·H2O, differing only by their hydrogen bonding network (Fig. 13).78 Vibronic analyses 

showed the cluster with H2O hydrogen-bonded to the amino group (Fig. 13b) has more 

intense in-plane vibrational modes and less intense out-of-plane modes compared to the 

cluster without the amino group being hydrogen-bound (Fig. 13a). This study implied the 

cluster without the amino hydrogen-bonding had greater 1La(ππ*)/1nπ* vibronic coupling 

than the former. They were then able to observe 7H-2AP in the molecular beam, ~1600 cm-1 

to the red and 1000x weaker than 9H-2AP.79 A vibronic analysis revealed mainly in-plane 

modes for 7H, predicting little vibronic coupling and a long lifetime. They also observed an 

ultraslow decay (< 5 μs) for 9H, attributed to S1(nπ*)/T1(ππ*) intersystem crossing. Most 

importantly, they measured a lifetime of 156 ps at the origin of isolated 2AP.80-81 Single 

hydration increased the lifetime 4-100 fold, up to 14.5 ns, depending on the site of hydration. 

They correlated this lifetime increase with a greater 1nπ* – 1ππ* energy gap which led to less 

vibronic coupling from Lim’s proximity model (Figure 14). Hydration of the amino moiety 
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destabilized the nπ*, reducing the vibronic coupling and increasing the fluorescence and 

lifetime. This phenomenological approach would corroborate other mechanistic studies. 

 

Figure 13. R2PI spectra of 9H-2AP·H2O (a, b) and 9H-2AP (c). The spectrum in (a) is the 

cluster without the hydrogen bound amino group. The spectrum in (b) is the cluster with the 

hydrogen bound amino group. From reference 78. 

 

Figure 14. Excited state lifetime of various 9H-2AP·(H2O)n clusters relative to their 

calculated 1nπ* - 1ππ* energy difference. 9H is isolated 9H-2AP. Note the near linearity of 

the lifetime with the calculated adiabatic energy gap, Ecalc(1nπ*) – Ecalc(1ππ*). From 

reference 81. 

Two competing relaxation pathways have been proposed by theoretical calculations for 

9H- 2AP. One put forth, first by Broo in 1998, is after initial excitation into the 1La(ππ*), the 

system gets trapped in the 1ππ* minimum, which explains 2AP’s enhanced fluorescence over 

adenine.82-84 The 1nπ* is too high in energy to affect the relaxation. This pathway assumes 

fluorescence and a long-lived state in both the gas phase and aqueous solution. The other 

proposes a slight barrier from the bright 1La(ππ*) to the 1nπ* allows for significant vibronic 

coupling and then decay to the ground state through the accessible 1nπ*.77, 84-85 This pathway 

would quench fluorescence in the gas-phase and in non-polar solvents. In aqueous solution, 

the 1nπ* would destabilize to the point where it is no longer accessible and the excited 

system gets trapped in the 1ππ* until it fluoresces back to S0. Barbatti and Lischka confirmed 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 

replicated. Please refer to figure 3 from reference 81 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 

replicated. Please refer to figure 4 from reference 78 
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the latter pathway in a theoretical study that introduced individual H2O molecules around 

2AP.86 They found in bare 2AP strong coupling between 1ππ* and 1nπ* and a small barrier 

to the 1nπ*/S0 conical intersection characterized by puckering at C6 (Fig. 15). There is also a 

small S1 – T2 energy gap, such that staying in S1 can induce intersystem crossing. Single 

hydration at the amino group destabilizes the 1nπ*, trapping the system in the 1ππ* and 

favoring fluorescence. This model explains the experimental work done by Leutwyler et al. 

using ππ* - nπ* energy differences as opposed to vibronic coupling. 

 

Figure 15. Potential energy curves of 2AP (top) and 2AP with one H2O hydrogen bonded to 

the amino group (bottom). Solid lines indicate diabatic connections of the excited states at 

the S0 minimum. Dotted lines indicate adiabatic connections through the S1 transition state. 

From reference 86. 

Santhosh and Mishra did an extensive study comparing the absorption and excited state 

dynamics of 2AP and 2,6-dAP using absorption, fluorescence and emission spectroscopy 

coupled with calculations in 1991.87 They found 2AP to have a 2.1 ns and 24.6 ns in aqueous 

solution, attributed to emission from the 9H and 7H tautomers. Later studies cast doubt on 

these numbers, finding 11.0 ns and 13.5 ns for the 9H and 7H tautomers.88 This study also 

found though 9H-2AP is most stable, 40% is in the 7H form, due its increased dipole 

moment. Using several spectroscopic techniques, it was determined the lowest electronic 

state is of 1ππ* character and the second lowest of 1nπ* character.89 Further, it was measured 

to have a 11.8 ns decay, which is consistent if fitting with a monoexponential. Two < 1 ps 

decay components were observed using fs-fluorescence upconversion, attributed to 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 

replicated. Please refer to figure 5 from reference 86 
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solvation.90 An ultralong process was also observed. Using 2APdr to exclude the 7H 

tautomer, Crespo-Hernandez et al. observed increasing triplet yield of 10 – 40% with 

decreased solvent polarity.91 Further, fluorescence decreased with decreasing solvent 

polarity. This triplet state exists for hundreds of ns, and is most likely populated via 1ππ* → 

1nπ* → 3ππ*, confirming the work by Leutwyler and co-workers. They also observed a 

constant yield of 30% nonradiative decay, independent of solvent, therefore likely decay 

from 1ππ*. This overall solvent dependence is due to the stabilization (destabilization) of the 

1ππ* (1nπ*) in polar solvent, reducing vibronic coupling between the two states. This is 

shown schematically in figure 16. 

 

Figure 16. Proposed kinetic mechanism for 2APdr in various solvents. ~30% of the excited 

population decays to the ground state nonradiatively. From reference 91. 

In summary, 2AP is known for its fluorescent properties in H2O and thus used in DNA 

as an adenine analogue and environmental probe. Its fluorescence decreases in less polar 

solvent, having a weak fluorescent signal in the gas phase. 9H-2AP is seen in the gas phase 

and has both an excited state lifetime that is relatively short (~100 ps) and ultralong (< 5 μs). 

Fast internal conversion from the bright 1ππ* leads to the 1nπ*. From there, the system will 

remain for ~100 ps before internally converting to the ground state or undergoing 

intersystem crossing to an ultralong triplet state. These dynamics are highly dependent on the 

hydrogen bonding environment though, with a single hydrogen bond at the amino moiety 

able increase the lifetime to aqueous solution decays. This is due to the extremely sensitive 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 
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interplay between the 1ππ* - 1nπ* states. Aqueous solvation stabilizes the lowest 1La(ππ*) 

while destabilizing the 1nπ*, increasing the energy gap between the two states. This gap 

increase leads to reduced vibronic coupling and trapping of the excited system in the 1ππ* 

leading to increased fluorescence and lifetime. 

Adenine (6-aminopurine) 

One of the two canonical purine nucleobases, adenine is also known as 6-aminopurine. It 

is found almost exclusively in the biologically relevant 9H tautomer in the gas phase53, 92 

with a single, weaker peak identified belonging to the 7H tautomer by Plutzer and 

Kleinermanns.93 In solution, about 80% is in the 9H configuration and the rest in 7H.94-95  

The lowest electronic states are 1nπ*, 1Lb(ππ*), 1La(ππ*), and 1πσ*. Kim et al. first 

observed adenine, including the dark 1nπ* in 2000 using REMPI and LIF at 35503 cm-1 and 

the higher 1Lb(ππ*) at 36105 cm-1.96 These assignments were later confirmed using helium 

nanodroplets absorption spectroscopy97 and REMPI93. This helium nanodroplet experiment 

and Kim used the decrease in lifetime coupled with theory to assign the broad spectrum 

above ~36800 cm-1 to the 1La(ππ*) state.97-98 The gas phase spectrum is dominated by the 

1Lb(ππ*) origin transition (peak D in Fig. 17). A few weaker peaks are observed to the red of 

this origin, assigned to the 1nπ* state (peak A) and 7H tautomer (peaks B). Well-resolved 

peaks from the 1Lb(ππ*) are observed to the blue of the origin for ~500 cm-1 before the 

spectrum broadens and contributions are then mainly from the 1La(ππ*). 

 

Fig. 17. R2PI spectrum of adenine. Peak A is the origin band of the 1nπ*. D is the origin 

band of the 1Lb(ππ*). The peaks assigned to B are due to the 7H tautomer. The wave number 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 
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scale on the top is relative to the origin band of the 1nπ* state. The inset shows the spectrum 

over a much broader range. The broadening of the spectrum starting at ~36800 cm-1 and 

above is caused by mainly the absorption of the 1La(ππ*). From reference 96. 

Adenine is noted for having an ultrafast decay in the gas phase. Fischer and co-workers 

conducted the first time-resolved study on adenine in the gas phase in 2001 using REMPI, 

extracting a lifetime of 9 ps at the 1Lb(ππ*) origin. Various fs pump-probe transient 

spectroscopy and photoelectron spectroscopy studies have concluded that the initially bright 

states (1Lb and 1La) decay to the dark 1nπ* < 100 fs, and this state decays to the ground state 

< 1 ps.98-106 Thus the transients are fitted using biexponentials. Direct 1ππ*/S0 internal 

conversion may also contribute to this < 100 fs component. The 1nπ*/S0 decay lifetime 

decreases with excess excitation energy due to a small energy barrier in the 1nπ* to the 

conical intersection. Smith et al. were able to observe adenine, adenine dimer, and adenine – 

H2O clusters in the gas phase using photoelectron spectroscopy.106 They observed the < 100 

fs and 1 ps decay of adenine monomer in the gas phase due to the 1ππ* and 1nπ*, 

respectively. But the addition of three H2O molecules completely removed the 1 ps 

component. This supports the conclusion that the 1nπ* state is not active in decay dynamics 

of hydrated adenine. Their data, which includes a typical transient spectrum from fs pump 

probe spectroscopy for adenine is displayed in Figure 18. There is also experimental 

evidence for a long-lived small triplet state component.99-101 

 

Figure 18. Time-resolved ion signals from photoelectron spectroscopy for adenine, adenine 

dimer, and water clusters. A typical transient ion signal of adenine is shown in the top left. 

From reference 106. 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 
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The experimental evidence for the activity of the 1πσ* is difficult to detect due to its dark 

nature and expected ultrafast dynamics to its repulsive nature. Repulsion of the N9-H bond in 

the excited state is stabilized by its bond lengthening, leading to possible H atom ejection at 

N9. This state is estimated only to viable with an excitation 0.5 – 1.0 eV above the vertical 

excitation of the 1Lb(ππ*).102, 107-109 Using deuterated and methylated adenine derivates in 

combination with fs pump-probe spectroscopy and photoelectron spectroscopy no evidence 

for the 1πσ* decay route was observed.104-105, 110-111 Other studies using photoelectron 

spectroscopy and theory show possible evidence to πσ*.100-102, 107-110, 112-113 

The photophysics and photochemistry of adenine has also attracted much theoretical 

effort. Different studies will differ on things such as the contribution of the 1πσ* to 

nonradiative decay and exact state ordering. But the general consensus for the majority of 

excited state decay is that the low-energy vibronic transitions excite the 1Lb(ππ*) state, and 

vibronic coupling and a barrierless path fill a nearly degenerate 1nπ* state.82, 107-110, 114-116 

This accounts for the < 100 fs decay observed experimentally. Direct 1ππ/S0 relaxation is 

thought to contribute to this as well. Once in the 1nπ*, adenine undergoes significant ring 

puckering and out-of-plane deformation at the C2N3 and C6 to reach a conical intersection 

and relax back to the ground state.82, 107-109, 116-117 This 1nπ*/S0 internal conversion accounts 

for the ~ 1 ps decay observed experimentally. Figure 19 displays this general relaxation 

scheme graphically. Higher energy excitations to 1La(ππ*) lead to branching of 1La(ππ*) to 

1nπ* and 1πσ*.  Serrano-Andres et al. and Corral and co-workers proposed an alternative 

model.12, 83 In this model, adenine relaxes via similar structural deformations to reach 

1ππ*/S0 conical intersections. This picture completely excludes the 1nπ*.  
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The 7H tautomer of adenine has been noted for a barrier to access the nπ* conical 

intersection, which explains its experimentally observed longer lifetime and increase 

fluorescence.82-83 This is another example of the subtle function of molecular structure and 

excited state dynamics. 

 

Figure 19. Potential energy diagram of adenine calculated with CASPT2. This shows the 

decay path calculated from the local minimum (LM) geometry of adenine at the 1nπ* to the 

saddle point (SP) to the out-of-plane conical intersection (CI32). From reference 108. 

In aqueous solution using fs transient absorption and fluorescence upconversion, adenine 

is noted for a biexponential decay with lifetimes of ~0.2 and 8 ps.94-95, 112, 118. This longer 

lifetime was shown to be due to the significantly more fluorescent 7H tautomer using 

dAMP, and methylated adenines.94, 112, 118 Figure 20 shows the typical decay observed for 

adenine, adenosine, and dAMP in aqueous solution using fluorescence upconversion. 

Adenosine was found to have a similarly fast lifetime of 0.3 fs.112, 118-120 Note, some studies 

find biexponential decays for adenosine, but these lifetimes are still consistently < 0.5 ps. 

Because adenosine does not have a 7H tautomer, and therefore no long 8 ps decay, 

adenosine was also used to study the dynamics of intermolecular vibrational cooling in the 

ground state.119-121 Others have studied the dynamics of adenosine in the context of making 

comparisons to adenine homo-oligonucleotides.111, 121-123 They too have found similar 

lifetimes for adenosine. Mechanistically, it is unclear whether in solution adenine decays 

using the 1nπ* state. Some studies point to its contribution,94, 118 while others do not.106, 111 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 
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Figure 20. Fluorescence upconversion decay curves for adenine, adenosine, and dAMP in 

aqueous solution. These curves are similar to fluorescence upconversion and transient 

absorption curves from other studies. From reference 118. 

Overall, 9H-adenine has slightly different excited state dynamics in gas phase and 

aqueous solution. In the gas phase, adenine has two decay components. One is a < 100 fs 

component due to the decay of the initially bright state, either 1Lb(ππ*) or 1La(ππ*), to the 

1nπ* or S0. The longer component is on the order of 1 ps, due to the decay of the 1nπ* 

through a conical intersection by out-of-plane deformations along the 6-membered ring. In 

aqueous solution, study of the dynamics also involved studying adenosine, dAMP, and 

methylated derivatives due to presence of the 7H tautomer and vibrational cooling with the 

solvent. Nonradiative decay in solution occurs on the < 1 ps timescale due to low-lying 

conical intersections. It is inconclusive so far if the 1nπ* contributes to this decay in solution. 

2,6-diaminopurine 

2,6-diaminopurine (2,6-dAP) is the combination of 2AP and 6AP, with amino moieties 

at both C2 and C6. 2,6-dAP likely existed on an early Earth, as it was found in meteorite 

samples69 and could be synthesized under the same conditions with the same starting 

materials as the canonical nucleobases.124 

2,6-dAP was first observed in the gas phase in 2001.76 Gengeliczki et al. then determined 

the presence of both the 7H and 9H diamino tautomers in the molecular beam with the 7H 

origin red-shifted ~2600 cm-1 relative to the 9H origin.125 Using ns pump probe, they also 

measured excited state lifetimes of 8.7 ns and 6.3 ns for the 7H and 9H tautomers, 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 
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respectively. Recently, Gate and co-workers did an extensive gas-phase excited state 

dynamics study using both REMPI and quantum calculations. This work is also not 

complete. I am waiting for theoretical calculations and input from Rafal for 2,6-dAP as well. 

For the 7H tautomer, they observed a sizable barrier to internal conversion from the bright 

S1(ππ*) leading to a ~25 ns lifetime and significant triplet yield with a > 2 μs lifetime (Fig. 

21). On the other hand, the 9H tautomer has a small barrier to the S1(ππ*)/S0, yielding a 

small fluorescent quantum yield for the first few vibronic transitions before disappearing. 

Further, a 600 ps decay was also observed for the first few vibronic bands that reduces to 9 

ps at +800 cm-1 

 

Figure 21. R2PI spectra of the 7H (black) and 9H (red) tautomers of 2,6-dAP. The origins 

are at 32216 cm-1 and 34885 cm-1 for the 7H and 9H, respectively. The lifetimes derived for 

each peak are listed above the peaks. Ultraslow has a decay of > 2μs. 

These experimental results are supported by theoretical calculations. The 7H has a 

barrier from its Frank-Condon excitation to S0 conical intersection, requiring significant 

nuclear motion, explaining the 25 ns decay. The intersystem crossing geometry is very 

similar to the Frank-Condon geometry. This similar geometry, coupled with the amount of 

time 7H stays in the S1(ππ*), allows for significant triplet yield and competitive intersystem 

crossing. The intersystem crossing is competitive at all probed wavelengths. The 9H has a 
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small barrier between the Frank-Condon excitation and the ground state. This small barrier 

allows for a small fluorescent yield, explaining the 6.3 ns decay. The rest of the wavepacket 

decays nonradiatively, attributed to the ps decay. With only a small amount of energy, the 

barrier is quickly overcome and the fluorescent yield disappears, outcompeted by the much 

more efficient nonradiative decay. The significant drop in lifetime of the ps decay and 

broadening of the R2PI spectrum are evidence to this. 

Santhosh and Mishra also studied 2,6-dAP in aqueous solution using absorption, 

fluorescence and excitation spectroscopies.87 They also conducted ns pump probe, and 

observed a 4.0 ns fluorescent decay. Virta et al. characterized 2,6-dAP using fluorescent 

spectroscopy.126 They found a 1.7 ns fluorescent lifetime with a fluorescence quantum yield 

of 0.02. As far as we can tell, no one has determined the tautomer distribution of 2,6-dAP in 

aqueous solution. But we assume both tautomers and contribute to the fluorescence signal. 

The 9H tautomer is slightly more stable than the 7H tautomer in the gas phase, similar to 

2AP and 6AP. And the 7H tautomers make up 40% and 20% of the aqueous population for 

2AP88 and 6AP,94-95 respectively. It is therefore likely that both the 7H and 9H tautomers of 

2,6-dAP are present in sizable amount in solution. 

The biologically relevant 9H tautomer of 2,6-dAP has a small fluorescent component at 

low excitation energies. It also has a fast nonradiative decay that becomes more efficient and 

competitive with small increases in excess energy, on the order of ~500 cm-1. This is due to 

a small barrier from the bright S1(ππ*) to the 1ππ*/S0 conical intersection. In solution, 2,6-

dAP has small fluorescent yield with a lifetime of ~2 ns. These results stand in contrast to 

the 7H tautomer, which has significantly different excited state dynamics. 

Isoguanine 
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Isoguanine is the isomer of guanine with the oxo and amino moieties switched. Interest 

in isoguanine grew after Rich in 1962 suggested isoguanine and isocytosine could form a 

highly stable Watson-Crick base pair that could biologically be incorporated into DNA.127 

Scientists now believe that the canonical nucleobases were selected partially because of their 

pairing fidelity and tautomeric stability. Later studies showed that isoguanine defies both of 

those standards. Studies have shown that isoguanine exists in multiple different tautomeric 

forms in DNA128-129 and can base pair with guanine,130 cytosine,128, 131-132 thymine,128 and 

isocytosine.127 Isoguanine can also form parallel strand helixes131 and tetraplexes132 with 

cytosine. Because of the many important tautomers of isoguanine, two of the more 

influential studies by Sepiol et al.133 and Seela et al.134 focused on assigning the predominant 

tautomeric forms. Sepiol et al. used spectrophotometric titration on isoguanosine and other 

isoguanine analogues and concluded both keto-amino and enol-amino were present 

depending on the solvent polarity.133 Seela et al. fixed the tautomerization using alkylation 

and confirmed that the keto-amino 1H tautomer of isoguanosine was present in aqueous 

solution.134 Other studies have found evidence for other tautomers, showing that the 

tautomerization of isoguanine is a complex situation.128, 130 

The latest study of isoguanine by Gate et al. in 2019 also appears to be the first to assign 

gas phase tautomers and study the relaxation dynamics.135 They observed the keto-3,7H and 

enol-7H in the gas phase (Fig. 22). The keto form was found to have a lifetime around 950 

ps at all transitions. The enol form could not be measured and was proposed due to an 

ultrafast lifetime. Quantum calculations were carried out on the two tautomers above as well 

as the lowest energy and biologically relevant tautomers, enol-N9 and keto-N1,9 (Fig. 23). 

The keto-3,7H S1(nπ*) minimum is 0.98 eV below the ground state conical intersection. 

This barrier explains the 950 ps lifetime observed. Two conical intersections with smaller 
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barriers were observed for the enol-7H tautomer. Consequently, the enol form is expected to 

have a fast excited state lifetime which explains the small amount of signal and unsuccessful 

pump probe experiments. Calculations were also done on the unobserved enol-9H, the 

lowest energy tautomer. They showed no barrier to the ground state conical intersection 

leading to an ultrafast decay, and possibly explaining the lack of signal from enol-9H. 

 

Figure 22. R2PI spectra of keto-3.7H (a) and enol-7H (b). Lifetimes, in ps, are displayed 

above each peak. Peaks where pump probe was unsuccessfully attempted are marked with 

crosses. Reproduced without permission.135 

 

Figure 23. Potential energy profiles for the predicted dominant photodeactivation pathways 

of keto and enol isoguanine. The inserted structure corresponds to the S1/S0 minimum-

energy crossing point (MECP) geometry (conical intersection). For a description of the 
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applicability of NEVPT2 and ADC(2), refer to the reference. Reproduced without 

permission.135 

Isoguanine has several tautomeric forms present, apparently in both solution and gasp 

phase. This is similar to the situation with guanine. The experimentally observed keto-3,7H 

had a lifetime of 950 ps at all peaks, explained theoretically by a large barrier to internal 

conversion. The unobserved keto-1,9H was predicted to have similar dynamics. Enol-7H , 

the other experimentally observed tautomer had only small amount of signal, attributed to a 

smaller barrier and faster internal conversion. Enol-9H was predicted to have ultrafast 

dynamics. 

Guanine 

Guanine is a canonical nucleobase with a purine structure and an amino group at the C2 

and an oxo group at the C6. In this way, it is a combination of hypoxanthine and 2AP. A high 

resolution gas phase spectrum of guanine was first taken by Nir et al. in 1999.136 This was 

followed shortly after by the vibronic spectrum of guanosine.137 IR-UV double resonance 

experiments, coupled with calculated structure stabilities were used to assign tautomers in 

the gas phase. Four tautomers are seen in the gas phase (Fig. 24). At first, they were assigned 

to the lowest energy tautomers: keto 9H, keto 7H, enol 9H, and enol 7H.138-140 The keto 9H, 

keto 7H, enol 9H(trans), and enol 9H(cis) were then definitely seen by Choi and Miller in 

helium nanodroplets and IR laser spectroscopy in 2006.141 The IR spectra acquired in this 

study did not match previous studies on the tautomers of guanine. It was later confirmed that 

enol 9H, enol 7H, and two imino-keto 7H, are observed in the gas phase using a molecular 

beam.142-144 These tautomers are 3-7 kcal/mol higher in energy than the lowest energy keto 

9H. This caused a reassignment of the tautomers observed in previous studies using 
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molecular beams. Though the biologically relevant guanine tautomer has been observed in 

the gas phase,141, 145 it has not been done with a technique that can probe its excited state 

dynamics with tautomer-specificity. A couple of early attempts to probe the dynamics of 

guanine found < 1 ps lifetimes, but this was without tautomer resolution. The ultrafast 

relaxations support that these authors were probing biological guanine.99, 105 Other tautomers 

have lifetimes on the order of tens of nanoseconds, though these were found using 

techniques that could only observe nanosecond decays.51, 140 Note that analyses done before 

the tautomer reassignment in 2006/2007 may have been assuming the wrong tautomers. 

These also highlight how small structural rearrangements as tautomerization also 

significantly impact excited state dynamics. 

 

Figure 24. R2PI spectrum of guanine. The origins of the four different tautomers are marked 

with arrows. From reference 142. 

Theoretical calculations have explained why biological guanine is not observed in 

molecular beam experiments. It has poor Frank-Condon factors144. Further it is predicted to 

have ultrafast decay due to a barrierless conical intersection directly from the bright 1ππ* to 

S0 from puckering at C2.144, 146-148 Figure 25 shows a general scheme for this decay model. 

Another barrierless conical intersection opens up via hydrogen-abstraction from a 1πσ* state 

due to stabilization of guanine’s large static dipole moment.144, 146-147 Unlike 9H-adenine, the 

1nπ* is negligibly involved in the excited state dynamics due to its prohibitively high energy. 

Thiel and co-workers conducted a nonadiabatic dynamics study in simulated aqueous 

solution and found these dynamics to be faster than in vacuou.149 This was due to a smaller 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 
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energy gap between 1La(ππ*) and 1La(ππ*) and a new conical intersection by out-of-plane 

motion of the carbonyl group. 

 

Figure 25. General relaxation scheme for guanine going from a bright 1ππ* down a 

barrierless path directly to a conical intersection with the ground state. From reference 146. 

Guanine has been scantly studied in solution due to its poor solubility. Instead, solution 

phase studies have focused on guanosine and GMP and dGMP. The biologically relevant 

amino-keto tautomer is found in aqueous solution for guanosine and GMP.150-152 Like 

adenine, these systems have been noted for two low-energy bright states, the 1La(ππ*) and 

1Lb(ππ*). For guanine, the state ordering is reversed though, with 1La(ππ*) lower in energy 

than 1Lb(ππ*). The fluorescence spectrum of GMP is much broader and red-shifted relative 

to other nucleotides with a tail out to 700 nm.120, 151 This red tail is due to the relatively flat 

1La(ππ*) PES leading to the S1/S0 conical intersection. Excitation of the higher energy 

1Lb(ππ*) leads to < 100 fs internal conversion to 1La(ππ*).119-120, 151-154 The 1La(ππ*) then 

decays along a barrierless, though flat, PES to the S1/S0 conical intersection, leading to a < 1 

ps lifetime (Figure 26). 

 

Figure 26. Transient absorption spectra of guanosine in aqueous solution with pump at 263 

nm and at the set probe wavelengths. The curves have been offset vertically for clarity. From 

reference 119. 

Due to copyright limits, this figure cannot be 
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Overall, the biologically relevant amio-keto 9H tautomer of guanine presumably decays 

on < 1 ps timescale in solution and gas phase. This lifetime is assignment is complicated by 

the fact that guanine will not dissolve in aqueous solution and thus guanosine and GMP 

must be used instead. Further, biological guanine has not been definitively probed in gas 

phase due to its likely ultrafast decay, as explained by theory. Guanine has two bright states, 

an 1La(ππ*) and a higher 1Lb(ππ*). Guanine will decay from the 1Lb(ππ*) to 1La(ππ*) in 

under < 100 fs and then reach a 1La(ππ*)/S0 conical intersection via mainly C2 

pyramidalization under < 1 ps. 1πσ* and 1nπ* may be reached at higher excitation energies. 

Unlike adenine the 1nπ* is not accessed in biological guanine due to its much higher energy. 

This destabilization may be due to the presence of the electron-donating oxo moiety. Though 

this cannot be the whole story, as the photostability is still tautomer dependent. 

4. The role of C2 and C6 substitutions 

Photostability follows from the ability to return to the electronic ground state at time 

scales short enough to outcompete all other possible processes. This scenario requires a 

potential energy landscape that allows barrierless trajectories to efficient conical 

intersections. The dependence on structure comes about because even minor changes in the 

PES can affect the positions and levels of minima, CIs, barriers, or ordering of states which 

can have large effects on the excited state dynamics. The structure dependence is subtle and 

even tautomers of the same compound can have excited state lifetimes that differ by orders 

of magnitude. As a result, it is hard to formulate general trends. A number of models have 

been proposed to generalize the structural effects and each of those describe important 

elements. However, the complete description still appears to require the inclusion of 

additional details. 
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While comparing the effects of different C2 and C6 substitutions, it should be noted that 

the excited state lifetimes are not a single number but are, rather, a function of absorption 

wavelength. The focus here is on absorption close to the origin, because the excited state 

dynamics at threshold energies are the most sensitive measure of the topography of the PE 

landscapes. Moreover, at high excitation energy, above all barriers, deactivation rates tend to 

increase and thus may not be an accurate reflection of photostability. For the molecule to 

rapidly and safely diffuse electronic excitation, no significant part of the spectrum should be 

trapped in the excited state, including the part absorbed near threshold.  In some of the non-

canonical bases, such as xanthine and 2AP, ultrafast dynamics occur, but at the same time 

ISC occurs as well with a significant quantum yield, thus threatening the long-term stability 

upon radiation. Furthermore, under prebiotic conditions, absorption further to the red in the 

spectrum may have implied more exposure to damaging radiation.  

The base structure of these substitutions is purine. Purine itself is long-lived via the 

mechanism of a S2(1ππ*)/S1(1nπ*) CI in 100 fs followed by a near 100% QY for ISC to a 

long-lived triplet state. So the chromophore by itself is not responsible for the photostability 

of the purine nucleobases. Substitutions of oxo- or amino- groups at the C2 and C6 position 

modify the dynamics to produce different outcomes for each of the other eight structures, 

including producing photostability for selected ones. This is not unique to the purine 

nucleobases as Arpa et al. have pointed out that “The pyrimidine chromophore is not 

responsible for the photostability of the nucleobases”.155 In this case C2 and C4 

functionalization with amino- and/or oxo- substituents modifies the PES landscape, creating 

ultrafast pathways through CIs to the ground state. For purine based structures, four major 

motifs have emerged in describing how the excited state dynamics is affected by the 

potential energy landscapes of purine and its oxo- and amino- derivatives. 
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(i) The first motif is the order of ππ* and nπ* states which the substituents modify 

through stabilization/destabilization effects of the added groups.9 Generally, the ππ* state is 

the bright state. If the nπ* is lower in energy in the FC region or its minimum is below that 

of the ππ* state, then there may be conical intersections between the two that allow the nπ* 

to be populated and to serve as a doorway state or a dark state.156-157 This is the reported 

arrangement in all cases, except guanine, hypoxanthine, 2-oxopurine and enol isoguanine. 

However, while an accessible nπ* state creates a more complex PE landscape, it does not 

suffice to characterize excited state dynamics. Even when the nπ* state is not accessible, 

there may or may not be a barrierless path to the ground state, as in keto vs. enol guanine. 

Conversely, when the 1nπ* state can be reached, it may subsequently lead to the ground 

state, as in adenine, or lead to for example intersystem crossing to a 3ππ* state as in purine 

and 2-oxopurine, and possibly xanthine, 2,6-diaminouprine, and 2-aminopurine. 

(ii) A major motif, in many cases, is C2 puckering in the CI geometry.13, 158 It has been 

argued that this geometry is responsible for the short lifetime of two structures without a C2 

substituent, adenine and hypoxanthine. The most often cited example is the lifetime 

difference between adenine and 2-aminopurine.  For 2-aminopurine, it has been argued that 

the out of-plane rotation of the C2-amino group takes longer than the C2-H bond rotation in 

adenine, resulting in the longer observed lifetime. However, this trend does not hold for 

purine which has no C2 substituent but still has a long lifetime. It is also contradicted by the 

fact that ketoG and enol isoG with an amino- and oxo- substituent in C2, respectively, have 

fast excited state lifetimes. 

(iii) Puckering at C6 can also define conical intersection geometries to a lesser extent.159 

For example, it provides an additional deactivation channel in adenine, which becomes 

significant only at higher excitation energies.160 C6 substitution has also been proposed to 
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play a role in reducing the barrier in the ππ* state. The effect is illustrated with the 

observation that adenine and hypoxanthine decay fast relative to purine. However, the 

observations that 2,6-dAP is slower than 2AP and that enol-G and keto-isoG are slow 

complicate this explanation.  

(iv) When considering the fate of photoexcited nucleobases, the possibility of 

intersystem crossing is of particular concern. Only rapid return to the ground state, either 

directly or through a doorway state, effectively transforms electronic excitation to heat but 

some nonradiative transitions lead to a longer-lived dark state. Purine, 2,6-dAP, and 

xanthine all have significant ISC with the major pathway involving a 1nπ*/3ππ* CI, which is 

El-Sayed allowed. Large spin-orbit coupling, as in the case of 2-oxopurine and 2-

aminopurine can also contribute to this strength of this ISC pathway.  

While this review is based on insights from gas phase data, other aspects, such as the 

solvent, of course play a role. A prime example is 2AP, which is known for its long excited 

state lifetime in solution, but in the gas phase has a 156 ps lifetime at the origin. Lobsiger et 

al. have shown that it takes only three water molecules for that lifetime to lengthen to 14.5 

ns. Computations predict a reduction in the barrier for tautomerisation upon solvation for all 

canonical nucleobases. For example, a reduction from 190 to 112 kJ/mol and from 230 to 

126 kJ/mol was predicted for thymine and cytosine respectively by Valadbeigi et al.161 

Although the barriers are not easy to compute and their values strongly depend on the 

computation level, all the computational works report that solvation by water reduces the 

barriers by about ∼120 kJ/mol.162 Intrastrand hydrogen bonding can also affect the excited 

state dynamics. For example, Zeleny et al. found computationally that in the GC base pair 

the out of plane motions of the guanine NH2 are restricted, affecting the associated CI.163 On 
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the other hand, the base pair forms a charge transfer state along the N1-H coordinate, which 

provides another fast decay trajectory.28, 164  

It should also be noted that a longer stay in an excited state may not always need to lead 

to photochemical damage. An example is the formation of excitons in stacked bases, which 

return to the ground state by charge recombination at a time scale of 100 ps.165 

One might speculate that the oxo- and amino- substitutions did not only provide the 

purine and pyrimidine skeletons with the necessary hydrogen bonding structures – for which 

many combinations were possible – but at the same time also with UV hardiness – for which 

only a subset was preferred. To understand which structures could provide the fastest 

deactivation dynamics back to the ground state requires careful computations to map out all 

potential energy surfaces in comparison with detailed experimental data. In putting these 

observations and trends together, we observe that the dynamics is governed by distortions of 

the 6 ring and the resulting potentials do depend on the structure around the ring. But 

structural trends combine in very nuanced ways; the effects of individual substitutions don’t 

simply add up and the end result cannot be intuitively predicted. 

5. Outlook 

While from all the data, described here, an extensive picture emerges of the entire 

landscape of 2,6 oxo-/amino- substituted purines, a few pieces of the puzzle are still missing. 

Notably, no gas phase data are yet available for 2-oxopurine, hypoxanthine, and keto 

guanine. For the latter two, presumably the sub-picosecond excited state lifetime is too short 

for REMPI detection. Alternative approaches, such as population of the hot ground state 

following internal conversion may provide additional data. 
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Possible next steps may include the following considerations. (i) When considering 

prebiotic scenarios, one may consider recent proposals that the difficulty of plausible 

glycosylation pathways for the nucleobases suggest the possibility that nucleosides were 

synthesized directly to form the first building blocks.166 Following this work on nucleobases, 

it will therfore be important to study the nucleoside photochemistry, some of which has 

already been reported for the canonical nucleosides.167-168 (ii) Some of the effects of 

hydrogen-bonding in base pairs and in water have been mentioned above, but much more 

work is called for, especially on clusters with water. (iii) Another possible structural motif 

that leads to intermolecular interactions is pi-stacking. Upon excitation, stacking can lead to 

exciplexes, which provides additional photochemical pathways. Some of those dynamics has 

been studied in solution169-170 but not in the gas phase because nucleobases tend only to form 

hydrogen bonded structures in the gas phase.121, 171-174 (iv) In addition to substitutions, it will 

be of interest to the prebiotic community to consider the photostability of analogues, such as 

triazines.7  

This field has been progressing, and continues to do so, thanks to parallel developments 

in experiments and in theory, allowing the study of molecules of increasing size in the gas 

phase and with ever higher levels of computational theory. Finally, in addition to the 

prebiotic importance of photostability of the molecular building blocks of life, complete 

understanding of the structure dependence of photostability might one day help in the design 

of compounds with desired photochemical properties. 
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Abstract 

Isoguanine is an alternative nucleobase that has been proposed as a component of 

expanded genetic codes. It has also been considered as a molecule with potential relevance 

to primordial informational polymers. Here, we scrutinize the photodynamics of isoguanine, 

because photostability has been proposed as a critical criterion for the prebiotic selection of 

biomolecular building blocks on an early Earth. We discuss resonance-enhanced 

multiphoton ionization, IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy and pump–probe 

measurements performed for this molecule to track the excited-state behaviour of its 

different tautomeric forms in the gas phase. These experiments, when confronted with highly 

accurate quantum chemical calculations and nonadiabatic dynamics simulations provide a 

complete mechanistic picture of the tautomer-specific photodynamics of isoguanine. Our 

results indicate that UV-excited enol tautomers of isoguanine are relatively short lived and 

therefore photostable. In contrast, the biologically more relevant keto forms are trapped in 

dark nπ* states which are sufficiently long lived to participate in destructive photochemistry. 

The resulting lower photostability compared to canonical nucleobases may have been one of 

the reasons why isoguanine was not incorporated into DNA and RNA. 

1. Introduction 
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Alternative nucleobases have long been considered as potential components of 

primordial informational polymers. Studies of their possible role on the Archean Earth were 

largely inspired by substantial difficulties in designing a prebiotically plausible synthesis of a 

complete set of canonical RNA nucleosides.1 This resulted in the consideration of 

nucleobase analogs which undergo efficient glycosidation, namely triaminopyrimidine and 

barbituric acid, as potential components of a hypothetical predecessor of RNA.2,3 Presence 

of extraterrestrial nucleobase analogs was also reported in carbon-rich meteorites including 

examples like 2,6-diaminopurine, 6,8-diaminopurine, hypoxanthine and xanthine. 4 Other 

alternative nucleobases as 2-aminopurine and isocytosine (isoC) were found as the products 

of formamide condensation catalysed by meteoritic materials,5-7 which indicates that these 

compounds could have been delivered to the surface of our planet or otherwise formed 

locally from readily available prebiotic precursor molecules. The fact that biology has 

selected a very narrow alphabet of RNA and DNA building blocks raises the question why 

the remaining nucleobase analogs never constituted biologically relevant nucleosides and 

were eradicated during the course of abiogenesis. 

Recent estimates of plausible solar input and absorption properties of the terrestrial 

atmosphere in the prebiotic era indicate that UV light could have been a major (if not 

dominant) source of energy for primordial prebiotic reactions.8,9 In point of fact, canonical 

DNA and RNA bases and nucleosides are characterized by remarkable photostability which 

signifies that their analogs might have been eliminated owing to lower resistance to damage 

from UV light.10-12 In particular, photostability is manifested by ultrashort excited-state 

lifetimes and nearly barrierless photorelaxation pathways which have consistently been 

reported for all the crucial components of RNA and DNA.13-20 Recent experimental work by 

Brister et al.,21 showed that two promising candidates for prebiotic ancestors of RNA bases, 
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i.e. 2,4,6-triaminopyrimidine and barbituric acid, exhibit sub-picosecond excited-state 

lifetimes which could protect their chemical intergrity in UV-rich environments. In contrast, 

some alternative nucleobases like 2-aminopurine and 2,6-diaminopurine, exhibit longer 

excited-state lifetimes which could result in fluorescence and are often sufficient to trigger 

bimolecular destructive photochemical reactions leading to relatively quick depletion of the 

starting material. 22-23 Nevertheless, the fates of electronically excited states in many non-

biological nucleobases were not examined so far. 

Experimental and theoretical efforts in understanding the photochemistry and 

photophysics of isocytosine (isoC) revealed the existence of relatively efficient radiationless 

deactivation mechanisms in the enol tautomer and a longer-lived S1(nπ*) state in the keto 

form. 24-26 However, the photodynamics of its Watson–Crick (WC) partner isoguanine (isoG) 

has not been investigated yet. It is worth noting, that isoG, also denoted as 2-hydroxy-

adenine can be occasionally present in biological DNA as the product of oxidative damage 

of adenine. 27 When incorporated into DNA, isoG could further pair with cytosine (C) in 

parallel strand orientation, form d(T4-isoG4-T4) tetraplexes, and form anti-parallel strands 

with isoC by WC base pairing. 28 Such WC isoG–isoC base pair was demonstrated to be 

thermodynamically as stable as the biological G–C WC pair, 29-30 and was also used for 

expanding the genetic code and incorporating non-biological amino acid L-iodotyrosine into 

polypeptides by means of ribosome-based translation.31-33 It is important to note that isoG 

exists in more than one stable tautomeric form, with evident preference for the enol form in 

apolar environments. 34-36 This might result in infidelity and might have been one of the 

reasons why isoG was eventually not utilized by biology.37  

In this work, we focused on studying the excited-state dynamics of four different 

tautomers of isoG in the gas phase from experimental and theoretical perspectives (see Fig. 
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1). In particular, we investigated the excited-state dynamics of two jet-cooled tautomers of 

isoG, i.e. keto and enol forms. We identified the absorption spectrum with 2-color R2PI, 

analyzed these tautomers by means of IR-UV hole burning, and performed pump–probe 

spectroscopic experiments in the picosecond time regime. For the complete interpretation of 

the experimental results we further performed static explorations of excited-state (S1) 

potential energy (PE) surfaces using the algebraic diagrammatic construction to the second 

order [ADC(2)].38-40 method and the more accurate n-electron valence state perturbation 

theory (NEVPT2) approach for these two tautomers.41-43 In addition, we performed 

analogous electronic structure calculations for two keto and enol tautomers which we did not 

observe in our gas-phase experiments, but which are representative of isoG in nucleic acid 

polymers. We also performed surface-hopping nonadiabatic molecular dynamics 

simulations44 for two of the enol tautomers of isoG using the ADC(2) method for electronic 

structure calculations. Our results indicate that keto tautomers of isoG exhibit excited state 

properties similar to the keto form of cytosine, which are determined by a long lived nπ* 

excitation,45-50 while the enol tautomers are characterized by more efficient photorelaxation 

mechanisms dominated by the lowest-lying singlet ππ* states. 
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Figure 1. Different tautomeric forms of isoG considered for the initial determination of the 

experimentally studied tautomers. The relative energies were calculated at the 

CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPP level of theory. The photodynamics of the underlined tautomers was 

investigated in this work. 

2. Methods 

Experimental section 

The experimental methods have been described extensively previously,51 and only a 

short description follows. In this study, we used laser desorption, jet-cooling coupled with 

resonance enhanced multi-photon ionization (REMPI). IsoG was placed on a translating 

graphite bar and desorbed with a focused Nd:YAG pulse (1064 nm, 1 mJ, 8 ns pulsewidth) 

from a Continuum Minilite II. The desorbed material was entrained in a supersonic jet 

expansion of argon gas (8 atm backing pressure, 30 μs pulse width) to achieve jet cooling. 

The cold, gaseous molecules were resonantly ionized and detected in a reflectron time-of-

flight mass spectrometer. 
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Two-color resonance two-photon ionization (2C-R2PI) is performed using an EKSPLA 

PL2251 Nd:YAG laser system producing 30 ps pulses. The 355 nm output pumps an optical 

parametric generator (OPG) (80–120 μJ per pulse) to produce tunable UV pulses, while the 

unused 1064 nm and 532 nm were combined to harmonically generate 213 nm light (0.3 

mJ). The 213 nm pulses were used as the second color for ionization. 

IR light was generated in a Laser Vision tunable optical parametric oscillator/optical 

parametric amplifier (OPO/OPA) (mid-IR output over the range 3200–3800 cm-1 of 1–2 mJ 

per pulse, 3 cm-1 spectral line width). For IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy, IR light 

preceded the ionization pulse by 200 ns. The IR laser was scanned across a target 

wavelength region, while the following ionization pulse was held at a constant R2PI 

transition for a given tautomer. Whenever the IR pulse excited a resonant vibrational 

transition, it burned out the cold ground state of the given tautomer, preventing the resonant 

transition needed for ionization. A resonant vibrational transition was thus detected as a loss 

in ion signal. All double resonance spectroscopic experiments were digitally chopped to 

compare the experimental (burn) signal to background (burn laser fired 800 ns after R2PI 

lasers) signal, with alternating shots collecting burn and background signal. 

Pump–probe experiments were conducted by holding the pump pulse on a resonant R2PI 

transition. The probe (ionization) pulse, was then walked back in time relative to the pump 

pulse. In this way, a growing delay occurs between excitation and ionization. This delay 

allows the excited molecule to decay to different states, and will produce less signal as the 

delay grows. Pump–probe experiments were conducted in the picosecond (ps) and 

nanosecond (ns) regime. In the ps regime, the pump pulse was generated from the OPG and 

tuned to a resonant transition and the probe pulse was the harmonically generated 213 nm. 

The 213 nm pulse was mechanically delayed up to 1.8 ns. In the ns regime, the pump pulse 
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was again generated from the OPG, whereas the probe pulse was generated from a GAM 

excimer laser (193 nm, 1.5–2 mJ per pulse, 8 ns pulsewidth). Pump–probe experiments were 

conducted in two different time regimes to account for possible faster and slower processes. 

The method for deriving lifetimes was based on previous work, and described in detail 

there.52  Briefly, lifetimes were derived from the kinetic equations and solving the system of 

ordinary differential equations. This involved convolving the instrument response function 

(IRF) with a monoexponential decay function. The IRF was represented by a Gaussian 

function centered around t0.  

Computational methods 

The minimum-energy ground-state geometries of the enol-N7, enol-N9, keto-N1,9, keto-

N3,7, keto-N3,9 and keto-N1,7 tautomers of isoG were optimized with the Kohn–Sham 

density functional theory (DFT). The two latter tautomers of isoG were not considered in the 

subsequent excited-state calculations. We applied the B3LYP hybrid functional and 

B2PLYP double hybrid functional53 for these geometry optimizations. We also performed 

additional comparative optimizations of the ground-state geometries at the MP2/cc-pVTZ 

level, which is methodologically consistent with the method [ADC(2)] used for excited-state 

calculations. The MP2 optimizations yielded virtually identical structures as the two DFT 

functionals. The geometries obtained with both of the DFT methods were virtually identical 

and we further performed anharmonic frequency calculations54,55 using the B2PLYP 

functional which was suggested to provide highly accurate vibrational frequencies for small 

and medium sized organic molecules.56 The anharmonic vibrational frequencies computed at 

the B2PLYP/def2-TZVP level were used for the assignment of the tautomers recorded in our 

experimental setup. While the harmonic vibrational frequencies calculated at the B2PLYP 

and B3LYP levels were nearly quantitatively consistent, we used the latter set of results for 
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the simulations of UV-vis absorption spectra with the ensemble method.57 The relative 

ground-state energies of all the six tautomers were calculated at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPP 

level of theory. Vertical excitation energies, excited-state geometries, UV absorption spectra, 

energies and gradients in the surface-hopping nonadiabatic dynamics simulations were all 

computed employing the algebraic diagrammatic construction to the second order 

[ADC(2)]38-40  method and the aug-cc-pVDZ correlation consistent basis set. Vertical 

excitation energies computed with a larger aug-cc-pVTZ basis set can be found in the ESI, 

for comparison. 

The minimum-energy crossing points were optimized using our in-house implementation 

of the protocol proposed by Levine and co-workers,58 coupled with the ADC(2) and MP2 

methods for energy and gradient calculations and the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno 

quasi-Newton geometry optimization scheme implemented in the Turbomole 7.2 

package.59,60 This protocol was recently tested against multireference methods of quantum 

chemistry and protocols employing explicit calculation of nonadiabatic couplings, and was 

shown to provide very accurate geometries of ππ*/S0 conical intersections.24,61 We 

additionally optimized the nπ*/S0 conical intersections in the keto tautomers of isoG at the 

MRCIS(6,5)/cc-pVDZ level because of the highly multireference character of the ground-

state electronic wave function at these state crossings, which was also reported previously 

for keto isoC.24  

The PE profiles were prepared by linear interpolation in internal coordinates between the 

crucial stationary points located for each tautomer, i.e. the ground-state geometry, S1 

minimum and the S1/S0 conical intersection. Energies of the ground and excited states 

necessary to construct the PE profiles were calculated at the MP2 and ADC(2) levels 

respectively. For these PE profiles, we additionally computed NEVPT241-43 energies on top 
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of the SA-2-CASSCF(10,9)/cc-pVTZ wave function, in order to test the accuracy of our 

ADC(2) calculations. The active space used in simulations of all the considered tautomers of 

isoG comprised of 10 electrons correlated in 9 molecular orbitals, which were selected based 

on the rules proposed by Veryazov, Malmqvist and Roos.62 More precisely, the complete 

active space (CAS) included orbitals with occupations ranging between 0.02 and 1.98. 

We performed the surface-hopping nonadiabatic molecular dynamics simulations using 

the Tully fewest switches algorithm including the decoherence correction of Granucci and 

Persico (decoherence parameter was set to 0.1 Hartree). To select the initial conditions we 

first simulated UV absorption spectra using the nuclear ensemble method,57 and generating 

600 points for each tautomer based on the Wigner distribution for all vibrational normal 

modes of the ground-state minimum-energy structures. In the UV absorption spectra 

simulations we considered 8 lowest-lying excited singlet states, and 4 lowest-lying excited 

singlet states were considered in the subsequent nonadiabatic molecular dynamics 

simulations. We simulated 58, 64 and 53 trajectories for the enol-N7, enol-N9 and keto-N1,9 

tautomers. These trajectories were initiated in the 4.26 ± 0.05 eV and 4.70 ± 0.05 eV spectral 

windows in the case of the enol-N7 and enol-N9. The trajectories simulated for the keto-

N1,9 form were initiated in the 3.83 ± 0.05 eV spectral window and only the initial stage of 

the excited-state dynamics of this tautomer was analyzed owing to the incorrect description 

of the nπ*/S0 crossing seam at the ADC(2)/MP2 level. In the case of the enol-N7 tautomer 

45 and 13 trajectories were initiated in the S1 and S2 states, respectively. 55 and 9 trajectories 

for the enol-N9 tautomer were simulated from the S1 and S2 states, respectively. All of the 

trajectories simulated for the keto-N1,9 form were initiated in the S1 state. All the 

trajectories were terminated when the energy gap between the S1 and S0 states dropped 

below 0.15 eV or otherwise propagated for the maximum time of 500 fs. Therefore, 
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nonadiabatic transitions were enabled only between electronically excited states. The 

classical equations for nuclear motion were propagated with the time step of 0.5 fs, while the 

semi-classical approximation with the time step of 0.025 fs was applied for the propagation 

of the electronic time-dependent Schrödinger equation. A similar computational protocol 

was previously applied for the simulations of the photodynamics of adenine and its 

reliability was confirmed against surface hopping nonadiabatic molecular dynamics 

simulations.63  

The B3LYP geometries and harmonic vibrational frequencies and all the ADC(2) and 

MP2 calculations were performed with the Turbomole 7.2 program.59,60 The B2PLYP 

geometries, energies and anharmonic vibrational frequencies were computed using the 

Gaussian09 package.64 The NEVPT2 and CCSD(T) calculations were performed with the 

ORCA 4.0.1 program.65 Optimizations of conical intersections at the MRCIS level were 

carried out using the Columbus 7.0 software.66 

3. Results and discussion 

2C-R2PI spectra 

Fig. 2 shows 2C-R2PI spectra (focused) of isoG. We assign the peaks at 30 807 and 34 

340 cm-1 as the origin transitions of isoguanine amino-keto (a), and amino-enol (b), based on 

IR-UV burning as detailed below. The lifetimes of the probed peaks are displayed in ps. 

Crosses mark peaks for which pump–probe measurements were unsuccessful. The origin 

peaks are separated by approximately 3500 cm-1 (0.43 eV). Despite thorough searching to 

the red and blue, no other features were identified. The spectrum between the 30 800 and 34 

300 cm-1 region consists of nonresonant signal and is devoid of any indicative features. 
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Figure 2. 2C-R2PI spectrum (focused) of isoguanine amino-keto (a), and amino-enol (b). 

Only one repeatable peak was found for the amino-enol tautomer. The lifetimes of the 

probed peaks are displayed in ps. Pump–probe was unsuccessfully attempted at peaks with 

crosses above them, owing to low signal-to-noise ratio. 

Structural Determination 

To determine the number and types of tautomers observed experimentally, we conducted 

IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy measurements (Fig. 3). The experimental data are 

displayed as the negative log of the raw data, probed at 30 807 cm-1 (red trace) and 34 340 

cm-1 (blue trace). Spectra with probe wavelengths set to the other peaks within the 30 800 

cm-1 region were practically identical and matched the red trace, confirming that all the 

peaks within this energy region corresponded to the same tautomer. Comparison of these 

spectra with the anharmonic vibrational frequencies simulated at the B2PLYP/def2-TZVP 

level, reveals that they could correspond to one of the keto tautomers with the best 

agreement for the keto-N3,7 tautomer (where the N3 and N7 heteroatoms of the purine ring 

are bonded to an H atom; see Fig. 1), with differences within 15–20 cm-1. In contrast, 

differences between the experimental (red trace) and theoretical vibrational frequencies 

obtained for the remaining keto tautomers are generally larger and exceed 30 cm-1 in extreme 

cases. 
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Figure 3. IR-UV hole burning results compared to anharmonic vibrational frequency 

simulations performed using the B2PLYP/def2-TZVP approach. 

The double resonant spectrum recorded with the UV probe wavelength fixed at 34 340 

cm-1 (blue trace in Fig. 3) is in excellent agreement with the anharmonic vibrational 

frequencies simulated for the enol-N7 tautomer (having the N7 heteroatom bonded to a 

hydrogen atom). The anharmonic frequencies calculated for the enol-N9 tautomer contain 

two groups of nearly overlapping peaks (two peaks in each group) at ∼3505 and ∼3638 cm-1 

which is very different from the experimentally determined spectral structure of four well-

separated peaks. The peak at 3552 cm-1 of the blue trace is close to the S/N limit and we 

have carefully determined it to be real based on multiple IR scans and averaging of the 

results, as shown in Fig. S1 (ESI). It is also worth noting, that this assignment is further 

supported by almost identical vibrational frequencies of the NH stretching modes of the 

N7H and NH2 groups in the keto-N3,7 and enol-N7 forms. These groups have very similar 

molecular environments in the assigned tautomers and such similarities in the IR spectra are 

thus expected. 
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According to the tautomer energies computed at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPP level of 

theory (Fig. 1) the assigned keto-N3,7 and enol-N7 structures are among the higher energy 

tautomeric forms of isoG and we were unable to detect the lower energy tautomers in our 

experiments, i.e. enol-N9, keto-N3,9 and keto-N1,9. However, having detected the higher 

energy tautomers, we expect that all the lower energy forms should be present in our beam 

as well. In fact, we cannot predict the plausible distribution of these tautomers, since jet-

cooling is a nonequilibrium process. There may be several reasons why the lowest energy 

tautomers were not detected in our experiments. (1) Laser-desorbed isoG might have been 

trapped in local minima corresponding to higher energy tautomeric forms during the jet-

cooling process, and some of the lower-energy tautomers might not be accessible within the 

timescales of our measurements. (2) It is likely that some of the tautomers excited with the 

first photon might not be ionized with the second, for instance when the excited-state 

lifetime is substantially shorter than the ionizing laser pulse. This behavior is typical for 

action spectroscopic measurements and was suggested as the reason why low-energy 

tautomers of guanine were not observed in analogous studies.25,67 (3) Some of these 

tautomers might undergo fragmentation upon photoexcitation which could increase the 

complexity of the action spectrum, particularly since we focused on monitoring the parent 

ion mass. However, we did not notice any apparent signs of nonstatistical fragmentation. 

It is worth noting that the keto-N1,9 form was observed experimentally to exist in neutral 

aqueous solution, while the lowest energy enol-N9 tautomer is prevalent in apolar 

solvents.34, 35 In addition, these tautomers are expected as the dominant forms of isoG in a 

DNA strand,68 allowing for wobble base pairing. Therefore, in the subsequent excited-state 

electronic structure calculations we considered the keto-N3,7 and enol-N7 tautomers 
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identified above, as well as the keto-N1,9 and enol-N9 tautomers more relevant for aqueous 

environments and modified DNA strands. 

Pump-probe measurements 

Fig. 4 shows the pump–probe measurements performed for the tautomers assigned 

above. The excited-state lifetimes are displayed above the probed peaks in Fig. 2. We were 

able to probe three peaks for the keto-N3,7 form shown in Fig. 2. Pump probe experiments 

on other peaks in the spectral region corresponding to this keto tautomer were unsuccessful 

owing to very low singal-to-noise ratio. Similarly none of the peaks of the enol-N7 tautomer 

could be probed owing to low signal and lack of two-color enhancement. In fact, low signal 

and the appearance of a single peak followed by spectral broadening indicates that the enol-

N7 tautomer exhibits ultrafast excited state dynamics below the probe resolution of 30 ps. 

Given that R2PI is action spectroscopy, the molecule may not be ionized efficiently, if the 

probe pulse is significantly longer than the excited-state lifetime. In contrast, the peaks 

probed for the keto-N3,7 tautomer exhibited a lifetimes of 941, 972 and 932 ps. Our pump–

probe measurements of the keto-N3,7 tautomer in the nanosecond regime yielded a trace that 

matched the instrument response function (IRF = ∼8 ns). The IRF provides an upper limit 

for the lifetime of the probed transition and which signifies no long-lived state with any 

appreciable yield was populated in the keto-N3,7 form. 
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Figure 4. Pump–probe measurements performed on the three peaks assigned to the keto-

N3,7 tautomer. The blue curve is a sum of a Gaussian and mono-exponential functions fitted 

to the data from the pump–probe measurements, where the Gaussian component represents 

the instrument response function. 

Vertical excitation energies and UV-vis spectra 

To characterize the photophysical and photochemical properties of isoG in different 

contexts we performed excited-state calculations for the biologically more relevant keto-

N1,9 and enol-N9 tautomers in addition to the keto-N3,7 and enol-N7 tautomers identified 

in our IR-UV hole burning experiments. The vertical excitation energies of the six lowest 

excited singlet states calculated using the ADC(2) method on top of the optimized S0 

geometries are shown in Table 1. In the Franck–Condon regions of all the studied tautomers 

of isoG, the lowest-lying singlet states can be classified as optically bright ππ* excitations. 

Similarly to cytosine and isocytosine, the keto-N1,9 and keto-N3,7 tautomers have rather 

low excitation energies for these ππ* transitions (3.91 and 4.23 eV) which indicates that they 

could absorb much longer UV wavelengths than the enol-N7 and enol-N9 forms (4.59 and 

4.97 eV). Each of these tautomers also displays higher-energy optically bright ππ* 

excitations which could give rise to additional, higher-energy absorption maxima. 

Furthermore, both the keto tautomers have low-lying nOπ* states which were suggested as 

important contributors to the photochemistry of nucleobases containing carbonyl groups.45, 

48, 69 This is particularly evident for the keto-N3,7 tautomer, for which the nOπ* is the S2 

state in the Franck–Condon region and this state might participate in the photorelaxation of 

this tautomeric form upon UV-excitation. While photorelaxation of enol tautomers of 

nucleobases is usually dominated by ππ* states, both the enol-N7 and enol-N9 forms are also 

characterized by low-lying nNπ* states, which might become important at higher excitation 

energies. 
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Table 1. Vertical excitation energies (in eV) of the four considered tautomers of isoG, 

computed using the ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVDZ method, assuming the ground-state minimum 

energy structures optimized at the B3LYP/def2-TZVPP level 

The UV-absorption spectra simulated using the molecular ensemble method essentially 

reflect the implications inferred from the analyses of vertical excitations energies (see Fig. 

5). Consequently, the onset of the absorption of the two keto tautomers can be observed at 

approximately 3.2 eV (387.4 nm), which is 0.7 eV lower than for the enol-N7 tautomer. This 

difference in absorption energies between the keto and enol-N7 is also consistent with the 

assigned origin transitions in the 2C-R2PI spectra. The enol-N9 tautomer, not observed in 

our beam absorbs at even higher UV energies, i.e. above 4.2 eV (295 nm). Therefore the 

keto tautomers of isoG absorb at much longer wavelengths than biologically relevant keto 
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guanine (G), within the UV-A range which is much less efficiently shielded by various 

atmospheric components and was most likely highly abundant on the Archean Earth. 

Consequently, if present on the early Earth's surface, isoG would be a better UV absorber 

than the canonical nucleobases and more prone to deleterious photochemistry in the absence 

of efficient photodeactivation pathways. As indicated by the shaded areas in Fig. 5, the pump 

pulses sampled the lower energy bands of the UV-absorption spectra of both keto-N3,7 and 

enol-N7 forms. Such low-energy excitation predominantly populates the lowest-lying singlet 

states in each of these tautomers (bright ππ* states). Consequently, we anticipate that the 

excited-state dynamics of isoG within the experimental setup will be dominated by the S1 

state with a very limited and temporary contribution from higher excitations. 

 

Figure 5. UV absorption spectra simulated at the ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVDZ method using the 

nuclear ensemble method.57 
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Minimum energy geometries located in the S1 state in each of the studied tautomers 

of isoG using the ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVDZ method 

The ADC(2)-optimized minimum-energy geometries of the keto and enol tautomers in 

their lowest excited singlet states reveal further interesting details of their photochemistry 

(see Fig. 6). In particular, the S1 minima of the keto-N1,9 and keto-N3,7 forms have both 

nOπ* character. Therefore, these geometries are characterized by slight pyramidalization of 

the C6 carbon atoms leading to an out-of-plane tilt of the amino groups and elongation of the 

C2=O bonds by ∼0.18 Å when compared to the ground-state geometries, i.e. up to 1.39 and 

1.40 Å for keto-N1,9 and keto-N3,7 respectively. Geometrically similar S1(nOπ*) minima 

were also reported for the keto tautomers of C, G and isoC.24, 45-47, 50, 70 However, surface-

hopping nonadiabatic molecular dynamics simulations executed for G showed that this local 

minimum is sampled by sparse trajectories and the prevalent photodeactivation channel 

drives keto-G towards the ππ*/S0 conical intersection.70 Our direct optimization of the S1 

minimum of keto-G initiated from the S0 geometry also did not stabilize the nOπ* state, 

whereas the same optimization procedure returned the S1(nOπ*) minima for both of the 

studied keto tautomers of isoG. This result indicates that the dark nOπ* states might have a 

much more significant contribution to the photorelaxation of the keto-N1,9 and keto-N3,7 

tautomers of isoG as compared to canonical G. 
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Figure 6. Minimum-energy geometries of the studied tautomers of isoG optimized at the 

ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. 

Previous investigations of the photochemistry of keto isoC and thiocytosine revealed 

potential pitfalls of the ADC(2) approach in describing the low-lying nOπ* state outside the 

Franck–Condon region.24, 71 In particular, ADC(2) incorrectly predicted the topography of 

the nOπ* surface between S1 and the corresponding conical intersection with the ground-

state, owing to the multireference character of the electronic ground state for these 

geometries.24 Therefore, we reoptimized the S1(nOπ*) minima of the keto-N1,9 and keto-

N3,7 tautomers at the MRCIS(6,5) level and calculated NEVPT2/SA-CASSCF(10,9) 

energies to verify whether a similar behavior can be found in isoG. The MRCIS minimum 

energy geometries optimized for the S1(nOπ*) state were qualitatively consistent with the 

outcome of ADC(2) calculations (including the extent of ring-puckering and out-of-plane 

tilting visible in Fig. 6). Nevertheless, we observed an essential difference in the C2=O bond 

lengths, which were shorter by approximately 0.11 and 0.08 Å in the case of the S1 

optimized for the keto-N1,9 and keto-N3,7 tautomers at the MRCIS level. Furthermore, the 

S1–S0 energy gap computed at the ADC(2) level for the respective S1(nOπ*) minimima 
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amounts to 0.85 and 1.11 eV, whereas the same quantity calculated with NEVPT2 on top of 

MRCIS-optimized S1 minima amounts to 2.92 and 2.68 eV for the keto-N1,9 and keto-N3,7 

forms, respectively. These findings indicate that ADC(2) might be an inappropriate method 

for the description of nOπ* states of isoG already in the vicinity of the corresponding S1 

minima. 

The excited-state geometry optimizations carried out for the enol-N7 and enol-N9 

tautomers returned S1 minima associated with the optically bright ππ* states. In the case of 

the enol-N7 tautomer the associated virtual π* molecular orbital has the highest contribution 

residing on the five-membered imidazole ring. This is reflected by the geometrical changes 

associated with N7–C8 bond elongation and out-of-plane tilting of the N7–H and C8–H 

bonds. The vertical S1–S0 energy gap at this geometry amounts to 3.12 eV, which indicates 

that this S1 minimum is separated from the nearby S1/S0 conical intersections by an energy 

barrier and the enol-N7 tautomer might not exhibit ultrafast excited-state photodeactivation.  

In contrast, the geometry in the S1 minimum of the enol-N9 tautomer is associated with 

substantial puckering of the pyrimidine ring, which originates from the associated virtual π* 

molecular orbital located in this part of the molecule. Significant elongation of the C5–C6 

bond from 1.41 to 1.51 Å demonstrates that this S1 should be situated close to a typical 

ethylenic conical intersection also observed in C and isoC.24,45 However, unlike the 

analogous ring-puckered S1 geometries reported for enol tautomers of C and isoC, the S1 

minimum of enol-N9 practically coincides with the S1(ππ*)/S0 conical intersection (ΔES1-S0 

= 0.03 eV at the ADC(2) level of theory; consistent with NEVPT2 calculations). Good semi-

quantitative agreement between the NEVPT2 and ADC(2) results indicate that the ADC(2) 
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method should provide a correct description of excited-state dynamics for the enol tautomers 

of isoG. 

Supplemental Information 

 

Table S1. The key (anharmonic) vibrational frequencies in the spectral region tracked in the 

IR-UV hole burning experiments obtained at the B2PLYP/def2-TZVP level. 
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Table S2 Vertical excitation energies (in eV) of the four considered tautomers of isoG, 

computed using the ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVTZ method, assuming the ground-state minimum 

energy structures optimized at the B3LYP/def2-TZVPP level. 
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Table S3 Vertical excitation energies (in eV) of the four considered tautomers of isoG, 

computed using the ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVTZ method, assuming the ground-state minimum 

energy structures optimized at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level. 
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Figure S1. Rescaled experimental data of the right spectrum of figure 2 (IR-UV double 

resonance spectrum probing at 34 340 cm-1). Red trace is burn signal and black is 

background signal. The peak marked by the triangle is at 3522 cm-1 and the peak marked by 

the star is at 3552 cm-1. The inset displays the same experimental data, with the background 

signal displayed as well. This result demonstrates that the signal at 3552 cm-1 for the enol-

N7 tautomer is a real peak. 
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Figure S2. Adiabatic populations of electronic states extracted from nonadiabatic molecular 

dynamics simulations performed for the keto-N1,9 tautomer. Very fast recovery of the 

electronic ground state is assigned here to the incorrect description of the topography of the 

S1(nπ*)/S0 state crossing in this particular tautomer (see the main article for more 

information). 
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1. Introduction 

The current understanding of the photochemistry of the canonical nucleobases is that 

they are very photostable thanks to rapid internal conversion to the ground state. This 

process efficiently converts electronic excitation to heat that can be safely dissipated.1-8 

Excited state lifetimes of the order of single picoseconds or less protect life’s genetic code 

from possible photochemical damage. By contrast, many derivatives, isomers, and analogues 

of the canonical nucleobases have much longer excited state lifetimes, with competing and 

potentially hazardous photochemical pathways. These excited state dynamics are a subtle 

function of molecular structure.9 Generally, it appears that the heterosubstituted purines 

(guanine and isoguanine10) are more photostable than the homosubstituted purines (2,6-dAP 

and xanthine). Further, singly substituted purines (adenine, 2AP, 2-oxopurine, and 

hypoxanthine) are more photostable than doubly substituted purines, with the possible 

exception of guanine. 
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However, these general trends tend to oversimplify the structure dependence on 

photostability. First, one should consider the role of the solvent as the dynamics in solution 

and the gas may sometimes differ. A well-known example of this structure dependence is the 

difference between adenine, which is 6-aminopurine, and its isomer 2-aminopurine (2AP). 

2AP has a strong fluorescence signature when in aqueous solution, while adenine does not. 

Adenine in the gas phase has a lifetime in the single picoseconds or less depending on the 

exact measurement technique, with similar lifetimes in solution.5, 11-14 In the gas phase, 

adenine exists almost exclusively as the lowest-energy 9H tautomer11, while in solution 

about 80% is in the 9H form and the remaining 20% in the 7H form.15-16 Adenine has been 

described by several studies to have nπ* characteristics for its lowest state and significant 

1nπ*/1ππ* mixing after initial excitation, which causes its ~1 ps lifetime in the gas phase.4, 12, 

15-18 Gustavsson et al. compared adenine to deoxyadenosine and deoxyadenosine 5’-

monophosphate in solution using fluorescence upconversion and found the nucleosides to 

have similar, though slightly faster dynamics.19 Theoretically, the general consensus is that 

the low-energy vibronic transitions excite the 1Lb(ππ*) state, and vibronic coupling and a 

barrierless path fill a nearly degenerate nπ* state20-24. Adenine subsequently undergoes 

significant ring puckering and out-of-plane deformation at the C2N3 position to reach a 

conical intersection (CI) with some contribution from puckering at the C6, with a barrier of 

about 0.1 eV, to relax back to the ground state.13, 20-23, 25 Lobsiger et al. have found 2AP to 

have an excited state lifetime of 150 ps, significantly longer than adenine, at the origin in the 

gas-phase. Further, they observed another decay component with a lifetime of more than 2 

μs, attributed to ISC. The lifetime increases significantly upon microhydration, up to a 

hundredfold compared to the isolated gas-phase when selectively creating hydrogen bonds 

with the C2 amino group. This increase presumably corresponds to the fluorescence decay 
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noted for solvated 2AP. These experimental results are corroborated by theoretical 

calculations26-29.   

Second, the excited state dynamics depends on the wavelength, especially near threshold 

where dynamics can slow and barriers to conical intersections can modify competing 

pathways. At higher electronic energies, adenine can also relax via hydrogen abstraction 

from a 1πσ* state.20-23, 30 While for 2AP, the lifetime of 150 ps decreases by about half after 

exciting with ~1500 cm-1 excess energy, relative to the origin.31 

Third, structural motifs do not always predict trends in potential energy surfaces and 

effects of substitutions do not necessarily add up. Excited state dynamics cannot a priori be 

predicted from 2AP and adenine for a purine with amino groups on both C2 and C6. 

To highlight this and help shed more light on photodynamics of amino substituted 

purines we have 2,6-diaminopurine (2,6-dAP). 2,6-dAP is the hybrid of 2AP and adenine 

with amino groups on both the C2 and C6 positions. Most likely, 2,6-dAP existed on an 

early Earth with adenine and 2AP. 2,6-dAP was found in meteorite samples alongside other 

DNA analogues.32 Further, 2,6-dAP could be synthesized from the same starting materials 

and under the same conditions as the canonical nucleobases.33 We have looked at both the 

biologically relevant 9H tautomer, and the 7H tautomer. In previous work34 we found 6.3 

and 8.7 ns lifetimes for the isolated 9H and 7H tautomers at their respective origins. These 

lifetimes stand out from those in both adenine and 2AP. To gain further insight, we 

investigated the dynamics of 2,6-dAP in the picosecond regime and found an additional fast 

decay pathway with barriers for each tautomer.  We discuss the potential mechanisms that 

could explain observed lifetimes. By comparing with adenine, and 2AP, we attempt to 

reconcile the excited state dynamics with properties of the molecular structure. 
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Scheme 1. 9H (left) and 7H (right) tautomers of 2,6-diaminopurine 

2. Experimental 

The experimental setup has been described in detail elsewhere35, and only a short 

description follows. 2,6-dAP (Aldrich, 98% purity) is placed on a translating graphite bar 

and desorbed via a focused Nd:YAG pulse (1064 nm, ~1 mJ/pulse at 10 Hz). A pulsed argon 

molecular beam (8 atm backing pressure, 30 μs pulse width) entrains the gaseous molecules 

in a supersonic jet expansion, quickly cooling them. Downstream, resonance enhanced 

multipohoton ionization (REMPI) ionizes these cold, gaseous molecules and the ions enter 

into a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer for detection. 

We perform two-color resonant two-photon ionization (2C-R2PI) using an EKSPLA 

PL2251 Nd:YAG laser system producing ~30 ps pulses. The 355 nm output pumps the 

tunable optical parametric generator (OPG) (UV output of ~100 μJ). Leftover 1064 nm and 

532 nm light from the pump are combined to generate the 5th harmonic at 213 nm (0.3 mJ), 

to be used as the ionization pulse. We also used the 193 nm output from a GAM excimer to 

ionize (2 mJ per pulse, 8 ns pulse width). 

A Laser Vision tunable optical parametric oscillator/optical parametric amplifier 

(OPO/OPA) (mid-IR output over the range 3200-3800 cm-1 of ~2 mJ/pulse, 3 cm-1 spectral 

line width) generates IR light. IR light precedes the excitation/ionization pulses by ~200 ns. 

We use two variations of IR double resonant spectroscopy. In mode I, the IR laser scans 
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across IR wavelengths, while the ionization pulse is held constant at a resonant R2PI 

transition for a given tautomer. When the IR pulse is resonant with a vibrational mode, it 

modifies the ground state vibrational population, taking the excitation pulse out of resonance 

and causing a decrease in signal. This will produce the IR spectrum for the specific tautomer 

that is being ionized. In mode II, the IR pulse is held constant at a resonant vibrational 

transition, while the ionization pulse scans the R2PI spectrum. In this method, a tautomer is 

labeled by a vibrational stretch and signal decreases wherever the transition is shared. All 

double resonance spectroscopic experiments are digitally chopped to compare the alternating 

burn and control signals. 

Pump-probe experiments were conducted to measure lifetimes. For this, the pump pulse 

from the OPG laser system, is tuned to a resonant transition, while the probe is the 5th 

harmonic (213 nm) from the pump laser for the OPG. The pulse of the 5th harmonic can be 

mechanically delayed up to 1.8 ns in time, relative to the OPG pulse. With ps pulse widths 

for both the pump and probe pulses, this allows probing of dynamics in the ps regime. 

Alternatively, we conducted pump probe using the OPG laser system for the pump and the 

excimer 193 nm to probe. The 193 nm pulse was delayed using electronic delay. Due to the 

8 ns pulse width of the 193 nm, it is blind to < 1 ns dynamics. Therefore, probing with 213 

or 193 nm are complementary techniques allowing us to observe both fast and slow 

dynamics. 

The method for deriving lifetimes is based on previous work, and explained in more 

detail there.36 Briefly, lifetimes are derived from the kinetic equations and solving the system 

of ordinary differential equations. This involves convolving the instrument response function 

(IRF) with exponential decay functions. The IRF is represented by a Gaussian function 

centered around t0, corresponding to the pump and probe pulses overlapping in time. 
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3. Results and discussion 

Distinguishing the 7H and 9H tautomers of 2,6-dAP 

First, an initial R2PI scan was taken of 2,6-dAP to find resonant electronic transitions. 

Two distinct regions of the spectrum provided signal, offset by ~2500 cm-1 (see below). 

With known electronic resonances, we set about determining which tautomers of 2,6-dAP 

were in the beam. Using mode I and mode II (see supplemental) we confirmed the presence 

of both the 7H and 9H tautomers, in accordance with earlier work done by Gengeliczki.34 

2,6-dAP (7H) dynamics 

The 2C-R2PI spectrum of 2,6-dAP (7H) is presented in Fig. 1. The origin is at 32216 cm-

1, which matches well with the origin found by Gengeliczki et al.34 The R2PI displayed was 

taken using the ns 193 nm as the second color. The R2PI was also taken using ps 213 nm as 

the second color and had similar features, but at worse signal to noise (Fig. S1). The 

spectrum becomes diffuse and matches noise beyond 33600 cm-1.  

 

Figure 1. 2C-R2PI spectrum using the ns 193 nm as probe. Lifetimes are displayed above 

each peak. All lifetimes were taken from pump probes using the ns 193 nm probe. The only 

exception is the 1429 ps lifetime, which used the ps 213 nm probe. Lifetimes were measured 

at the origin, 32216 cm-1, and then +214, +511, +984, and +1307 cm-1, relative to the origin. 
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The lifetimes were derived from the pump probes, and are displayed in Figs. S4 – S6. A 

sample of the traces are shown in figure 1. The ns decay traces for the origin and +214 cm-1 

peaks were similar and fit using biexponentials (Fig. 2a). We could fit the first two peaks 

using a 25 ns and 15000 ns lifetimes. These are best fits; they are not unique and indicate a 

range of times that could fit. As shown previously, biexpoential decays can be fit with a 

range of times depending on the relative amplitudes of the two exponentials.37 Qualitatively, 

the 25 ns fits well the shorter decay and the 15000 ns represents a very long-lived 

component. The ps pump probe traces just showed long-lived states at these first two peaks. 

Note, the origin decay we measured differs from the one measured by Gengeliczki et al.34, 

where they derived a single 8.7 ns lifetime. We attribute this difference to the fact we probed 

using a 193 nm pulse while they probed with a 266 nm pulse. They could only probe out of 

higher energy states and were thus observing a different picture than we observe. This 

suggests we observe additional details about this initial decay, because it is longer. Further, 

we observe an excited state that was not observed before, one that is lower in energy and 

much longer lived. 

 

Figure 2. Sample pump probe spectra of 2,6-dAP (7H). (a-c) were pumped with ps pulses 

and probed with ns 193 nm pulses. (d) was pumped with a ps pulse and probed with ps 213 

nm. (a) was fit with a biexponential while (b-d) were fit with a monoexponential. Note the 

change in x-axis units. 

We also measured the next two peaks, +511 and +984 cm-1 using the ns 193 nm pump-

probe (Fig. 2b). These two decay traces also looked similar. Two decays were again 
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observed. But the shorter decay could be fit to the IRF, meaning the decay was faster than 

our laser resolution, and thus we could not measure the actual lifetime in the ns regime. We 

estimate our IRF with the 193 nm probe to be ~10 ns. We could not pump probe these faster 

decays using ps 213 nm probe due to poor S/N. Therefore, the shorter decay is most likely 

between 1 ns and 10 ns. Because the shorter decay was assigned to the IRF, we fit the long 

ns decay using a monoexponential instead, with the fitting program giving a lifetime of 1017. 

The actual lifetime is not that value, but it does suggest an ultraslow lifetime. 

The last peak, +1307 cm-1, was measured using both ns 193 nm (Fig. 2c) and ps 213 nm 

(Fig. 2d) probe pulses. The ns component was fit to a monoexponential again. This ns decay 

was again fit to an ultraslow lifetime. A lifetime of 1429 ps was derived using the ps 213 nm 

pulse (Fig. 2d).  

We observed two decay components at all peaks for the 7H tautomer of 2,6-dAP. There 

is an ultraslow component that is observed at all peaks. For the faster component, it is fitted 

to 25 ns for the origin and +214 cm-1 peaks. That component then becomes shorter up to 

between 1 – 10 ns for the +511 and +984 cm-1 peaks. It can then be measured in the ps 

regime with a lifetime of 1429 ps at the last peak, +1307 cm-1. Therefore, the lifetime of the 

fast component significantly shortens after 400 cm-1 and then once more after 1100 cm-1. 

Again, the ultraslow component is observed at all peaks. 

2,6-dAP (9H) dynamics 

Figure 3 shows the 2C-R2PI spectrum of the 9H tautomer from 34800 to 35650 cm-1 

using ps 213 nm as the probe. We assign the band at 34885 cm-1 to the origin transition of 

the 9H tautomer, based on work by Gengliczki et al.34 This is ~ 2500 cm-1 to the blue of the 

7H origin. The first vibronic modes are the largest and most well-defined, with the longest 
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lifetimes. The spectrum quickly becomes diffuse around ~500 cm-1 excess energy suggesting 

a corresponding significant drop in excited state lifetime. The lifetime in the ps regime 

quickly drops by an order of magnitude within an excess 180 cm-1, and then another order of 

magnitude with an excess 700 cm-1, relative to the origin. All fitted pump probe traces are 

presented in Fig. S6. The pump probe traces for the origin and the observed highest energy 

peaks are shown as example traces (Fig. 4). 

 

Figure 3. 2C-R2PI spectrum of 2,6-diaminopurine in the gas phase using the ps 213 nm as 

probe. The origin transition is assigned to 34885 cm-1. Lifetimes for each peak displayed 

above the corresponding peak, in ps. The lifetime of 6300 ps was taken in the ns regime 

using 193 nm probe and matches previous published measurements. Lifetimes were 

measured at the origin, 34885 cm-1, and then +73, +110, +183, +239, +790 cm-1, relative to 

the origin.   

The spectrum compares well to the spectrum taken by Gengliczki and coworkers34 using 

ns 266 nm probe pulses, with their spectrum reaching a cut-off point ~250 cm-1 excess 

energy. This cut-off value is in line with the faster dynamics we measure in this report. We 

also obtained a ns pump probe at the origin, deriving a lifetime of 6.3 ns. We expect this 

nanosecond decay component to exist for the first three peaks, where the spectrum is still 
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sharp. After that, the broadening of the spectrum leads to the conclusion that the ns 

relaxation is disappearing, supported by the faster ps decays. This is also supported by the 

cut-off point at 250 cm-1 for the ns spectrum.34  

 

Figure 4. Pump probe traces using ps 213 nm as probe for 2,6-dAP (9H). The left trace was 

taken at the origin (34885 cm-1) while the right trace was taken at 35675 cm-1.  

Table 1 summarizes the spectral and lifetime data of the amino substituted purines in the 

gas phase. Table 1 also states how much of the spectrum of each molecule has sharp features 

and broad features. The lifetime of purine has not been reported in the gas phase and we 

were not able to pump probe it. But purine was observed to have a lifetime of 360 and 645 

ps in acetonitrile and aqueous solution, respectively.38 This work also showed theoretically 

that purine decays to a triplet state near unity. However, these measurements were taken in 

solution at significant excess energy relative to the origin transition. In the gas-phase 

Schneider et al. reported a narrow rotational envelope of the origin peak, indicating a long 

lifetime.39 Thus, we can assume purine has a relatively long lifetime in the gas phase. Purine 

was also found to exist exclusively in the 9H tautomer in the gas phase.40 Following 

excitation at the origin, adenine and 2AP have excited state lifetimes of single picoseconds 

and ~150 ps, respectively. 2,6-dAP (9H) has a much longer lifetime at the origin of 655 ps as 

well as a 6.3 ns component. These findings suggest that adding an amino group at either C2 
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or C6 to the bare purine base significantly decreases the lifetime while adding amino groups 

at both sites increases the lifetime again relative to an amino group at a single site.  

Table 1. Spectral and lifetime data on purine and amino substituted purines. * at 37500 cm-1 

As we move progressively to the blue from the origin in the 2,6-dAP (9H) spectrum, the 

lifetime becomes progressively shorter. Starting at the origin, the first few peaks have 

lifetimes on the order of 750 ps, in addition to the ns component found earlier. These are 

significantly slower than adenine and 2AP. We found that the lifetime quickly drops to ~35 

ps beyond about 180 cm-1 excess energy for 9H. The last notably large and discrete peak, at 

+790 cm-1 has a lifetime no longer than 12 ps. The ps decay is thought to be from 

radiationless decay pathways. The ns decay is most likely from a fluorescence pathway. This 

ns decay fits well with the usual time for fluorescence and small quantum yield due to 

another faster rate decay to the same state. From their relative lifetimes, the fluorescence 

quantum yield should be ~10% of the radiationless decay quantum yield, and thus contribute 

much less to the pump probe traces. Because the fluorescence quantum yield is much less 

than the radiationless decay quantum yield, the ps pump probe system is essentially blind to 

it.  

 Tautomer Origin (cm-1) τ0-0
 (ps) Range (cm-1) 

      sharp               broad 
References 

Purine 9H 31,309 long 2000  39, 41 

Adenine 9H 
7H 

36,101 
35,824 

9; 1 * 
Unmeasured 

500  11; 42-43 
44 

2AP 9H 
7H 

32,371 
30,723 

150 
Unmeasured 

700 
600 

2000 
200 

45-46 
47 

Guanine 9H Unmeasured Unmeasured    

2,6-dAP 9H 
7H 

34,881 
32,215 

655 / 6,300 
25000/ultralong 

400 
1000 

800 
800 

this work 
this work 

2,4-dAPy  34459 766 350 300 34, 48 
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The low fluorescence signal in ps pump probe spectroscopy is drowned out by the higher 

yield faster process. The ps system can potentially only see the fluorescence signal as a low-

amplitude tail after the radiationless pathway has relaxed. Meanwhile, the ns pump probe 

system is blind to the faster process, because it occurs on a timescale faster than the laser 

resolution. The ns system can only observe the slower fluorescence process.  

2,4-dAPy is the pyrimidine analogue of 2,6-dAP. From rotational contour fitting, it was 

found to have a lifetime between 10-1000 ps34. We have found 2,4-dAPy to have a 766 ps 

lifetime near the origin (Fig. S8). This compares well with the rotational contour fitting. 

Meanwhile, Nachtigallova et al. calculated the relaxation of 2,4-dAPy to occur within single 

picoseconds at low excitation energy due to low energy barriers to CIs.48 Comparison studies 

between 2,4-dAPy and 4-aminopyrimidine (4APy; the pyrimidine analogue of adenine) 

showed that they have similar dynamics.34, 48 4-APy can access several CIs at low vibronic 

energy and thus is short lived in the excited state (similar to adenine). 2,4-dAPy can access a 

few of these CIs, with other pathways blocked by the additional amino group, such as the C2 

deformation. Of notable exception, the C5C6 ethylenic twist is a main CI for 2,4-dAPy, 

which is blocked in 2,6-dAP allowing 2,4-dAPy to quickly overcome barriers to IC with a 

minimal amount of excess energy. According to our experimental work and calculations 

done by Kancheva et al.49, the availability of the C5C6 twist in 2,4-dAPy does not play a 

significant role at energies near the origin though, as it has a long lifetime at low energies. 

Therefore, just as singly-substituted 4-APy can access CIs at low excess energy and has a 

short lifetime due to the availability of C2, so does adenine. Meanwhile, the doubly-

substituted 2,4-dAPy has some of these CIs blocked due to the second amino group, 

apparently similar to 2,6-dAP. Both doubly-substituted analogues require a small amount of 

excess energy to overcome barriers to ultrafast relaxation. 
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Note, in aqueous solution, 2,6-dAP has a fluorescent quantum yield of 0.02 and a 

lifetime of ~1 ns.50-51 As far as we can tell, the tautomer distribution in solution has not been 

determined. But in vacou, 9H is more stable than 7H34 much like 2AP and adenine. And the 

7H tautomers makes up 40% and 20% of the aqueous population for 2AP52 and adenine,15-16 

respectively. It is therefore likely that 2,6-dAP (7H) contributes a nonnegligible population 

to the aqueous solution. It is also likely that both tautomers are then fluorescent in solution.  

We propose the following relaxation model for 2,6-dAP (9H). Excitation at the origin 

(with no excess energy) leads to population of a bright 1ππ*. A barrier on the order of 400 

cm-1 prevents the system from undergoing nonradiative decay through a 1ππ*/S0 CI. 

Therefore, some amount of the wavepacket will relax via fluorescence while the remainder 

eventually finds its way to a nonradiative decay channel. Increased excitation energy allows 

the wavepacket to overcome the barrier faster, leading to faster and higher yield nonradiative 

decay. Quickly, no amount of fluorescence is observed, outcompeted by the more efficient 

nonradiative decay. This decay mechanism of a barrier leading to 1ππ*/S0 is similar to both 

the amino-keto53-54 and amino-enol36, 55 tautomers of guanine. It appears that the height of 

9H’s barrier is somewhere in between the height of amino-keto and the amino-enol 

tautomers of guanine. Note 2AP (9H) in the gas phase has a lifetime of 156 ps31 at the origin 

and 88 ps at an excess of 1514 cm-1. For so much excess energy, the lifetime only drops by 

half. There is also an ultraslow (> 2 μs) decay component due to a triplet state31, 47. 2AP 

decays via 1ππ*/1nπ* followed by either 1nπ*/S0 or ISC27-28. These dynamics are in stark 

contrast to 2,6-dAP (9H) decay dynamics, further supporting our assignment of 1ππ*/S0 

nonradiative decay through a CI.  

In comparison, the 2,6-dAP (7H) tautomer also has two distinct relaxation mechanisms. 

It has an ultraslow component that appears unchanged for over 1300 cm-1. It also has a faster 
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component that shortens from 25 ns down to 1429 ps over the same amount of energy. It is 

not entirely clear if the longer component is actually wavelength-independent as the signal 

amplitude does decrease with excess energy. But there could be multiple reasons for the 

decreased signal. First, the system may be favoring faster, more efficient channels with 

increased energy that we cannot observe. Second, higher energy vibronic modes may have 

worse Frank-Condon overlap, preventing us from observing them as efficiently. Third, the 

ionization cross section may change as higher energy vibronic modes are excited leading to 

fewer ions being created.  

But due to the apparent wavelength-independence of the ultraslow decay, both in terms 

of lifetime and amplitude relative to the faster decay, we assume it must be able to compete 

with the faster decay. Therefore, it is decaying into this long-lived state just as competitively 

as the fast decay is occurring. The relative yields do not appear to be qualitatively changing, 

based on the relative amplitudes of the short peak and the long tail (Fig. 2).  

The initially bright 1ππ* of the 7H tautomer can decay directly to the ground state via a 

conical intersection or fluorescence, on the order of 25 ns at the origin. Or it can undergo 

intersystem crossing (ISC) to a 3ππ*. This ISC is not El-Sayed allowed, and it only has a 

spin-orbit coupling (SOC) of 5-10 cm-1. But the S1(ππ*) and T2(ππ*) are nearly degenerate, 

helping to counteract the poor SOC value. The geometry of the ISC point is very similar to 

the Frank-Condon geometry, while the geometry of the 1ππ*/S0 conical intersection is 

significantly distorted. Therefore, much less molecular motion is required to reach the ISC 

point than the conical intersection. Further, the relatively long time it takes the 1ππ* to decay 

back to the ground state (25 ns) gives the system longer time to ISC instead. Thus, even 

though SOC is small, 2,6-dAP (7H) still has a sizable triplet yield. This overall relaxation 

pathway is similar to 2-oxopurine. 56 
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The increased photostability of the 9H compared to the 7H is also in line with adenine 

tautomer photostability. Adenine (9H) has a much shorter lifetime than adenine (7H) in 

solution.15-16 Unfortunately, the lifetime of adenine (7H) has not been measured in the gas 

phase for direct comparison. There were no other examples of both the 7H and 9H 

photostablities being measured in the gas phase and solution phase that were as clear cut.  

It also appears that the 9H tautomer origin transition in the gas phase is always to the 

blue of the 7H tautomer, for the handful of examples that are available (see table 1). This is 

the case for 2-aminopurine (30723 vs 32362), adenine (35824 vs 36105), and 2,6-dAP 

(32216 vs 34885).  

Our interest with the origin position is it is a direct measurement of the adiabatic energy 

of the ππ* state. And the relative energy levels of the ππ* versus the nearest nπ* states can 

have serious consequences for the excited state dynamics, as shown with 2AP.31 With a few 

exceptions, it appears most purines and pyrimidines relax from their initially excited ππ* to 

an nπ* to the ground state. Interestingly, 2,6-dAP appears to follow the other path. It will do 

the 1ππ*/S0 CI path exclusively for 9H and 1ππ*/S0 internal conversion and 1ππ*/3ππ* ISC 

for 7H. The only difference between the two decay mechanisms is the placement of the 

hydrogen on N7 vs N9. This minor difference in structure can have significant effects on the 

excited state dynamics.  

This effect is also shown when comparing the dynamics of 2,6-dAP, purine, adenine, 

2AP, and guanine. Purine, the base structure, has been shown to have a long excited state 

lifetime due to significant ISC. Addition of a single amino group to C6 leads to adenine (6-

aminopurine) and ultrafast nonradiative decay via 1ππ* → 1nπ* → S0 without any 

measurable ISC. Instead, taking purine and adding an amino group at C2 leads to 2AP and 

slower relaxation than adenine via the same path. 2AP will also yield a sizable triplet 
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population in the gas phase and nonpolar solvent.27, 31 This juxtaposition is what led the field 

to think for years the substitution of C2 is what mattered for the excited state dynamics. But 

if taking 2AP and adding an oxo group to C6, the result is guanine. And guanine undergoes 

ultrafast nonradiative decay via 1ππ*/S0.54, 57-58 The addition of an oxo group to 2AP led to 

faster decay and a different decay path. Switching the oxo group on C6 of guanine with an 

amino group leads to 2,6-dAP. This is also the combination of 2AP and adenine. And 2,6-

dAP will follow the same path as guanine, with an additional triplet yield, depending on its 

tautomerization. Even though 2,6-dAP has elements of both 2AP and adenine, it does not 

necessarily have the same dynamics. 2,6-dAP is also the least photostable (with the possible 

exception of purine). The only truly clear effect of structure on dynamics is the case of 2AP 

(9H) and adenine (9H). Solvation at the C2 amino group of 2AP significantly affects the 

PES landscape to the point it is fluorescent with a single microhydration.28, 31 This is not the 

case of adenine where solvation does not significantly alter its photostability. 

In conclusion, we have attempted to develop a model for the observed differences in 

photostability of slightly modified purines. We have mapped out two different relaxation 

mechanisms that appear to fit all purines: direct ππ*/S0 CI and ππ* to nπ*, followed by 

branching to nπ*/S0 internal conversion or ISC. All these decay mechanisms require 

distortion of the pyrimdine ring of some sort, either puckering, pyramidalization, twisting, or 

out-of-plane. Xanthine appears to be the one exception with distortion of the 5-membered 

ring proposed.59 9H tautomerization appears to be more photostable than 7H. 

Heterosubstituted purines also appear to be more photostable than homosubstituted purines. 

Photostability also favors single substitution over double substitution. Unfortunately, further 

refinement of the model is not possible with the data available at this time. 
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With only a handful of datapoints, more data are needed to see if the trend truly holds up. 

Our work on the excited state dynamics of xanthine and 9-methylxanthine will be published 

soon and add another data point. Gas phase results on the singly substituted oxo purines, 2-

oxopurine and hypoxanthine, would help fill in some gaps. Solution phase work on 2,6-dAP 

and 2-oxopurine are also necessary. Hopefully, these results help shed light on the almost 

unique photostability of the canonical nucleobases and lead to a more mechanistic 

understanding of the subtle interplay between structure and excited state dynamics. 

Supplemental Information 

First, an initial R2PI scan was taken of 2,6-dAP to find resonant electronic transitions. 

Two distinct regions of the spectrum provided signal, offset by ~2500 cm-1 (see below). 

With known electronic resonances, we set about determining which tautomers of 2,6-dAP 

were in the beam. Figure 1 shows the IR spectra obtained by double resonance spectroscopy 

mode I (scanning the IR frequency) confirming the tautomer assignment. Probing at 32216 

cm-1, we found a single IR peak at 3584 cm-1, corresponding to the 7H tautomer. Probing at 

34959 cm-1, we found peaks at 3578 and 3586 cm-1, corresponding to the 9H tautomer. 

These vibrational modes are in good agreement with Gengeliczki1, with our results blue-

shifted about 10 cm-1, most likely due to calibration. For the 9H tautomer, we chose to probe 

with 34959 cm-1 as opposed to the origin, 34885 cm-1, due to the increased S/N. We 

confirmed that the signal in the 34800 – 35650 cm-1 region was only due to the 9H tautomer 

using mode II, scanning the ionization wavelength with the IR burn frequency at a constant 

3578 cm-1, resonant for the 9H tautomer (Figure 2). Comparison burn spectrum (red trace), 

with the R2PI spectrum collected without IR in alternating pulses (black trace) show that all 

the peaks in this UV region dip, and therefore are from the single 9H tautomer.   
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Figure S1. IR-UV mode I spectra with probe set to 32216 cm-1 and assigned to the 7H 

tautomer (left) and to 34959 cm-1 assigned to the 9H tautomer (right) 
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Figure S2. The IR-UV mode II spectrum of the 9H tautomer, generated by burning at 3578 

cm-1, resonant for the 9H tautomer. The red trace was generated simultaneously with an 
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R2PI spectrum (black trace) to show peak alignment and intensity match up. This was done 

using a digital chopper. 
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Fig. S3. 2C-R2PI spectrum of 2,6-dAP (7H) using ns 193 nm (black) and ps 213 nm (red) as 

probes.  
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Fig. S4. Pump probe traces using ps 213 nm as the probe. The corresponding wavelength, 

wavenumber, and fits are displayed above each trace. The x-axis is in ps. The red, green, and 

blue lines represent the IRF, monoexponential fit, and the sum, respectively. Only the pump 

probe at 298.3 nm required fitting.  

 

Fig. S5. Pump probe traces of 2,6-dAP (7H) fitted with biexponentials. Only the decays of 

32216 and 32430 cm-1 really required biexponentials. For the decays of 32727 and 33200 

cm-1, the initial spike in signal was fit to IRF and thus biexponential fitting was not 

completely adequate. 33523 cm-1 had a short decay too short for this resolution. The 

corresponding wavelength, wavenumber, and lifetimes are shown above each decay. The x-

axis is in ps. The gray, green, red, and blue lines represent the IRF, short exponential decay, 

long exponential decay, and the sum, respectively. 

 

Fig. S6. Pump probe traces of 2,6-dAP (7H) fitted with monoexponentials. The decays of 

32216 and 32430 cm-1 were excluded because they were fit with biexponentials. For the 

decays of 32727 and 33200 cm-1, the short decay component (the initial spike in signal) was 

fit to IRF. The corresponding wavelength, wavenumber, and lifetimes are shown above each 

decay. The x-axis is in ps. The red, green, and blue lines represent the IRF, monoexponential 

fit, and the sum, respectively. 
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Fig. SX. Pump probes traces using ps 213 nm probe. The red, green, and blue lines represent 

the IRF, monoexponential fit, and the sum, respectively. Measurements were taken relative 

to the origin, at 34885 cm-1.  

 

Figure SX. Pump probe spectrum of 2,4-dAPy at 34812 cm-1. The trace was fitted with a 

monoexponential and found to have a 766 ps lifetime. The red, green, and blue lines 

represent the IRF, monoexponential fit, and the sum, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

The excited state dynamics of the nucleobases, alongside the nucleosides and 

nucleotides, are well understood at this point1-8, thanks to the continuous development of 
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ultrafast experimental techniques and theoretical calculations. The unique photostability of 

the canonical nucleobases is thought to have possible consequences for the origins of life 

and further explains radiative skin damage. With a few exceptions, the canonical 

nucleobases in their biologically relevant forms are more photostable than their various 

tautomers, derivatives, and analogues. A handful of these variants will be described later on. 

The two canonical purine nucleobases, guanine and adenine, have amino and oxo 

moieties at their C2 and C6 positions. Their enhanced photostabilities are due to ultrafast 

nonradiative decays from their excited states. These relaxation channels prevent them from 

using the absorbed electronic energy to do damaging photochemistry. Structural distortions 

of the 6-membered rings allow these two systems to reach conical intersections (CI) and 

enter their respective ground states.9-15 Even slight modifications to the structure can change 

the dynamics significantly. The amino-enol tautomer of guanine was found both 

experimentally16 and theoretically17 to have an excited state lifetime orders of magnitude 

longer than the biologically relevant amino-keto tautomer. Isoguanine, guanine with its 

amino and oxo substituents switched, also has significantly worse photostability than 

guanine.18 Excited state dynamics is dependent on structure and even slight modifications to 

the structure can have disproportionate impact on photostability. The dynamics of a few 

variant purines are highlighted. 
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Scheme 1. The 7H tautomer of xanthine (left) and 9-methylxanthine (right) with number 

scheme.  

Hypoxanthine (6-oxopurine) is noted for being one of the fastest purine derivatives. It 

has a single decay channel in solution, with an experimental lifetime of ~100 fs.19-21 These 

ultrafast lifetimes are attributed to both the 7H and 9H tautomers, as they are expected to be 

present in almost equal amount in solution. Theoretical calculations support these 

experimental findings, with an ultrafast relaxation mechanism via ππ*/S0 by distortion at 

C2.22-23 Unfortunately, experimental gas phase data is lacking.  

Guo et al. also theoretically studied 9-methylhypoxanthine in both gas phase and in 

solution.24 Their motivation was the interest in how substituting the hydrogen on the N9 

with a methyl group affects the hydrogen bond network with the solvent. Methylation did 

not affect the overall photostability, with 9-methylhypoxanthine having similar lifetimes to 

hypoxanthine, both in gas and solution phase.  

2-oxopurine has been studied theoretically in the gas phase and found to have an S1 

minimum that leads to significant ISC.25 Reaching the CI to the ground state required 

stretching of the C2-O and N3-C4 bonds and overcoming a ~0.5 eV barrier. Therefore, 2-

oxopurine is expected to have a relatively long lifetime and not be very photostable. 

Unfortunately, this is the only study on the excited state dynamics of 2-oxopurine that we 

could find.  

Here, we add another data point to the picture, looking at the homosubstituted purines, 

xanthine and 9-methylxanthine (Scheme 1). Xanthine is the combination of 2-oxopurine and 

hypoxanthine, with oxo groups on both C2 and C6. We are interested in both the 7H and 9H 

tautomers of xanthine. But unfortunately we could not observe xanthine (9H) in our 

molecular beam, so we used 9-methylxanthine instead. Methylation instead of a hydrogen at 
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N9 has been shown to have small influence on the excited state dynamics of purines.24, 26-28 

Xanthine is found in the human body, as a degradation product of  both guanine and adenine. 

It is thought to have been present on an early Earth when life was first starting to arise, being 

found on meteorites.29 It has also been successfully synthesized using chemistry that is 

believed to have been taking place on an early Earth.30-31 With its flexible hydrogen bonding 

and base pairing possibilities, it has also been proposed in an early all-purine system of 

genetic information.32 

Domcke et al. wrote an extensive theoretical paper on the excited state dynamics of 

xanthine (7H) and (9H) in the gas phase.33 They found CIs for both tautomers for both 

ππ*/S0 and nπ*/S0. The 7H tautomer had an ππ*/S0 relaxation channel with a small barrier, 

while the 9H tautomer had a barrier of ~1 eV. Thus, they concluded the 7H tautomer to be 

photostable while the 9H should not be. Interestingly, the CI coordinates were reached via 

distortion of the 5-membered ring, as opposed to guanine and adenine, which required 

distortion of the 6-membered ring. The authors excluded crossing of the nπ*/S0 CI as it was 

too high in energy. But the nπ* state was isoenergetic or slightly below the ππ*, depending 

on the method used. Therefore, vibronic coupling between the bright ππ* and dark nπ* states 

is possible. 

Xanthine is very difficult to dissolve, so there have not been any solution phase studies 

conducted on xanthine itself. Instead, studies have focused on various forms of glycosylated 

xanthosine, hypoxanthine, and other methylxanthines. Chen and Kohler started in 2012 by 

looking at hypoxanthine and a few other methylxanthines in aqueous solution using fs 

transient absorption.19 They found lifetimes of sub-ps and ~1 ps for all systems. Gustavsson 

et al. then looked at a series of methylxanthines in water and methanol using fluorescence 

up-conversion and found them to have biexpoential decays on the order of 1 ps.34 Rottger 
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and cowokers did a thorough study on xanthosine monophosphate (XMP) and protonated 

XMP using fluorescence up-conversion and transient absorption and observed similar 

ultrafast dynamics.35 All forms of xanthine have been shown to have ultrafast dynamics and 

high photostability in solution with hypoxanthine noted for being the most photostable. 

We have studied the excited state dynamics of xanthine (7H) and 9-methylxanthine in 

the gas phase using resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) coupled. Our 

experimental results for both systems show two decay components, one < 30 ps, and another 

ultraslow relaxation. The dynamics displayed in the gas phase stand in stark contrast to the 

dynamics displayed for all forms of xanthine in solution phase. 2-aminopurine also shows 

different photodynamics in solution compared to gas phase and will be compared. And at 

least for 2-aminopurine, this is due to the rearrangement of the respective 1ππ* and 1nπ* 

energy levels when solvated. These xanthine results, alongside the results for 2,6-

diaminopurine, add to the picture of the behavior of doubly substituted purines, and purines 

as a whole. 

2. Methods 

The spectroscopic technique has been described in detail elsewhere and only a brief 

description follows.36 Samples of xanthine and 9-methylxanthine were purchased from 

Sigma (99%) and Research Biochemicals International and used without further purification. 

The sample was placed on a translating graphite bar approximately 1 mm away from the 

pulsed valve in the vacuum chamber. The fundamental from a Minilite Continuum II pulsed 

Nd:YAG laser attenuated to ~1 mJ and focused to about 1 mm2 was used for desorption of 

the sample. Argon gas at 8 atm backing pressure (30 μs pulse width) was produced from an 
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Amsterdam pulsed valve and used for supersonic jet cooling of the desorbed sample. Ionized 

sample was detected using a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer. 

REMPI was used to ionize the sample. The third harmonic (355 nm) of the Nd:YAG 

EKSPLA PL2251 was used to pump an optical parametric generator (OPG) (EKSPLA) to 

create tunable laser light (~0.1 mJ per pulse, 30 ps pulse width). The excess fundamental and 

second harmonic (532 nm) were combined to generate the 4th (266 nm) or 5th harmonic (213 

nm, 0.2 mJ per pulse). These pulses were then recombined in space and used for ionization. 

We also used the 193 nm output from a GAM excimer for ionization (2 mJ per pulse, 8 ns 

pulse width). 

By scanning the wavelength of the first pulse, always from the OPG, and probing with ps 

213 nm, ps 266 nm, or ns 193 nm two-color resonant two photon ionization (2C-R2PI) 

spectra were generated. To probe faster dynamics, pump probe was conducted where the 

pump wavelength from the OPG was held constant on a known resonance, and the probe 

wavelength (ps 213 nm or ps 266 nm) was delayed in time using a mechanical delay stage. 

This setup allowed for delay up to 1.8 ns. Alternatively, the 8 ns 193 nm output was used as 

the probe, and was delayed using a digital delay generator. Practically this setup could be 

delayed up to 2 μs. These two pump probe setups are complementary, allowing us to observe 

dynamics on both a faster and slower scale. 

3. Results and discussion 

The 2C-R2PI spectrum of xanthine (7H) is presented in Fig. 1. It was taken using ns 193 

nm as the probe. The R2PI spectrum using ps 213 nm has similar peaks and amplitudes. 

(Fig. S1) The origin was found at 36751 cm-1, in good agreement with Callahan et al.37 The 

origin peak is by the far largest amplitude peak. The spectrum is sharp for about 700 cm-1, 
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and then broadens out for the next 800 cm-1, at which point it breaks off and no signal is 

observed. The lifetimes derived from pump probes are displayed above each peak. Lifetimes 

in the ps regime were derived from pump probes using ps 213 nm as the probe and displayed 

as the top value. We  successfully probed every peak using ps 213 nm (Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 

S3). They all looked similar over this energy range. We attempted to pump probe using ps 

266 nm as well, because they ended up showing slightly different dynamics. Unfortunately, 

due to S/N issues, we could only successfully pump probe the peaks at 36751 and 37334 cm-

1 using ps 266 nm (Fig. 2(c) and Fig. S2). That reasoning will be described below. Lifetimes 

using ns 193 nm as the probe are displayed in black (Fig. 2(a) and Fig. S1). 

 

Figure 1. 2C-R2PI spectrum of xanthine (7H). The origin is at 36751 cm-1. Lifetimes 

derived from pump probe traces using ps 213 nm as probe are on top. Lifetimes derived 

from pump probe traces using ns 193 nm as probe are on bottom. Pump energies were set to 

the origin, 37133, 37230, 37334, 37586 cm-1.  

The ns decays were measured to be > 2 μs. Looking at figure 2(a) and Fig S1, the traces 

do not decay exponentially, but linearly. This is attributed to the packet of initially excited 

molecules flying out of the area of the probe beam within 2 μs, not due to excited state 

relaxation. This means the whole molecular packet will fly ~5 mm in 2 μs, which is 

reasonable. Therefore, the longest in time we can probe is 2 μs. Excited molecules flying 
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outside the beam cross-section would cause a linear decay, as opposed to an exponential 

decay. 

 

Figure 2. Pump probe of the xanthine (7H). All traces pumped at the origin (36751 cm-1) 

and probed with ns 193 nm (a), ps 213 nm (b), and ps 266 nm (c). Note the changes in the x-

axes. Pump probe traces with ps 213 nm as probe (b) and taken with the pump at the origin, 

37133, 37230, 37334, 37586, and 38008 cm-1 all looked similar. 

Pump probe was attempted using both ps 213 nm and ps 266 nm as probes, a difference 

of 1.21 eV. Using the lower energy ps 266 nm, the decay traced the instrument response 

function (IRF), as seen in figure 2(c), which we estimate to be ~30 ps. The trace then 

returned to baseline. Therefore, the dynamics the ps 266 nm probes is no more than 30 ps, 

most likely shorter. From our experience, we cannot probe dynamics faster than ~1 ps. 1 ps 

is therefore the lower bound of what the lifetime could be. Alternatively, probing with the 

higher energy ps 213 nm shows an IRF trace followed by an elevated baseline for the 

remainder of the measurement. In these ps 213 nm decay traces, we attribute the IRF trace to 

the same dynamics observed with ps 266 nm and the elevated baseline to the decay channel 

we observe with ns 193 nm. Because the 213 nm has an IRF trace at each peak, we assume 

the < 30 ps decay mechanism to be present at every peak. 

With this in mind, ps 266 nm is ionizing only the highest excited states. The nature of 

this state(s) will be discussed later. Quickly, xanthine undergoes intramolecular vibrational 

redistribution (IVR) and possibly internal conversion (IC), lowering its electronic energy, 
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disallowing ps 266 nm to probe from these lower-energy states. This relaxation occurs < 30 

ps. Ps 213 nm is high enough in energy to probe both these higher- and lower-energy states. 

The higher-energy, faster states are shown by the IRF trace. The lower-energy, slower 

relaxation is shown by the elevated baseline. Ns 193 nm cannot observe these faster states 

due to its much slower time resolution. It can only probe the lower-energy, slower decay. 

And this slower decay is ultraslow, shown by its lifetime being > 2 μs. Note these dynamics 

do not noticeably change over the 1300 cm-1 we observed, though the signal amplitude did 

change.  

The 2C-R2PI spectrum of 9-methylxanthine is presented in Fig. 3. We had to focus the 

pump and probe beams to get signal on 9-methylxanthine. The spectrum shown was taken 

using ps 213 nm as probe. Unlike the R2PI spectrum of xanthine (7H), this spectrum has no 

clear origin or vibronic modes. It is defined by a broad onset of signal. The signal levels off 

going further to the blue, but no definitive peaks are ever observed. This spectrum is similar 

to the spectra of both thymine and uracil.38-39 Though not entirely clear, this slow rise in 

signal may be due to poor Frank-Condon factors at the origin with better overlap to the blue. 

The spectrum is real, as opposed to an artifact, because we were able to pump probe at all 

energies. The red arrows indicate where pump probes were taken. We chose those energies 

to pump probe because they provided sufficient signal without imparting too much excess 

energy. 
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Figure 3. 2C-R2PI spectrum of 9-methylxanthine using ps 213 nm as probe. Red arrows 

indicate where pump probe traces were taken. Pump energies were set to 37037 cm-1, 37174 

cm-1, 37453 cm-1, and 37878 cm-1. The dips around 37500 cm-1 are laser power artifacts.  

Pump probes for 9-methylxanthine were taken using ps 213 nm with a step size of ~30 

ps (Fig. 4 and Fig. S4). Decay traces taken at all pump energies looked similar, showing an 

IRF followed by elevated background. When taken with a step size of 6.6 ps, the traces again 

match to IRF with an elevated baseline following (Fig. S5). Unfortunately, we could not 

pump probe using ns 193 nm because we had to focus to get signal. We could not overlap 

the pump laser with the probe laser well enough to get consistent signal when trying to probe 

with ns 193 nm. 

 

Figure 4. Pump probes of 9-methylxanthine taken in the ps regime using ps 213 nm as probe 

with step size ~30 ps. 
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The relaxation dynamics of 9-methylxanthine are similar to xanthine (7H). A < 30 ps 

decay component is observed followed by a long-lived component. Unfortunately, without 

ns pump probe traces, we cannot say how much longer the long-lived component is. But the 

ps 213 nm is able to probe the initially fast decay channel and the following slower channel. 

These dynamics do not noticeably change over the 800 cm-1 that we observed. 

Domcke et al.33 confirmed using theoretical calculations that only the 7H tautomer of 

xanthine should be observed in the gas phase. This was based on the fact that the 7H 

tautomer is the lowest energy tautomer. Further, the Frank-Condon factors for the origin 

transition of the 7H tautomer are much greater compared to the 9H tautomer. In fact, they 

say xanthine (9H) should not be observed in the gas phase due to its poor Frank-Condon 

factors. And indeed we cannot observe the 9H tautomer. But the poor Frank-Condon factors 

of xanthine (9H) can potentially explain the R2PI spectrum of 9-methylxanthine. Such 

spectra with a slow rise in signal have been attributed to poor Frank-Condon factors, such as 

for thymine and uracil.38-39 Potentially, the methylation at the N9 position increases the 

oscillator strength just enough for it to be observed in the gas phase. Also note that focusing 

of the pump and probe beams were still required to observe 9-methylxanthine. 

The previous studies on xanthine do not support what we observe in the gas-phase. First, 

gaseous xanthine (7H) and 9-methylxanthine both have two decay components, one < 30 ps 

and another ultraslow component. They may have faster components, and we just cannot see 

them. Specifically, the xanthines have been noted for < 1 ps decays in solution, which is 

supported by theory. This is probably faster than we can observe using R2PI, as stated 

above. Only Rottger and coworkers noted a small relatively long-lived component of 36 ps 

when studying XMP in solution.35 They explained this longer decay to either trapping in the 
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ππ* or transfer of part of the population to a dark nπ*. We do not anticipate being able to see 

(ionize) < 1 ps decays in our beam. The IRF traces we do see are most likely attributed to 1-

30 ps lifetimes. Therefore, either the ultrafast solution phase dynamics have slowed down in 

the gas phase or we are observing slower components that could not be seen in solution. 

Solvation typically stabilizes ππ* and destablizes nπ* states. So the nearby nπ* state that 

Domcke describes for isolated xanthine (7H) may not matter in the solution phase because it 

is too high compared to the ππ*. Therefore, in solution-phase, xanthine may just undergo 

ultrafast nonradiative decay from ππ* to S0 as Domcke described for isolated xanthine (7H). 

But in the gas-phase, the ππ* and nπ* may be close enough for significant vibronic coupling. 

After excitation, 7H and 9-methylxanthine may internally convert to nπ* and get trapped for 

a while until it can undergo internal conversion to the ground state. This agrees with 

Domcke who observed a barrier to nπ*/S0 CI. This would explain the faster decay we 

observe which is still on the order of tens of ps and not ultrafast. But once in the nπ*, the 

system can also do ISC to a very long-lived triplet state. This ISC assignment is based on the 

long-lived state we observe. No other researchers have talked about a triplet state for 

xanthines. 

This overall excited state dynamics behavior for the xanthines contrasts with 2-

aminopurine (2-AP), which also has significant differences in its dynamics when going from 

gas to solution phase. The consensus so far for xanthine is that in solution phase it undergoes 

ultrafast nonradiative decay and reaches a 1ππ*/S0 CI via distortion of the five-membered 

ring.19, 33-35 In vacuo, xanthine (7H) and 9-methylxanthine experimentally appear to do 

internal conversion to an nπ* state. Once there, they may internally convert to the ground 

state or undergo ISC to a triplet state. The dynamics of 2-AP are also differentiated by phase. 
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2-AP is noted for its strong fluorescent signature in solution from a bright ππ* due to a 

barrier to internal conversion.40 Meanwhile, gaseous 2-AP decays quickly via internal 

conversion from a bright 1ππ* to 1nπ* due to vibronic coupling, and from there quickly 

decay to the ground state or undergo ISC to an ultralong-lived triplet state.26-27, 41-44 This 

difference in behavior for 2-AP is attributed to the relative energies of the lowest ππ* and 

nπ* states. In vacuum, the 1ππ* and 1nπ* are near equal in energy, allowing for significant 

vibronic coupling and quickly transferring the population into the 1nπ*.26, 40, 44 The 

wavepacket is trapped in the 1nπ* by a slight barrier, allowing for ISC to the near resonant 

T2 state while explaining the relatively fast internal conversion of ~100 ps.27 Upon solvation 

of 2-AP, the energy of the bright 1ππ* lowers and the 1nπ* rises. This energy gap creates a 

barrier, trapping the system in the 1ππ*, causing fluorescence and a longer lifetime. 

Fluorescence quantum yield increases with solvent polarity. The energy levels are 

significantly modulated by hydrogen bonding to the amino group on C2, where a single 

hydrogen bond will cause fluorescence.27, 44   

Solvation appears to have similar effects on the energy levels of the lowest 1ππ* and 

1nπ* states of xanthine. It is not clear at this time if 1ππ* stabilization of xanthine is at site-

specific as the amino group of 2-AP. But while solvation appears to decrease the 

photostability of 2-AP, it significantly increases the photostability of xanthine. After 

excitation, solvated xanthine cannot access the dark 1nπ* due to an energy gap between the 

two states. The energy gap prevents excited xanthine from following the competing decay 

channel through the 1nπ*. Instead, it can only follow the 1ππ* channel down to the 1ππ*/S0 

CI, and undergo ultrafast nonradiative decay. This is a similar relaxation to guanine4, 9-10 and 

hypoxanthine19-23 in solution. Meanwhile, the amino substitution at the C2 site of 2-AP 
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prevents it from undergoing ultrafast nonradiative decay. It cannot follow the dynamics of 

adenine11-15 (6-AP) by 1ππ* → 1nπ* → S0 via pyramidalization at C2-N3. Nor can 2-AP 

follow guanine9-10 by ππ*/S0 CI via out-of-plane distortion at C2. Both of these relaxation 

channels for 2-AP are prohibited by the C2 amino group. 

Many gaseous purines follow the same decay mechanism as xanthine (7H) and 9-

methylxanthine in the gas phase. Cytosine45-51, 2,6-diaminopurine (7H), 2-AP, and purine52-

53 all decay from their bright ππ* states to a dark nπ*, and then bifurcate to either internal 

conversion to the ground state or undergo ISC. The relative ratio of internal conversion to 

ISC greatly affects the photostability of these systems. Clearly substitution at C2 and C6 

greatly affects photostability. 

For the discussion that follows, all results are for the gas phase systems. 2-AP is 

relatively photostable with a lifetime of 150 ps at the origin. Interestingly, its lifetime only 

reduces to 80 ps with 1500 cm-1 excess energy. Further, there is a very long-lived triplet state 

component to 2-AP as well. Addition of an oxo group at C6 to 2-AP creates guanine, which 

has so far not been seen in the gas phase most likely due to its ultrafast dynamics. But the 

addition of the oxo group at C6 does not guarantee photostability. Replacing the amino 

group at C2 of guanine with an oxo group creates xanthine, having oxo substitutions at C2 

and C6. And guanine has much higher photostability than xanthine. Though it is clear that 

modifying C2 and C6 affect photostability, it is not entirely clear how different 

modifications affect photostability. 

We have found the lowest vibronic transitions of xanthine (7H) and 9-methylxantine. 

The R2PI spectrum of 9-methylxanthine is noted for its slow, broad onset of signal, most 
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likely due to poor Frank-Condon overlap. Both systems have two decay channels that appear 

unchanged over the range of at least 800 cm-1. The faster channel has a lifetime < 30 ps and 

is attributed to prompt ππ* population transfer to nπ*, and then internal conversion to the 

ground state. The slower channel was measured to be > 2 μs for xanthine (7H) and at least 

tens of ns for 9-methylxanthine, as we were unable to conduct ns pump probe on it. ISC to a 

long-lived triplet state is assigned to this slower channel.  

These dynamics and lack of photostability in the gas phase stand in stark contrast to the 

behavior of many xanthine derivatives and tautomers in solution. They have been well-

studied both experimentally and theoretically, and found to be highly photostable due to 

ultrafast nonradiative decay. Stabilization of the ππ* and destabilization of nπ* electronic 

states upon solvation cause the change in photostability going to solution phase. 

Supplemental 

 
Figure S1. Left: Xanthine (7H) 2C-R2PI spectrum using ps 266 nm (red) and ns 193 nm 

(black) as probes. Colored stars represent where the pump wavelengths were set for pump 

with the probe using ns 193 nm. Right: pump probe traces using ns 193 nm, colors refer to 

the pump wavelength as shown by the colored stars on the left. 
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Figure S2. Pump probes of xanthine (7H) using 36751 cm-1 (left) and 37334 cm-1 (right) as 

pump and ps 266 nm as probe. Both traces fit to IRF (~30 ps) and can therefore be < 30 ps. 

 

0 500 1000 1500
ps  

Figure S3. Pump probe trace of xanthine  (7H) at the origin (36751 cm-1) with ps 213 nm 

probe. Traces taken with the pump at 37133, 37230, 37334, 37586, 38008 cm-1 all looked 

similar. 
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Figure S4. Pump probes of 9-methylxanthine using ps 213 nm as probe with step size ~30 

ps. Pump energies were at 37037 cm-1 (a), 37174 cm-1 (b), 37453 cm-1 (c), 37878 cm-1 (d). 

 

 
Figure S5. Pump probes of 9-methylxanthine using ps 213 nm as probe with step size of 

~6.5 ps Pump energies were at 37037 cm-1 (a), 37878 cm-1 (b). 
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IV. Excited state dynamics of DNA base-stacking free from solvent 
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Interest in excited state dynamics and the origins of life extend beyond the nucleobases. 

The oligomeric form of the nucleobases, DNA, is the media form for the storage of genetic 

material. DNA can exist as a single strand or double strand, which leads to the renowned 

double-helix structure. Though made of individual nucleobases, DNA actually has notably 

different dynamics. While the nucleobases are dominated by ultrafast monomer decay, the 

excited state dynamics of DNA is controlled by its intermolecular interactions: base stacking 

via π-π interaction between adjacent intrastrand bases, and base pairing via hydrogen 

bonding across interstrand pairs. 

Base stacked complexes will decay by exciton formation and decay. This has been 

widely studied by in solution (see below for more detail and references). Base paired 

complexes will decay by proton transfer across the hydrogen-bonded pair. Gas phase studies 

have focused on this dynamic. The segregation between interaction and phase is because 

base stacked complexes are heavily stabilized and favored in solution while base pairing is 

exclusively seen in the gas phase. Thus, base stacking and exciton decay have been studied 

little in vacuo because the π-π interaction requires at least two H2O molecules to stabilize, a 

difficult feat in vacuum. And most gas phase instruments cannot study ions, prohibiting the 

direct study of DNA itself.  

A possible work-around to study the DNA base stacking interaction in the gas phase is to 

use a neutral single-stranded DNA mimic. This mimic can induce the base stacking, 

allowing for the study of the exciton formation and decay. We have developed peptide 

nucleic acids (PNA) as a suitable neutral DNA mimic. The experimental and computational 

work shown below is complete, with the article still being prepared for publication. The 

published version will probably only slightly differ from the below work. 
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I. Probing the DNA stacking interaction free from solvent using peptide nucleic 

acids 
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The nucleobases, nucleosides, and nucleic acids and their various analogues and 

derivates have been extensively studied for their photostability properties and excited state 

dynamics. Their ability to safely dissipate potentially harmful electronic energy before 

damaging photoreactions can occur has implications for the origins of life and the 

safeguarding of genetic material. There have been many reviews over the past two decades 

on the development of this theory and the research supporting it.1-6 

Individual bases in oligonucleotides interact via noncovalent interactions: π-π stacking 

between adjacent intrastrand bases, and hydrogen-bonding between interstrand base pairs. 

The excited state dynamics caused by these two interactions are different. In the gas phase 

nucleobase dimers only interact via hydrogen-bonded interactions. Various intermolecular 

G-G, G-C, and CC base pairs have been observed, though not in the Watson-Crick (WC) 

arrangement.7-10,11 The dynamics of the G-C Watson Crick base pair have been probed using 

analogues.12 Photoelectron spectroscopy has shown adenine dimers with at least three water 

molecules can form a stacked structure with different dynamics.13 It is predicted between 2-8 

water molecules are needed to preferentially stabilize stacked structures in the gas phase.14-16 
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The structure and dynamics of stacked bases have not been studied in the gas phase 

much because it is difficult to form microhydrated clusters. Studying single-stranded DNA 

in the gas phase is also difficult  due to its charged phosphate backbone, while in our set-up 

we can only study neutral molecules. To circumvent this problem, here we study peptide 

nucleic acids (PNA), a DNA analogue.  

PNA is a polymer with a neutral pseudopeptide backbone as opposed to DNA which has 

an anionic sugar phosphate backbone. Nielsen and co-workers reported the initial 

development and research on PNA.17-19 They found PNA-PNA duplexes to have greater 

stability than any other duplex. PNA can be used for antisense and antigen drugs. PNA-PNA 

and PNA-DNA duplexes adopt a “P-form” helix noted for its wide and deep major groove 

and shallow and narrow minor groove.20-23 The hydrophobic backbone is flexible while 

bases remain rigid. This is due to weaker bonding between the base and backbone and 

results in single-stranded PNA being the most stable helix. PNA duplexes are more flexible 

than DNA and thus more likely to remain in a stacked helical geometry.24-25 Callahan et al. 

recently found evidence that PNA could have existed on an early Earth, demonstrating the 

synthesis of nucleobases with carbonyls attached under prebiotic conditions.26 Nucleobases 

and amino acids evolved alongside each other prebiotically and PNA fits the genetic 

requirements for life.  

ESI-MS/MS and ion-mobility MS have found DNA duplexes to be metastable in the gas 

phase, retaining their helicity for a short period of time after electrospray.27-28 Longer 

duplexes were found to retain their helical geometries while shorter duplexes had globular 

structures.  
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Herein, we report on a new approach to probe the structure and photodynamics of the 

stacked base structure in the gas phase free from solvent using PNA. We report on the 

synthesis and spectroscopic characterization of guanine-guanine (GG) and thymine-thymine 

(TT) PNA homodimers (Fig. 1). Homodimers are the simplest systems that show excimer 

character in solution.29  

 
Figure 1. Structure of thymine-thymine (TT) and guanine-guanine (GG) peptide nucleic acid 

homodimers. 

Briefly, TT and GG were synthesized on solid support following reported methods.30 

Crude PNA dimers were purified by reverse-phase high-pressure liquid chromatography 

(RP-HPLC) and identities were confirmed by mass spectrometry. The setup and 

instrumentation to conduct REMPI has been described in detail elsewhere and only a short 

description follows.31  Solid PNA was laser desorbed from a translating graphite bar. A 

molecular beam of argon at 8 atm backing pressure quickly cooled the gaseous PNA down to 

~10 K. REMPI was then used to excite and ionize PNA, which was then directed into a 

time-of-flight mass spectrometer for detection. 2 color resonant 2 photo ionization (2C-

R2PI) spectra were generated using the tunable output of an optical parametric generator 

(OPG) (~100 μJ in UV; 30 ps pulse width) as the pump pulse. 213 nm (200 μJ; 30 ps pulse 

width) or 193 nm (2 mJ; 8 ns pulse width) pulses were used as the probe. Tunable IR light (2 

mJ) was generated from an optical parametric oscillator/optical parametric amplifier in the 
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2800 – 4000 cm-1 range. IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy scans the IR wavelength 

while holding the excitation/ionization pulses on a constant resonance wavelength. The IR 

pulse was fired 200 ns prior to the probe pulses. This technique was also digitally chopped to 

simultaneously generate a spectrum without IR contribution. Pump probe spectroscopy was 

conducted in the ps regime using a ps OPG pulse at a constant wavelength as pump and a ps 

213 nm pulse as probe.  

A global conformational search was performed using MacroModel (Schrödinger 

Release 2020-3: MacroModel, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2020) found within the 

Schrodinger Suite. The potential energy surface was searched using Monte Carlo Multiple 

Minimum (MCMM) method and the force field, OPLS3e.32 Structures within 20 kcal/mol 

were then optimized using M06-2X/6-31G(d) in Gaussian16 (Normal Gaussian citation) . 

Five conformers were within 10 kcal/mol of the lowest conformer. These five conformers 

and the order of the relative energies were confirmed using a higher basis set, 6-311+G(d). 

The frequencies of these five conformers were then calculated and compared to experimental 

values.  

We calculated the lowest energy structure of TT and expect the majority of our signal to 

come from this conformer (Fig. 2). It shows base stacking with some amount of offset to 

stabilize the π-π interaction. This base offset is similar to what occurs in DNA. All lowest 

energy structures display base stacking, with some amount of overlap between the thymine 

bases. The lowest energy conformer that has unstacked bases is characterized by a T-shaped 

projection of the thymine moieties relative to each other, being perpendicular relative to the 

plane of the thymines. This conformer is 26.10 kJ/mol higher in energy than the globally 

lowest energy conformer. Though significantly higher in energy, it is possible for this 
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conformer to exist in the beam. We have experimentally observed tautomers with similar 

relative stability energies to exist in other systems. 

 
Figure 2. Lowest energy structure of TT calculated at M06-2X/6-31G(d) level 

We collected R2PI spectra for the two systems. Figure 3 displays the R2PI spectra for 

GG and TT. They are remarkably similar with broad onsets and no sharp peaks. These 

spectra bear resemblance to the R2PI spectra of thymine and uracil, where a broad onset was 

attributed to poor Frank-Condon factors between the ground state minimum and the lowest 

energy transitions in the excited state.33-34 By contrast the R2PI spectrum of isolated guanine 

is marked by discrete peaks. However, the biologically relevant aminoketo N9H tautomer 

has yet to be observed and a different tautomeric distribution could occur in PNA-GG, since 

the backbone limits the tautomerization. GG provided about an order of magnitude less 

signal than TT and therefore at this point we only report further spectroscopic measurements 

on TT.  
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Figure 3. 2C-R2PI of TT (black) and GG (red) using ps OPG and ps 213 as probe. Both 

beams were focused. The GG signal has been increased by a factor of 5. 

Figure 4 shows the experimental and predicted IR spectra of the ground state of TT, 

obtained by IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy and theoretical calculations. TT broadly 

absorbs from 2800 – 3500 cm-1, though individual features can still be discerned. The peaks 

at 3451 and 3506 cm-1  in the TT spectrum are consistent with the N3H and N1H stretches of 

the thymine monomer (Fig. 4 inset).33, 35-36. We expect to see the N3H stretch, as it is still 

free. But N1 is now bound to the PNA backbone so we assign the peak at 3506 cm-1 to 

another N-H stretch from the PNA backbone. The broadening of the IR spectrum is most 

likely due to the many very similar vibrational modes of TT. These include slightly different 

electronic environments for similar bonds and intramolecular noncovalent interactions. 

Further, different conformers may also be present in our molecular beam and contributing to 
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the signal, causing further broadening. This broadening is in line with other IR spectra of 

differing thymine complexes in the gas phase.35-36 Assignment of a specific geometrical 

conformer is difficult from these data alone.  

 
Figure 4. IR-UV spectrum of TT PNA. All pulses were focused. Excitation was at 37037 

cm-1. Burn signal is in red and chopped signal is in black for reference. The inset is the 

zoom-in region of 3390 – 3540 cm-1 of TT with the energies of the N3H and N1H stretches 

of isolated thymine labeled. 

To assist with geometry assignment, we compare to other thymine studies and our 

calculated spectra of various conformers. With N1 bound to the PNA backbone and the 

apparent N3H stretch present, the thymine bases in TT are most likely in the diketo 

tautomer, similar to thymine monomer in the gas phase. Lack of O-H stretches in the 3700 

cm-1 region further validates the diketo assignment. C-H stretches are typically found at 3000 

– 3300 cm-1 but because their intensities are typically weak, they are not expected to 

significantly contribute to the spectrum here. The broad absorption observed could be due to 

combination bands of lower energy modes, but they are also not expected to contribute 

much, especially in comparison to the N3H band intensity. The peak at 3200 cm-1 is assigned 

to a hydrogen-bonded NH stretch or a free CH stretch, according to the calculated spectra for 
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the TT parallel and T-shaped geometries, respectively. The large peak at 3350 can also be a 

red-shifted NH stretch due to hydrogen-bonding. We cannot wholly assign the IR spectrum, 

and the increased signal amplitude in the lower energy region is not understood. 

Unfortunately, we cannot decisively identify the TT geometry from these spectra, but there is 

a good chance that multiple conformers are contributing, likely the global minimum parallel 

and T-shaped geometries. This also explains the broadening of the experimental spectrum. 

Next, we conducted pump-probe on TT using a 37037 cm-1 (270 nm) pump and 213 nm 

probe, both from the ps OPG (Fig. 5a). We can fit the decay with a biexponential using a 

short lifetime of 30 ps and a much longer decay, shown by the elevated tail at long time 

points. There is also significant contribution from the instrument response function (IRF), 

possibly resulting from a process faster than we can resolve. For comparison, a pump probe 

of isolated thymine was also conducted using 37037 cm-1 pump and 213 nm probe from the 

ps OPG (Fig. 5b). It shows a short decay of almost equal time, but it does not have an 

elevated baseline at long time points. We also conducted pump-probe using the ps OPG as 

the pump at 36231 and 37037 cm-1 and a ns 193 nm probe (data in Supplemental 

Information Fig. Sxx). Both show a decay on the order of 100 ns, similar to decays from 

isolated thymine.33 The longer decay observed in the ps trace is attributed to be the same 

decay as the long ns decay observed in ns pump probe. The only difference between the TT 

and thymine experiments was TT required focusing of the beams to obtain sufficient signal 

to noise. 
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Figure 5. Pump probe trace of TT using 37037 cm-1 pump and 213 nm probe from the ps 

OPG fit with a biexponential decay. Black, blue, green, red, gray lines display raw data, sum, 

fast monoexponential, slow monoexpential, and the IRF, respectively (a). Decay traces of TT 

(black) and isolated thymine (red), both taken with 37037 cm-1 pump. The two traces were 

scaled to have similar amplitudes at their point of most signal (b). 

After excitation, single stranded DNA undergoes delocalized excimer formation and 

decay.37-38 Su, Middleton, and Kohler later showed that this delocalized state is formed and 

constrained to an oligonucleotide with two residues.29 Notably, all these studies found 

excimer decay to have ~150 ps lifetime, irrespective of oligomer length, though all were 

done using adenine homonucleotides.29, 37-39 The long relaxation was obvious in every study, 

though again, only observed for oligonucleotides that contained exclusively adenine 

residues. This slower, delocalized decay is due to strong electronic coupling between 

neighboring base stacks and known for its excimer and CT character. These excimer states 

appear to be largely helix conformation and backbone independent, though base stacking is 

required.40-41 Adenine is widely used most likely because sequences of adenine have greater 

stacking than other sequences. 

Observing the delocalized excimer state of single-stranded DNA and discerning the 

effect of solvent were the motivations for looking at PNA in the gas phase. With the excited 

state dynamics of the nucleobase monomers mostly elucidated, we wanted to look at more 
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complex and biologically relevant forms of genetic material. Again, we cannot look at DNA 

or RNA oligomers due to their charged phosphate backbones. Base stacking by individual 

nucleobases is not favored in the gas phase due to energetic reasons. But it is mainly seen in 

solution phase. We want to study base stacking and its dynamics in the gas phase, and how it 

compares to solution phase. How much does the solvent affect the excimer states in base-

stacked structures? That would give an accurate benchmark for excited state calculations 

completed on base stacked complexes, which are usually done in gas phase. Studying the 

solvent effect is further complicated by the difficulty of dissolving DNA in nonaqueous 

solutions, so there are few studies done using different solvents. Using deep eutectic 

solvents, de La Harpe et al. have shown for duplexes that excimer formation requires stable 

base stacking conformation.42 The different solvent did not change the dynamics or 

secondary structure of the DNA duplex, but they did change the stability and lifetime of the 

charge transfer state.  

Single-stranded DNA in aqueous solution has been noted for having three decay 

components. We will not observe the ultrafast monomer decay, as it is too fast for our setup, 

though it could be hidden in the IRF peak. And we will not observe the vibrational cooling 

as there is no solvent. We are interested in the slower excimer decay pathway exhibited in 

solvated single-stranded DNA. TT exhibits a biexponential decay, with both a relatively fast 

30 ps component and a slow component, exhibited by the elevated tail (Fig. 5a). Isolated 

thymine has a similar 30 ps decay, but lacks the elevated tail for the long time component 

(Fig. 5b). At short times, thymine and TT have similar dynamics. Thus, TT likely undergoes 

a relaxation mechanism localized on a single thymine moiety, much like the thymine 

monomer. Our pump-probe traces do not show any evidence for a decay on the order of 100 
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ps, nor any evidence for an excimer mechanism. It should be noted that the 30 ps decay 

observed for both systems is not observed for thymine in solution. This is also the first 

reporting of the dynamics of thymine in the gas phase on this timescale.  

Both TT and thymine have an ultraslow decay mechanism, on the order of 100 ns (Fig. 

S? and ref. 33). We assign the slow component of TT, evidenced by the elevated tail at long 

timepoints in the ps timescale (Fig. 5a), to be the same ultraslow decay observed in the ns 

pump-probe trace. It is not entirely clear why the elevated signal baseline, or the slow decay, 

is lacking in the isolated thymine decay, yet is readily apparent for TT. Potentially, focusing 

increased the ionization rate from the excited state for TT, leading to increased signal at later 

time points. Alternatively, thymine and TT could decay to different excited states, and it is 

easier to ionize out of the state TT populates later.  

Based on solution phase studies, excimer formation is independent of helix conformation 

and backbone structure.40-41 From our calculations, the five lowest energy conformers of TT 

have significant overlap of the thymine moieties, allowing for π-π stacking. Further, the first 

conformer without stacking geometry is 26.1 kJ/mol higher in energy than the global 

minimum. Therefore, the majority of TT in our molecular beam is likely to have the 

necessary stacking interaction. We do not exclude the possibility of the higher-energy T-

shaped also being present. The sugar phosphate backbone is also not necessary for excimer 

formation.41 Yet excimer formation and decay is not easily discernable from the data.  

The only other difference to account for these different dynamics is the presence of 

solvent. Except for reference 42, all studies were conducted in aqueous solution. Solvation 

typically stabilizes ππ* states and destablizes nπ* states, and can lead to strikingly different 
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dynamics between a system in the gas phase versus solution phase. A classic example of this 

is 2-aminopurine, which has a fast decay mechanism in vacou43 but is highly fluorescent in 

aqueous solution.44 This behavior is due to distinct relaxation pathways being favored in 

different environments. This appears to be the case for TT, where excimer decay is the 

expected pathway in solution, but with no evidence for it in isolation. Potentially, the solvent 

is significant in the formation of these long, delocalized excimer states. We should add there 

is limited evidence that thymine homo-oligonucleotides do not form excimers in solution 

either.37 

More research is necessary to confirm this finding. Our lab continues to study adenine-

adenine PNA dimers to compare its dynamics to adenine homo-oligonucleotides in solution, 

where excimer decay is observed.  

We have successfully synthesized two homodimer PNA chains incorporating guanine 

and thymine as bases. We then spectroscopically characterized them in the gas phase using 

R2PI, IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy, and pump probe. The R2PI spectra for both 

molecules are characterized by broad onsets, possibly due to poor Frank-Condon factors. 

The IR-UV and pump probe spectra are inconclusive at this time. It is likely the TT structure 

we observe in our beam has base stacking, revealed by the calculated lowest energy 

conformer. TT exhibits fast monomer decay similar to isolated thymine. The longer 

relaxation dynamics appear to differ, though the reason for the difference is unclear. This 

work shows PNA can be studied spectroscopically in the gas phase, though more work is 

needed to show that it can be used in lieu of DNA to study the stacked base dynamics free 

from solvent.  
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Using this structural DNA analogue, we are attempting to study the excited state 

dynamics of stacked nucleobases free from solvent. This would allow us to study the 

dynamics of single-stranded DNA after photoexcitation using the electrostatically neutral 

DNA analogue, PNA in the gas phase. It has been mentioned that PNA could have evolved 

alongside DNA on an early Earth. The unique excited state dynamics of DNA and its bases 

have led to the theory that photostability was a prerequisite in the origins of life. Much more 

work is needed on different PNA systems to validate if PNA is an appropriate DNA 

analogue in the gas phase.  

The lowest energy conformer of TT was calculated to reveal base stacking. Using 

resonance-enhance multiphoton ionization (REMPI), we collected two-color resonant two 

photon ionization (2C-R2PI) spectra of GG and TT. We then probed the structure of TT 

using IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy. The excited state dynamics of TT were 

observed by pump probe spectroscopy and compared to isolated thymine dynamics. Due to 

Signal to Noise (S/N) issues, this could not be achieved with GG. The goal using the DNA 

analogue PNA was to probe the excited state dynamics of the π-π stacking interactions in the 

cold gas phase. We have shown that we can synthesize and spectroscopically study PNA 

systems using our technique. 

Detailed methods for PNA synthesis and purification 

Materials: Tentagel S RAM resin (0.24 meq/g) was purchased from Chem-Impex 

International (Wood Dale, IL). Fmoc-PNA-G(Bhoc)-OH and Fmoc-PNA-T(Bhoc)-OH were 

purchased from AIC (Framingham, MA). 2-(1H-benzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-

tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU) was purchased from AApptec (Louisville, 
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KY). Other chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich in the highest purity available: 4-

Methylpiperidine, N-methylmorpholine (NMM), 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt), acetic 

anhydride, pyridine, 2,6-lutidine, methanol, dichloromethane, trifluoracetic acid (TFA), 

triisopropylsilane, and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF).  

Synthesis of TT and GG PNA dimers: Syntheses were carried out following adaptations 

of reported procedures.30 Tentagel S RAM resin (0.83 g, 0.2 mmol) was loaded into a glass 

reaction vessel fitted with a coarse glass fritted filter and a Teflon stopcock. The resin was 

rinsed three times with DMF, then allowed to swell in DMF for 30 min. Synthesis entailed 

iterating sequences of deprotection, PNA residue coupling, and capping.  

Deprotection. To remove the Fmoc protecting group from the resin-bound amine, 5 mL 

of a 20% solution of 4-methylpiperidine in DMF was added to the reaction vessel, and the 

vessel was capped and shaken on a wrist-action shaker for 15 mins at room temperature. The 

reaction vessel was drained, rinsed five times with DMF, and re-subjected to the 

deprotection reaction conditions. Following the second deprotection reaction, the resin was 

rinsed with DMF ten times.  

PNA Residue Coupling. Four solutions were mixed in separate a glass vial: Fmoc-PNA-

T(Bhoc)-OH (253 mg, 0.5 mmol, 2.5 equiv) or Fmoc-PNA-G(Bhoc)-OH (371 mg, 0.5 

mmol, 2.5equiv)  in 2.3 mL DMF, 2.5 mL of 0.2 M HOBt (0.5 mmol, 2.5 equiv) in DMF, 

and 2.5 mL of 0.2 M HBTU (0.5 mmol, 2.5 equiv)  in DMF, and 0.2 mL of 0.2 M NMM 

(0.04 mmol, 0.2 equiv) in pyridine. The mixture was agitated for 1 min, then added to the 

reaction vessel with the deprotected resin. The reaction vessel was capped and shaken for 30 

min at room temperature. The coupling reaction was carried out twice for the more sterically 
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demanding Fmoc-PNA-G(Bhoc)-OH residue. After draining and rinsing the resin ten times 

with DMF, a small number of beads were subjected to a Kaiser test. The colorless beads 

confirmed that the reaction was complete. 

Capping. To the reaction vessel was added the capping mixture solution to mask any 

unreacted amine sites for future reactions: 0.6 mL acetic anhydride and 0.72 mL 2,6-lutidine 

in 8.9 mL DMF. The mixture was capped and shaken for 20 minutes at room temperature, 

then the reaction vessel was drained and the resin was washed ten time with DMF.  

Iteration. The Fmoc-protecting group removal steps were repeated again, followed by 

the coupling of the second PNA residue. The capping steps were repeated, and the final 

protecting group was removed following the procedures described above.  

Cleavage from the resin with concomitant nucleobase deprotection. Following the final 

Fmoc-removal step, the resin was washed with DMF, then methanol, then dichloromethane. 

The resin was dried under vacuum for 10 mins. To the resin was added 6 mL of a solution of 

95% TFA/2.5% water/2.5% triisopropylsilane. The reaction vessel was agitated slightly over 

the course of the 2.5 h reaction time. The filtrate was collected, and the resin was rinsed with 

an additional 1 mL of the cleavage mixture. The filtrate was concentrated by rotary 

evaporation. LC-MS analysis of the crude residue confirmed the presence of the desired 

product mass. The crude residue was dissolved in a solution of 20% methanol in 0.1% 

aqueous TFA for purification. 

Purification and identification of TT and GG: TT and GG were purified by RP-HPLC on 

a Hitachi Chromaster 5000 instrument, and chromatic data were visualized with EZChrom 

software. A semi-preparative AAPPTec Spirit C18 column (5 mM, 10.0 mm x 25 cm) was 
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used, and an elution gradient of methanol (solvent B) in 0.1% aqueous TFA (solvent A) was 

applied at a flow rate of 3 mL/min. The gradient held the solvent composition at 0% solvent 

B for the first 10 minutes followed by a linear gradient to 40% B over 40 minutes to elute 

the compounds. Compounds eluting from the column were detected by absorbance at 220 

and 254 nm and collected into individual fractions. Fractions were evaluated by electrospray 

mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) in positive ion mode using a Thermo LCQ Fleet mass 

spectrometer to identify which contained the desired product mass. Fractions with the 

desired product mass were lyophilized to afford white powders. 
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V. Photostability of organic pigments and dyes 

Many cultural works of art, mainly paintings and murals, have degraded over the years. 

Specifically, degradation of their colors. But only some colors appear to fade. The reasoning 

behind the selective fading of certain pigments was not clear to the artists at the time. They 

chose the pigments for their color, a property of the systems’ steady state absorption. The 

propensity to photodegrade and fade away has to do with the system’s photostability. 

Indigo is widely used for its vibrant blue hue, and most commonly found in denim jeans. 

Cultural artifacts thousands of years old have been found to retain their blue pigmentation, 

due to the photostability of indigo. This photostability is attributed to a near barrierless 

proton transfer, while a slower hydrogen atom transfer process is also competitive. These 

two decay pathways couple to specific vibronic modes, leading to an interesting system that 

has mode-specific relaxation dynamics.  

Substituted hydroxyanthroquinones (HAQ) are used as red colorant pigments. The most 

common are alizarin and purpurin. Seven different HAQs were studied, and the mechanism 

for their photostability was determined. HAQs with a single intramolecular hydrogen 

bonding site were much more stable than those with a two hydrogen bonding sites, due to 

the availability of a proton transfer.  

I. Evidence for competing proton-transfer and hydrogen-transfer reactions in the 

S1 state of indigo 
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Abstract 

Indigo is a blue dye molecule that has been used since antiquity, although it is better 

known today for its use in blue jeans. Indigo has previously been shown to exhibit 

remarkable photostability due to fast excited state dynamics mediated by an excited state 

intramolecular proton transfer. Study of this process is complicated by the fact that the 

photophysics of indigo is very sensitive to the environment. In order to disentangle the 

intrinsic photodynamics of indigo from the effects contributed by the environment, we 

studied indigo in a molecular beam using resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization. We 

obtained excited state lifetimes of individual vibronic bands with pump-probe spectroscopy 

ranging from 60 ps to 24 ns. We have mapped a barrier to relaxation at about 700 cm-1, 

beyond which fast excited state dynamics dominate. Below this barrier two decay processes 

compete and mode-specific relaxation occurs with certain vibronic bands near the origin 

relaxing faster than others, or exhibiting different partitioning between the two relaxation 

channels. Computational studies at the ADC(2)/MP2/cc-pVDZ level indicate that two low-

barrier reaction paths exist in the S1 state of indigo, one corresponding to proton transfer, the 

other to hydrogen transfer. In both cases the charge distribution changes drastically upon de-

excitation. These data provide a sensitive probe of the potential energy landscape, 

responsible for the response to absorption of light. The results may help in understanding the 

photostability that preserves the blue color of indigo dyes. 

1. Introduction 
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The blue dye, indigo, is one of the oldest, and still one of the most widely used dyes. It 

was used by many ancient cultures from the Egyptians, to the Romans, to the Mayans, and 

remarkably, artifacts from those societies still retain their blue color to this day [1,2]. This 

lack of fading is due to indigo’s high photostability [3]. 

Generally speaking, photostability is granted by a process that returns a molecule to the 

ground state at a faster timescale than formation of reactive species [4]. For Indigo, the 

mechanism providing fast return to the ground state is thought to be due to an excited-stated 

intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT), first studied computationally in-depth by Yamakazi 

et al, [5] who found a very short excited state lifetime due to ESIPT from a diketo to a keto-

enol tautomer. Moreno et al further examined the relaxation pathway through conical 

intersections (CI) [6], finding agreement with experimental work. Another possible 

relaxation process is photoisomerization, which has been shown to only occur when the 

proton transfer coordinate is blocked [7–9]. A number of studies have attempted to 

unambiguously observe proton transfer for indigo. Photoelectron spectroscopy of an indigo 

derivative, indigo carmine, found that the excited-stated lifetime in the gas-phase was around 

1 ps [10]. Time resolved spectroscopy of an indigo analogue that only allowed a single 

proton transfer revealed a fluorescence spectrum with a biexponential decay, hinting at 

fluorescence from two different states, possibly the diketo (KK) and keto-enol (KE) states 

[11]. Transient absorption spectroscopy of indigo in DMSO revealed a lifetime on the order 

of 120 ps, but showed no evidence of proton transfer (PT) [12]. Iwakura et al used sub-5 fs 

resolution coherence experiments to directly observe the new vibrational modes that arise 

from PT in indigo-carmine [13,14]. Seixas et al. reported a significant blue-shift in the 

absorption spectrum and an increase in fluorescence quantum yield was seen between indigo 

and its leuco (reduced) form, due to a slowing down of the relaxation process and increasing 
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competitiveness of the radiative pathway [15]. The fluorescence spectrum of leuco indigo 

increased and slightly shifted with prolonged light exposure, thought to be due to 

photoisomerization [16]. Studies with deuterated indigo and analogues to observe and 

measure the tunneling mechanism in PT showed an increase in the lifetime with deuteration, 

consistent with a tunneling assisted proton transfer mechanism [10,14].  

PT is the process of transferring a proton from one molecular moiety to another along an 

intra- molecular hydrogen bridge. A commonly accepted paradigm presumes this situation 

pertains to the process that occurs in the ground state of a molecular system and often the 

acronym GSIPT (ground-state intramolecular PT) is assigned to this phenomenon. On the 

other hand, in the excited electronic state transfer of a proton between molecular moieties is 

accompanied by transfer of an electron, and often this phenomenon is called ESIHT 

(excited-state intramolecular hydrogen transfer). The tautomers generated by these processes 

are illustrated in Scheme 1. 

 

Scheme 1. Tautomeric structures of indigo pertaining to this work. 

Yamazaki et al. and Moreno et al. proposed that the single proton transfer from the 

diketo to the mono-enol tautomer affects the potential energy surfaces (PES), allowing the 

excited state and ground state energies to intersect and form a CI [5,6]. After ultrafast 

internal conversion through the CI, the ground state keto-enol will transfer the proton back, 
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reforming the diketo tautomer and ground state equilibrium geometry. If there is a barrier in 

the excited state, the proton will have to tunnel through to successfully transfer. The 

occurrence of a barrier and tunneling implies that the PES has a double-well potential. 

Tunneling describes the behavior of the proton quantum mechanically, while classically, the 

proton has to go over the barrier. Therefore, the probability of proton transfer is dependent 

on the barrier height and width. The barrier height and width are dependent on the distance 

between the proton donor N and the acceptor O atoms [17]. This is one of the most relevant 

reaction coordinates [18]. The other significant reaction coordinate is the N–H distance. 

Dynamical effects, such as vibrational motions, can modulate barrier width and height and 

significantly affect tunneling probability. Therefore, the tunneling rate is dependent on three 

factors: (1) total amount of excess energy imparted, (2) specific mode excitation, and (3) 

internal vibrational redistribution (IVR) of energy to occupy relevant modes [18].  

In this study, we confirm the presence of the diketo tautomer of indigo in the gas phase 

and measure the lifetime of the excited state at various excess energies to generate a picture 

of the height of the barrier. This work aims to further explore the photostability of indigo 

and elucidate the main relaxation pathways in the gas phase. 

2. Methods 

Experimental 

The experimental setup has been described in detail elsewhere [19], and only a short 

description follows. Indigo (Sigma, 95%) is placed on a translating graphite bar and 

desorbed via a focused Nd:YAG pulse (1064 nm, ∼1 mJ/pulse) operating at 10 Hz. 

Supersonic jet cooling from an argon molecular beam (8 atm backing pressure, 30 μs pulse 

width) entrains the gaseous molecules, quickly cooling them. These cold, gaseous 

molecules are then ionized using resonant two photon ionization (R2PI) and directed into a 
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reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Two-color resonant two-photon ionization (2C-

R2PI) is performed using an EKSPLA PL2251 Nd:YAG laser system producing ∼30 ps 

pulses. The 355 nm output pumps the EKSPLA PG-401 tunable optical parametric generator 

(OPG) visible output of ∼0.5mJ). Residual 1064 nm and 532 nm light from the pump are 

mixed to harmonically generate 213 nm (0.3 mJ), which is used as the ionization pulse.  

IR light is generated using a Laser Vision tunable optical parametric oscillator/optical 

parametric amplifier (OPO/OPA) (mid-IR output over the range 3000–3800 cm−1 of ∼1–2 

mJ/pulse, 3 cm−1 spectral line width). IR light precedes the excitation/ionization pulses by 

∼200 ns. Two variations of IR double resonant spectroscopy are used. In mode I, the IR laser 

scans across IR wavelengths, while the ionization pulse is held constant at a resonant R2PI 

transition for a given tautomer. The IR pulse burns out the cold, ground state molecules 

whenever it hits a vibrational resonance, taking the excitation pulse out of resonance and 

causing a decrease in signal. This will produce the IR spectrum for the specific tautomer that 

is being ionized. In mode II, the IR pulse is held constant at a resonant vibrational transition, 

while the ionization pulse scans the R2PI spectrum. In this way, a tautomer is labeled by a 

vibrational stretch and signal decreases whenever the transition is shared. All double 

resonance spectroscopic experiments are chopped to compare the experimental “burn” signal 

to control signal in situ, with alternating shots collecting burn and control signals. 

Pump-probe experiments are performed in both the picosecond and nanosecond regimes. 

In the picosecond regime, the 30 ps pump pulse from the OPG laser system is tuned to a 

resonant transition, while the probe is the 5th harmonic (213 nm) from the pump laser for the 

OPG. The 5th harmonic can be mechanically delayed up to ∼1.5 ns in time, relative to the 

OPG pulse, for picosecond pump-probe measurements. In the nanosecond regime, pump 

pulse is again from the OPG and tuned to a resonant transition, but the probe pulse is from 
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an excimer laser (193 nm, 1.5–2 mJ/pulse, 6 ns pulsewidth). To account for ionization laser 

difference, several nanosecond pump probes were also measured by tuning a dye laser 

(Lumonics HD300 ∼0.5mJ) to a resonant transition and probing with the 213 nm light from 

the ps pump laser. No difference was observed in the ns pump-probe results between 213 nm 

and 193 nm probe laser wavelengths. Visible-visible hole burning was also performed in an 

analogous manner to mode II IR by tuning the dye laser to the origin transition ∼200 ns prior 

in time and scanning the OPG across the region of interest to verify only a single tautomer 

was present.  

Pump-probe measurements are taken in two time regimes to help determine what 

processes are occurring in the excited state. By combining information from both time 

regimes and observing the changes in lifetime with varying excess energy, conclusions can 

be drawn about the excited state dynamics. The method for deriving lifetimes is based on 

previous work, and explained in more detail there [20]. Briefly, lifetimes are derived from 

kinetic equations and solving the system of ordinary differential equations. This procedure 

involves convolving the instrument response function (IRF) with a mono- or bi-exponential 

decay function. The IRF is represented by a Gaussian function centered around t0. 

Computational 

The ground-state tautomers of indigo were optimized and harmonic frequencies 

calculated using second order Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) with the cc-pVDZ 

basis set in Gaussian 09 [21]. A scaling factor of 0.95 and a 2 cm−1 Lorentzian width were 

applied for the simulated IR spectra. Ground state energies of isomers/tautomers have been 

zero-point energy (ZPE) corrected.  

Excitation energies, excited-state reaction paths and energy profiles were calculated with 

the second-order algebraic-diagrammatic-construction (ADC(2)) method [22,23]. The 
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reaction path for the ESIPT reaction was constructed as a so-called relaxed scan, that is, for a 

fixed value of the driving coordinate (the NH distance for PT reaction and CCCC dihedral 

angle for inter-ring twist) all other internal coordinates of the molecule were relaxed in the 

S1 state. The approximate reaction path between the two (X and Y) excited-state conformers 

of the mono-enol form of indigo was constructed as a linear interpolation in internal nuclear 

coordinates between equilibrium geometries of both structures. The energy profiles of this 

reaction path were obtained as single-point energy calculations along the interpolated path.  

The MP2 and ADC(2) calculations were carried out with the TURBOMOLE program 

package, [24] making use of the resolution-of-the-identity (RI) approximation[25] for the 

evaluation of the electron-repulsion integrals. The cc-pVDZ basis set was used for all 

calculations. 

3. Results 

Experimental 

Fig. 1 shows the 2C-R2PI spectrum of indigo (black trace). The excitation laser is the 

same in both panels but the ionization laser is 193 nm/6 ns in the top panel and 213 nm/30 

ps in the bottom panel. R2PI was collected with different pulse widths to show the probing 

ability of the laser systems in different time domains. The top trace truncates at 700 cm–1 to a 

lack of signal beyond that point while peaks continue to appear toward the blue in the 

bottom trace. The origin transition appears at 18129 cm−1 (551.6 nm), and all excitation 

spectra are presented relative to it. Squares denote lifetimes obtained by pump probe 

spectroscopy for both the ns (green) and ps (blue) time domains. Fig. 2 shows individual 

pump probe transients of the first two peaks. Figs. S1–S4 show additional transients. 
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Figure 1. 2C-R2PI spectra (black) collected using ps excitation followed by ionization with 

193 nm ns pulses (top panel) and 213 nm ps pulses (bottom panel). Squares denote the 

lifetimes as recorded from pump-probe measurements in the ns range (green) and ps range 

(blue). Below 700 cm−1 (spectral range A), the lifetimes show the presence of multiple 

components and only upper limits are reported for the ps pump probe experiments (see 

discussion). Above 700 cm−1 (spectral range B) we observed a single timescale component. 

For the ns spectra, the lasers are separated in time by a few ns. (For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
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Figure 2. Pump-probe performed in the ns (top two traces) and ps (middle two traces) 

time domains for the origin transition and the +79 cm−1 peak. The bottom two traces show 

the biexponential fitting method used as an estimate for the relative quantum yields (see 

text). The dominant IRF feature seen in the 79 cm−1 ns pump probe spectrum is indicative 

that a faster process is the major contributor to the signal. The lack of this behavior in other 

peaks supports the idea of mode specific relaxation (see discussion). 

Fig. 3 shows the IR spectrum obtained by IR-Vis double resonance spectroscopy mode I. 

Peaks at 3084 and 3444 cm−1, correspond to overlapping C–H modes and the N–H stretch, 

respectively. We did not observe any additional peaks further to the blue, up to 3800 cm−1. 
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These results agree with the computations, matching the calculated trans-diketo tautomer. To 

confirm that only the trans-diketo was present in the beam, we carried out visible-visible 

double resonance spectroscopy (Fig. 4) and mode II IR hole-burning (Fig. S5). From these 

data, we can confidently conclude that we observe only the trans-diketo tautomer in our 

beam. 

 

Figure 3. IR-Vis double resonance spectroscopy mode I experimental data (top panel) of 

indigo from 3040 to 3700 cm−1. Probe was taken at the origin, 18,129 cm−1. For comparison, 

the vibrational frequencies of the lowest energy tautomers are plotted with a 0.95 scaling 

factor applied. The abbreviations on the axes correspond to (from top to bottom) the trans 

diketo, cis keto-enol, trans keto-enol, trans keto-enol 2, and cis diketo tautomers. 
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Figure 4. Visible-visible double resonance spectroscopy of indigo. The burn laser was 

set on the origin while the probe laser (ps OPG + 213 nm) was scanned and fired 200 ns 

later. Excited molecules were ionized with 213 nm. 

Table 1 lists the lifetime values derived by fitting the results of pump probe 

spectroscopy. For the ns pump probe results, we fit a mono-exponential decay function to 

the trace. For the ps measurements we can fit with a mono-exponential function and the 

results appear in Table 1. However, this approach provides an upper limit for the lifetime 

only. The reason is that we know from the ns measurements that there is also a slower 

component to the decay so at least one additional exponential needs to be included and the 

total decay is of the form: 

I(t) = a1 e(-t/τ1) + a2 e(-t/τ2) 

Here the coefficients a1 and a2 are the relative intensities for each of the two processes 

and τ1 and τ2 are the corresponding lifetimes. Including the second term leads to fits with 

smaller values of τ1. Assuming only two processes occur, the quantum yield for process 1 is 
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QY = a1/(a1 + a2). In this analysis we assume that the ionization efficiency for the two 

processes is the same. If that is not the case the values of a1 and a2 will differ. Table 2 lists 

the mono-exponential lifetime fits in spectral region B. 

 

Table 1. Observed ps and ns lifetimes fit with mono-exponential functions for both 

processes in spectral range A. 542.2 nm is a small peak in both ps and ns and we were 

unable to record a pump probe trace with sufficient signal to noise with the ns system. The 

QYs for process 1 are shown, calculated for different values of τ1, as formulated in the text. 

The highlighted column is discussed in the text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Observed lifetime fits with mono-exponential functions in spectral range B. 

Fig. 1 and Table 1 show the mono-exponential fits for τ1, corresponding to a2=0 and thus 

representing an upper limit of τ1 for spectral range A. τ1 are the lifetimes derived from the ps 

pump probes and τ2 are the lifetimes derived from the ns pump probes. We know, in fact, 

nm 

excess 

energy/cm-1 

ps lifetime 

monoexponetial fit 

530.4 725 710 

528.6 789 736 

526.8 853 410 

522.2 1021 257 

521 1065 286 

518.3 1165 168 

510.6 1456 105 

506.5 1614 79 

500.3 1859 60 
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based on the ns pump-probe results, that a2 > 0 in spectral range A, with particular notice of 

the 79 cm−1 excess energy peak having a2 very close to zero. We can fit the ps pump-probe 

data satisfactorily with a range of combinations of τ1 and τ2 to give different values of QY 

for process 1 (the faster decay). Table 1 lists a number of these combinations and Fig. 6 

gives a graphic representation of these data. We will discuss the implications of this analysis 

in the next section. The values of τ2 as obtained with the 193 nm/ns ionization and 213 

nm/ps ionization are identical within 0.3 ns or better, as listed in Table 1, suggesting that 

both wavelengths probe the same excited state populations. 

Computational 

We optimized two stable structures of indigo on the ground-state potential-energy (PE) 

surface: a diketo and a keto-enol tautomeric form. The latter, identified below as the X form, 

is 0.13 eV higher in energy than the former at this (MP2/cc-pVDZ) theoretical level. The 

diketo form is non-polar by symmetry with a central CC bondlength of 1.378 Å (Table S1a) 

which is typical for a double bond in an aromatic system. The keto-enol tautomer has a 

dipole moment, μ0, of 1.40 Debye and a central CC bondlength of 1.421 Å (Table S2a). 

Such a relatively small change of polarity and the reversion of the single/double bond -

leading in effect to GSIHT as discussed hereafter.  

The calculated electronic absorption spectra of both tautomeric forms (see Tables S1a 

and S2a of the ESI) are dominated by the transition to the lowest singlet state (S1) of the ππ* 

orbital nature. The adiabatic energy of the S1 state of the diketo tautomer is estimated as 2.09 

eV at this theoretical level and the energy of fluorescence is estimated as 1.98 eV (Table 

S3a). Notably, electronic excitation of the keto-enol tautomeric form shifts electron density 
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from the proton accepting molecular moiety back to the proton donating moiety resulting in 

a highly polar species (μ1 = 6.45 Debye, Tables S2a and S2b) which can now be classified as 

a proton transfer (PT) species. This observation implies that this keto-enol form has HT 

character in the S0 ground state and PT character in the S1 excited state. We are not aware of 

such a phenomenon having been described before in the existing very rich ESIPT related 

literature.  

To our surprise, we found two almost isoenergetic stable forms of the keto-enol tautomer 

in the S1 state by excited-state geometry optimization. These forms (denoted as X and Y) are 

illustrated in Scheme 1, with additional details provided in Tables S4 and S5. Both keto-enol 

forms exhibit well defined minima on the S1 PE surface and are more stable than the diketo 

form by about 0.09 eV. The vertical energy of the ground state computed at these geometries 

are very different (0.436 eV for X and 1.035 eV for Y, respectively). This suggests a large 

difference between their equilibrium geometries.  

Inspection of the most crucial geometrical parameters (bond lengths and dipole 

moments) shows that the X form corresponds to the keto-enol form optimized in the ground 

state with a similar single/double bond pattern within the central molecular unit. The X form 

has a central bond length of 1.454 Å compared to 1.383 Å of the Y form, or 1.397 Å of the 

diketo. At its S1-optimized equilibrium geometry (Table S4) the X form is highly polar (μ1 = 

6.77 Debye) and its de-excitation to the ground state reduces the dipole moment to μ0 = 1.27 

Debye. As discussed above, this behavior strongly suggests an HT type process in the S0 

state and PT type process in the S1 state. By contrast, the electronic structure of the Y form is 

practically the opposite. For the Y form the ground state is more polar (μ0=4.14 Debye) than 

the S1 state (μ1=3.39 Debye), cf. Table S5a. The angle between dipole moments in the S1 
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state of both forms is about 125 degrees, indicating that they are polarized in different 

directions. These differences in the electronic structures of the X and Y forms are 

accompanied by differences in the nuclear geometry. In particular, the forms show different 

single/double bond-length patterns of the central molecular moiety, with the X form 

resembling the ground state keto-enol and the Y form resembling the diketo (Scheme 1 and 

Tables S4a and S5a). The electronic excitation of the X and Y forms only partially shifts the 

charge from one molecular unit to the other, as can be seen from inspection of the relevant 

MOs in Tables S4b and S5b, respectively, and this has almost no impact on nuclear 

geometry. 

To estimate the barrier that separates the X and Y forms of the keto-enol tautomer in the 

S1 state, we computed the PE profile along the linearly interpolated reaction path that 

connects their equilibrium geometries, optimized in the S1 state. The inset of Fig. 5 shows 

the resulting PE profile and one can notice that estimated barrier separating the X form from 

the Y form on the S1 PE surface is rather small (about 0.013 eV). This indicates that in the 

excited state the two forms of the keto-enol tautomer represent rather two minima of a 

double-well potential than two separate chemical species. The Y form is unstable in the 

ground state and converges to the X form upon geometry optimization. 
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Figure 5. Potential-energy (PE) profiles of the S0 and S1 states of indigo computed at the 

ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ level of theory along the minimum-energy paths optimized in the S1 state 

for the PT coordinate (NH distance)-central panel, and the inter-ring twist coordinate (CCCC 

dihedral angle) of the di-keto (left panel) and the keto-enol (right panel) tautomers. Solid 

lines denote minimum-energy profiles of the S1 state. Dashed lines denote vertical-energy 

profiles of the ground state computed at the geometry of the S1 state. PE profiles of the X 

and Y forms are represented by squares and triangles, respectively. The red color indicates 

proton transfer and the green color indicates H-atom transfer. Inset illustrates the barrier 

which separates the two tautomeric forms computed along the Linear Synchronous Transit 

(LST) reaction path connecting the S1-state optimized geometries of the X (left) and Y 

(right) conformers. 

Fig. 5 shows potential energy (PE) profiles optimized in the S1 state along the PT 

coordinate (NH bond-length) and along the inter-ring twist coordinate (CCCC dihedral 

angle) together with PE profiles of the ground state computed along these coordinates. 

Inspection of the results that are summarized in Fig. 5 leads to the following conclusions: 

(i) The PE profile for proton transfer in the S1 state shows a barrier of the order of 0.11 

eV and the reaction is exothermic by about 0.21 eV. (ii) There are two minimum-energy PE 
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valleys that connect the diketo tautomer with the two forms of the keto-enol tautomer on the 

PE surface of the S1 state. (iii) The reaction paths associated with these profiles are different 

as they result in different ‘vertical’ PE profiles of the ground state computed along these 

paths. (iv) A significant reduction of the S1–S0 vertical energy gap for the Y form of the 

keto-enol tautomer (0.84 eV) as compared to the X form (1.47 eV) provides the source of 

more efficient radiationless decay of electronic excitation of the former. The process may 

involve tunneling through the barrier, which is apparently smaller or thinner for the Y form. 

Work by Yamazaki et al. [5] points to a possible CI with the ground state but the observed 

decays on the ps-ns timescale suggest tunneling as the more likely pathway. This conclusion 

is consistent with the CI at energies higher than the stable equilibria determined at the S1 PE 

surface [5,6]. (v) The inter-ring twist of the diketo as well as keto-enol tautomeric forms 

does not lead to the intersection with the ground state as it is usually found for typical ESIPT 

systems (cf. [26] for instance). 

4. Discussion 

The visible-visible double resonance spectrum (Fig. 4) and mode II IR-vis spectrum (Fig. 

S5), confirm that all peaks observed belong to a single tautomer. Based on the mode I 

spectrum(Fig. 3), coupled with calculations, we can assign the single tautomer observed in 

our beam as the trans-diketo. 

To describe the excited state dynamics we distinguish two ranges of the R2PI spectrum: 

spectral range A below 700 cm−1 excess energy and spectral range B with more than 700 

cm−1 excess energy. The pump-probe data in range A are characterized by two excited state 

lifetimes that strongly depend on the vibrational mode of excitation and that differ by an 
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order of magnitude. The shorter lifetime, τ1, is of the order of 1 ns while the longer lifetime, 

τ2, is of the order of 10 ns. For range B we find a single lifetime of less than one ns which 

gradually decreases with increasing energy. We note that proton transfer is one of the fastest 

reactions possible. It has been found to occur in less than 1 ps [13,14,18]. Therefore, if 

proton or hydrogen transfer is involved, these lifetimes likely describe the dynamics of the 

keto-enol excited state or states once they are formed, rather than the dynamics of the 

initially excited diketo state. 

The two lifetimes in range A likely correspond to two deactivation processes from two 

different excited states. If both channels originated from a single excited state, the slower 

decay would correspond to a lower rate and would probably be hard to observe in our 

experiment. According to the calculations as depicted in Fig. 5, there are two reaction 

pathways leading from the di-keto tautomer to the keto-enol ones on the PE surface of the S1 

state. They differ in the amount of electric charge that accompanies the proton transfer 

reaction. Since the S1 PE profiles of both forms behave in a similar fashion with respect to 

the inter-ring torsion that does not modulate significantly the S1–S0 energy gap, we can 

postulate that according to the energy-gap law [27,28] the Y form will undergo a faster 

decay to the ground state, but we do not have further hard evidence to confidently correlate 

the faster and slower process with the Y and X form, respectively. Geometrical rigidity of 

the indole moiety results in a relatively low density of vibrational states at low excess energy 

above the electronic origin of the S1 state. Thus the low vibrational levels of indole conserve 

their quantum identity to a large extent and this makes their coupling to the particular 

channels along the PT reaction path mode sensitive.  
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The absence of the slow process beyond 700 cm−1 indicates that these excess energies 

are higher than the relevant barrier separating the Franck-Condon region from a keto-enol 

minimum. Below that energy, in range A, we observe two processes and beyond that energy, 

in range B, just one. There could be several causes for the absence of the slow process at 

higher excitation energies. It is possible that the slow process becomes fast or that beyond 

700 cm−1 only the form responsible for the fast process is populated. Perhaps more likely is 

that the X and Y forms are able to interconvert, as IVR provides the energy to overcome the 

small barrier (∼100 cm−1) between the two geometries. The decrease of lifetime with 

increasing energy in range B could be due to increasing deactivation rates, for example 

because of increasing internal conversion probability at higher excess energy [28].  

In range A we notice mode specificity evidenced by different lifetimes for different 

vibronic transitions. Fig. 6 shows a graphic representation of the calculated QY data for the 

faster process from Table 1. If we assume that the fast process is the same for all modes, 

then a good estimate would be for it to be around 900 ps, as is the case for the +79 cm−1 

peak for which there is only a fast component. The values based on these assumptions are 

listed in the highlighted column of Table 1. The QY for the faster process is between 40% 

and 100% under all explored parameter values. Even though this is a wide range, there is no 

single combination of lifetime and QY that fits the data for all modes. Either the initial 

partitioning amongst X and Y depends strongly on the vibronic mode or so do the lifetimes 

of the X and Y states once they are formed. The latter would imply that the molecule in the 

X or Y states remember the original vibrational mode in the diketo state which would 

suggest slow or inefficient IVR [29,30]. Such slow IVR would also be consistent with 
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limited intermixing between the X and Y forms below 700 cm−1, thus maintaining separate 

lifetimes. 

 

Figure 6. Graphic representation of the data in Table 1, showing QY (percent proton 

transfer) for specific vibronic peaks and for different values of τ1: red-750 ps, green-900 ps, 

blue-1050 ps, light blue-1200 ps, purple-1500 ps. (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Our results lead to the conclusion that indigo represents an exception among molecular 

systems subject to the ESIPT phenomenon, which generally is accompanied by GSIPT. In 

the case of indigo GSIPT leads to a structure (Y) which is unstable in S0 while GSIHT leads 

to a form (X) that is stable in S0. In the S1 state these processes are accompanied by a shift of 

electron density (rather than charge transfer) which goes in an opposite direction along the 

two reaction paths. As illustrated in Fig. 7, optical excitation of the X keto-enol form S0 to 

the S1 state results in a partial back charge transfer from the proton-accepting to the proton-

donating moiety and this both raises the dipole moment of the state and changes its direction. 

A reverse situation occurs for the Y form. The significant polarity of the ground state at its 

S1 equilibrium geometry indicates a ‘standard’ proton transfer process in this state and 

electronic excitation partially neutralizes the polarity of the system. Electronic excitation 
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qualitatively reverses the dipole moment of a given conformer and the dipole moments in the 

S1 state are polarized approximately in the opposite directions to those of the ground states. 

The estimated angle between dipole moments of the X and Y forms in the S1 state is about 

125 degrees. This observation may have consequences regarding stabilization of these forms 

by different polar solvents or by specific chemical modifications of the indigo core. 

 

Figure 7. Diagram depicting transitions between the relevant tautomeric forms in ground 

state and excited state with electron orbitals involved in transitions and dipole moments (red 

arrows). Double arrows for electronic transitions, dotted arrows for ground state transitions, 

and solid arrows for transitions between forms in the excited state. (For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 

Summarizing, we make the following observations. Unlike in common ESIPT systems, 

indigo also exhibits hydrogen transfer as part of its photochemistry. Experimentally we 

observe two deactivation processes. Our calculations predict two pathways as well, 

involving PT and HT, respectively, in the excited state and the opposite character (HT and 

PT) in the ground state trajectories. There is a narrow spectral range (up to 700 cm−1 above 

the origin) in which the partitioning among the two pathways depends strongly on 

vibrational modes. Above 700 cm−1 the excited state lifetime shortens considerably, 

providing a mechanism for indigo’s stability against radiative damage. We are undertaking 

follow-up studies with deuterated indigo to further elucidate the excited state dynamics. 
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Supplemental Information 

 

Figure S1. The pump probe transients from the ps pump probe experiments (OPG + 213) 

with the derived lifetime values. Data is in black, IRF in green, the decaying component in 

red, and the total fit in blue. 
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Figure S2. The pump probe transients from the ns pump probe experiments (OPG + 193nm) 

with the derived lifetime values. Data is in black, IRF in green, the decaying component in 

red, and the total fit in blue. 
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Figure S3. The pump probe transients from the ns pump probe experiments (dye + 213 nm) 

with the derived lifetime values. Data is in black, IRF in green, the decaying component in 

red, and the total fit in blue. 
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Figure S4a. The first 6 peaks of spectral range A with the different permutations of lifetime 

values fit in order to derive the range of possible relative quantum yields. 
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Figure S4b. The latter 5 peaks of spectral range A with the different permutations of 

lifetime values fit in order to derive the range of possible relative quantum yields. 
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Figure S5. IR-Vis double resonance spectroscopy mode II of indigo with burn pulses set at 

a) 3084 and b) 3444 cm-1, while probing with 2C from 18018 – 19230 cm-1 (555 – 520 nm, 

ps opg + 213). Burn on and burn off spectra were generated again using a digital chopper. 

 
Table S1a. Vertical transition energy (ΔE), oscillator strength (f), dipole moment (μ), and 

leading electronic configurations of indigo computed with ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ method at the 

MP2/cc-pVDZ equilibrium geometry of the S0(KK) state. Numbers in the figure denote 

bondlengths in Angstrom. 
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Table S1b. Relevant molecular orbitals involved into the lowest electronic excitations of the 

S0(KK) state of indigo. 

 

Table S2a. Vertical transition energy (ΔE), oscillator strength (f), dipole moment (μ), and 

leading electronic configurations of indigo computed with ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ method at the  

MP2/cc-pVDZ equilibrium geometry of the S0(EK) state. Numbers in the figure denote 

bond lengths in Angstrom. 

a) Relative to energy of the KK tautomer.  
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Table S2b. Relevant molecular orbitals involved into the lowest electronic excitations of the 

S0(EK) state of indigo. 

Table S3a. Transition energy (ΔE), oscillator strength (f), dipole moment (μ), and leading 

electronic configurations of indigo computed with ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ method at the S1(KK)-

state equilibrium geometry. Numbers in the figure denote bondlengths in Angstrom. 

a) Vertical energy computed at the equilibrium geometry of the S1 state.  

b) Adiabatic energy relative to the energy of the KK tautomer.  

Table S3b. Relevant molecular orbitals involved into the lowest electronic excitation of the 

S1(KK) state of indigo.  
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Table S4a. Transition energy (ΔE), oscillator strength (f), dipole moment (μ), and leading 

electronic configurations of indigo computed with ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ method at the S1(EK)- 

state equilibrium geometry of the X conformer. Numbers in the figure denote bondlengths in 

Angstrom. 

 
Table S4b. Relevant molecular orbitals involved into the lowest electronic excitation of X 

conformer.  

FINAL HEAT OF FORMATION = -873.0870932672  

C 0.6619206 -0.1065775 0.0000000  

C -0.7917185 -0.1084148 0.0000000  

N -1.3985199 1.0978465 0.0000000  

C -2.7676758 0.7926254 0.0000000  

C -3.0043410 -0.6229450 0.0000000  

C -1.6739363 -1.2707338 0.0000000  

C -4.3142052 -1.1177566 0.0000000  

C -5.3770140 -0.1899119 0.0000000  

C -5.1448470 1.2060598 0.0000000  

C -3.8331444 1.7110423 0.0000000  

O -1.3062324 -2.4778345 0.0000000  

N 1.4125181 -1.2288768 0.0000000  

C 2.7734972 -0.8846437 0.0000000  

C 2.8619550 0.5460147 0.0000000  

C 1.5072170 1.0297627 0.0000000  

C 4.1264700 1.1661229 0.0000000  
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C 5.2664726 0.3450092 0.0000000  

C 5.1626702 -1.0629600 0.0000000  

C 3.9040704 -1.7000052 0.0000000  

O 1.0762926 2.2921322 0.0000000  

H -3.6331386 2.7883907 0.0000000  

H -5.9945195 1.8969170 0.0000000  

H -6.4098504 -0.5563297 0.0000000  

H -4.5014013 -2.1971141 0.0000000  

H 0.0717783 2.2060724 0.0000000  

H 0.9634197 -2.1519527 0.0000000  

H 3.8209729 -2.7918052 0.0000000  

H 6.0707347 -1.6740663 0.0000000  

H 6.2591344 0.8066818 0.0000000  

H 4.2114206 2.2572504 0.0000000 

Table S5c. Cartesian coordinates of the X conformer optimized in the S1 state with 

ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ method. 

Table S5a. Transition energy (ΔE), oscillator strength (f), dipole moment (μ), and leading 

electronic configurations of indigo computed with ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ method at the S1(EK)- 

state equilibrium geometry of the Y conformer. Numbers in the figure denote bondlengths in 

Angstrom. 

a) Vertical energy computed at the equilibrium geometry of the S1 state. 

b) b) Adiabatic energy relative to the energy of the KK tautomer. 
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Table S5b. Relevant molecular orbitals involved into the lowest electronic excitations of Y 

conformer. 

FINAL HEAT OF FORMATION = -873.0879616948  

C 0.6302364 -0.1642869 0.0000000  

C -0.7531914 -0.1667760 0.0000000  

N -1.4278622 1.1395201 0.0000000  

C -2.7255052 0.8057657 0.0000000  

C -2.9679095 -0.6339839 0.0000000  

C -1.6575612 -1.3006363 0.0000000  

C -4.2757554 -1.1395843 0.0000000  

C -5.3411587 -0.2273084 0.0000000  

C -5.1204606 1.1893114 0.0000000  

C -3.8366860 1.7139106 0.0000000  

O -1.3439359 -2.5217731 0.0000000  

N 1.4343001 -1.2862716 0.0000000  

C 2.7560221 -0.8932104 0.0000000  

C 2.8189884 0.5455082 0.0000000  

C 1.4724280 1.0078886 0.0000000  

C 4.0708499 1.2087497 0.0000000  

C 5.2288439 0.4311086 0.0000000  

C 5.1562485 -0.9887962 0.0000000  

C 3.9300460 -1.6663927 0.0000000  

O 1.0400652 2.2639112 0.0000000  

H -4.4463235 -2.2216296 0.0000000  

H -6.3718698 -0.5984008 0.0000000  

H -5.9849861 1.8617724 0.0000000  

H -3.6511799 2.7931817 0.0000000  

H 0.0376944 2.1858199 0.0000000  

H 1.0332802 -2.2236377 0.0000000  

H 3.8876461 -2.7604011 0.0000000  

H 6.0836323 -1.5718356 0.0000000  

H 6.2101154 0.9159788 0.0000000  

H 4.1139886 2.3024977 0.0000000 

Table S6c. Cartesian coordinates of the Y conformer optimized in the S1 state with 

ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ method. 
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Fig. S6. Geometric structures of the X and Y enol-keto forms of indigo with the electronic 

structures indicated. Arrows illustrate direction and valueof dipole moments computed for 

the S0 state (blue) and for the S1 state (red) at the S1-optimized geometry. 
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Abstract 

Compositionally similar organic red colorants in the anthraquinone family, whose 

photodegradation can cause irreversible color and stability changes, have long been used in 

works of art. Different organic reds, and their multiple chromophores, suffer degradation 

disparately. Understanding the details of these molecules’ degradation, therefore, provides a 

window into their behavior in works of art, and may assist the development of improved 

conservation methods. According to one proposed model of photodegradation dynamics, 

intramolecular proton transfer provides a kinetically favored decay pathway in some photo-

excited chromophores, preventing degradation-promoting electron transfer (ET). To further 

test this model, we measured excited state lifetimes of substituted gas phase anthraquinones, 

utilizing high-level theory to explain the experimental results. The data show a general 

structural trend: anthraquinones with 1,4-OH substitution are long-lived and prone to 

damaging ET, while excited state intramolecular proton transfers promote efficient 

quenching for hydroxyanthraquinones that lack this motif. 
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1. Introduction 

Exposure to light degrades many molecules when absorption of ultraviolet and visible 

wavelength photons places them in an energetically excited state prone to chemical and 

physical change. Molecules susceptible to photodegradation are ubiquitous in both natural 

and synthetic systems and undesired effects of such degradation can include a wide range of 

phenomena, such as the appearance of abnormal skin cells marking melanoma, and the drop 

of efficiency in polymer solar cells via photo-bleaching. One notable form of organic 

photodegradation with relevance to the broad field of cultural heritage research is the fading 

of certain chromophores in works of art, which leads to visual change in a medium where 

meaning and value is often predicated on color. 

Natural organic red colorants of either plant or scale-insect origin are important 

traditional sources of red hues.1 These colorants have high tinting strength and are therefore 

present on artifacts in low concentration; as little as subnanogram concentrations of these 

colorants may be required to achieve a desired color saturation.2 Many traditional organic 

red colorants (including madder, alizarin, cochineal, lac dye, brazilwood, and dragonsblood) 

are compositionally similar: these anthraquinones (AQ) and hydroxyanthraquinones (HAQ) 

have long been used as lake pigments and contain primarily hydroxyl, carboxylic acid, and 

carbonyl moieties on a conjugated aromatic backbone. While commercial interest in AQs 

and HAQs has recently expanded to include pharmaceutical applications,3-4 the use of 

natural AQ derivatives (see Fig. 1) as lake dyes (insoluble dye-mordant complexes, typically 

precipitated with Al or Ca cations) has long attracted the attention of fine artists and 

craftsmen, and these pigments continue to be used today. The irreversible fading of organic 

red colorants in art is well-documented, and greatly affects the perception of masterpieces 
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from antiquity to the present day. Recent publications, for example, have highlighted 

alteration of organic red colorants in objects as disparate as medieval manuscript 

illuminations to paintings by Vincent van Gogh.5-7 

One of the simplest HAQ molecules to be used as a lake pigment is 1,2-

dihydroxyanthraquinone (1,2-HAQ), also known as alizarin. Alizarin is produced naturally 

by multiple species related to Rubia tinctorum (common madder) where it is a primary 

chromophore along with 1,2,4-trihydroxyanthraquinone (1,2,4-HAQ), also known as 

purpurin.1 It is well documented in the cultural heritage and condensed phase scientific 

communities that alizarin is more photostable than purpurin.8-11 Condensed phase 

photodynamics studies of these AQs suggests that the difference in photostability may stem 

from an excited state pathway, specifically an excited state intramolecular proton transfer 

(ESIPT), in alizarin which dissipates photonic energy to regain a stable ground state 

structure on a timescale much faster than the reaction rates of degradation.11-12  

ESIPT constitutes one of the fastest reactions known,13-14 and planar organic molecules 

containing acidic and basic functional groups connected by an intramolecular hydrogen bond 

often have photophysics driven by such proton transfer. In such molecules, excited state 

tautomerization occurs through the excitation of the ground state enol-form to an 

electronically excited intermediate where a rapid (sub-picosecond timescale), often 

energetically barrierless, enol to keto proton transfer takes place. Radiationless decay 

follows this transfer, bringing the excited keto form back to the ground state, and the stable 

ground state enol reforms through a barrierless back proton transfer.15 Molecules which 

undergo ESIPT are typically identified by dual band fluorescence with a large degree of 

Stokes shift from the ESIPT lower well equilibrium geometry.  
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Formative work examining this mechanism in AQs/HAQs was done in the 1980s 16; 

laser induced fluorescent spectroscopy studies 17, including by Flom and Barbara, 15 

determined that the presence of a dual 1,4- electron donating group (e.g. -OH) precludes dual 

fluorescence, likely indicating a high barrier towards ESIPT. This qualitative result was later 

supported by the nodal-plane model by Nagaoka.18 More recent transient spectroscopic work 

has measured the rate of ESIPT 19-21 as a femtosecond process and correlated this with 

pigment fading 11, 22. However these are all condensed phase experiments where the effects 

of secondary molecules, such as binder or other pigment components, cannot be completely 

excluded, which is particularly important since intermolecular effects are widely known to 

affect relaxation.20, 23  To measure the unimolecular dynamics of the AQ and HAQ 

molecules requires gas phase experiments.  It should be noted that in the context of art 

materials, much of the available literature deals only with alizarin and purpurin as exemplars 

of the HAQ system.24 Therefore, there remains a need to examine a broader range of these 

important molecules in the gas phase to fully explicate the observed differences in the 

relative photostabilities of the basic chromophores themselves. By studying a larger set of 

isolated HAQs it is possible to identify the key structural motifs that determine the 

photodynamics of this class of compounds and that inform the distinction between alizarin 

and purpurin characteristics.  Such a fundamental study can then inform a fuller 

understanding of the more complex systems found in works of art, which will include 

binding media, the support, and other pigments in addition to the organic red colorant in 

question.  

In this paper, we address this need, and report an experimental and computational case 

study on the effects of proton transfer on the excited state lifetimes of seven related HAQs as 

isolated chromophores. We measured intrinsic lifetimes of neutral HAQ molecules in a jet-
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cooled molecular beam by time resolved, pump-probe, two-color (2C) resonant two-photon 

ionization (R2PI) spectroscopy to elucidate the relaxation dynamics occurring at the lower 

limit of the excited state potential energy surface (PES). For each molecule studied, these 

data provide the first 2C R2PI action spectra. We also obtained the excited state lifetimes 

from both the lowest energy vibronic transition and at higher internal energy (~500-1000 cm-

1) and, for selected compounds, partial mid-IR characterization of the ground state hydrogen 

bond vibrations with IR hole burning of the R2PI probe signal. These measurements allow 

us to study these chromophores in selected unique tautomeric forms. The resulting detailed 

vibrationally and tautomerically resolved excited state lifetime data reveal the intrinsic 

properties of the chromophores and serve as the basis for high level quantum computational 

modeling of the excited state dynamics. We explore the implications of the resulting data for 

the photodegradation of these compounds. Our results show a trend of shorter excited state 

lifetimes for the structures for which there is evidence for ESIPT, as derived from dual 

fluorescence by Flom and Barbara and others. We find that both phenomena correlate with 

structural motifs with a specific double hydrogen bonding pattern and this observation 

provides experimental evidence to support predictions for the expected stability of HAQs in 

works of art. 

2. Results 

Analytes studied and R2PI spectroscopy 

Fig. 1 shows the series of substituted HAQs analyzed. The analytes represent structures 

with and without the 1,4-OH substitution motif postulated to be determinative of ESIPT 

properties.11, 15. Several of these molecules are also found in artists’ red lake pigments. The 
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molecular structures shown in Fig.1 are planar in all cases. In each molecule the lowest 

energy (LE) structure (indicated by the Roman numeral I) is that of the 9,10-anthraquinone, 

with carbonyl groups rather than hydroxyl moieties on the central ring of the backbone. The 

interpretation of R2PI and pump-probe spectra requires an understanding of the possible 

structures present in the molecular beam, which are most likely the lowest energy isomers. 

Fig. 1 shows all isomers with energies calculated to be within 25 kJ/mol of the lowest energy 

(LE) structure; isomeric forms with higher energies appear in the supplemental information. 

The center of Fig. 1 shows the two primary common madder chromophores alizarin (1,2-

HAQ) and purpurin (1,2,4-HAQ). Both have multiple low energy isomers, as do 1,2,5,8-

HAQ and 1,4-HAQ.  Three of the molecules examined – 1-HAQ, 1,5-HAQ, and 1,8-HAQ – 

have only a single lowest energy structure (the rotamers for each of these molecules are 52.3, 

53.2, and 47.4 kJ/mol higher in energy than the forms shown, respectively). In the figure and 

throughout we use the nomenclature of HAQ for all compounds, ignoring the more formal 

designations of DHAQ and THAQ for the di- and trihydroxy forms, as the numbered 

prefixes already indicate the number of hydroxyl substituents. 
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Fig. 1. The molecules of this study. Molecules having a 1,4 -OH motif are above the dotted 

line and those without 1,4 -OH motif are below it. Isomers within ~25 kJ/mol of the lowest 

energy ZPE corrected structure (labeled I) are also shown with their relative energy values 

(kJ/mol) with respect to the lowest energy form.  Central to this figure is the common 

madder root and its primary chromophores alizarin and purpurin. 

Fig. 2 presents the R2PI spectra of the HAQs from Fig. 1. The origins, corresponding to 

S0-0 transitions, of molecules with a 1,4-motif are about 2000 cm-1 lower in energy than 

those without the 1,4-motif. The origins of 1,2,5,8-HAQ (19,661 cm-1), 1,2,4-HAQ (19,845 

cm-1), and 1,4-HAQ (19,920 cm-1) all lie within 300 cm-1 of each other, and each is 

characterized by sharp, laser linewidth limited, bands over a ~1000 cm-1 range. In contrast to 

this, the spectra for HAQs without the 1,4-motif are broader, suggesting shorter excited state 

lifetimes. Their origins – 1-HAQ (21,645 cm-1), 1,2-HAQ (21,748 cm-1), 1,5-HAQ (21,321 

cm-1), and 1,8-HAQ (22,031 cm-1) – are located over a larger energy spread, though still 

within ~700 cm-1 of each other. The difference between these two groups of spectra, 
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suggests that the excited state properties strongly depend on the presence or absence of the 

1,4-OH structural motif. 

 

Fig. 2. Picosecond 2C-R2PI spectra of each HAQ in this study (OPG + 213 nm). 
Intensities have been normalized. 

Pump Probe Spectroscopy 

We performed picosecond pump-probe measurements for each HAQ from Fig. 1 on both 

the origin transition and on one additional higher energy transition, determined from the 

R2PI spectra. The measurement using the higher energy transition probed whether additional 

relaxation pathways become available at higher energies, which would likely be evidenced 

by a change in excited state lifetime. Fig. 3 shows the effect of structure on excited state 

lifetime. The molecules with the 1,4-OH motif, shown at the top in Fig. 3a in a red box, have 

nanosecond lifetimes at their lowest energy transitions. In contrast, those molecules without 

the 1,4-OH motif, shown at the bottom of Fig. 3a in a blue box, have sub-nanosecond 

lifetimes.  
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Coincidently, the primary madder chromophores (1,2,4-HAQ and 1,2-HAQ) have the 

longest and the shortest excited state lifetimes, respectively, of all molecules measured. Fig. 

3b shows the pump-probe traces of these two end-members (picosecond pump-probe data 

for the other molecules are shown in Fig. S1, Supplemental Information). Each of these 

traces can be adequately fit using a single exponential, providing the excited state lifetime of 

each molecule. When probed at the origin, 1,2,4-HAQ (purpurin) has an excited state 

lifetime of 5.4 ns, while 1,2-HAQ (alizarin) has an excited state lifetime of only 120 ps. 

Others of the HAQ series have lifetimes intermediate between these two: 1-HAQ has a 

measured lifetime of 290 ps while 1,4-HAQ has a measured lifetime of 1.7 ns, for example. 

In general, excitation at higher energies shortens the lifetime, as shown in Fig. 3a (black 

bars). 1,4-HAQ provides an exception to this trend, with a slight increase in excited state 

lifetime when measured at a transition +655 cm-1 from the origin (from 1.7 ns to 1.9 ns). 

This slight increase is likely an artifact due to the short observation period relative to the 

excitation lifetime. For completeness, we also carried out nanosecond pump-probe 

measurements on the two endmembers (1,2,4-HAQ and 1,2-HAQ, data shown in Fig. S2). 

These measurements show no component at longer time scale than those found in the ps 

measurements. 
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Fig. 3. Results of picosecond pump-probe spectroscopy. (A) Pump-probe lifetime as 

measured at the origin transition (red bars) and at excess energy (black bars), arranged in 

order of decreasing measured lifetimes. The excess energy transition used is noted next to 

the black bars. (B) Pump-probe traces of the molecules with the longest and shortest 

measured excited state lifetime, 1,2,4-HAQ and 1,2-HAQ respectively, plotted over 500 ps. 

The pump-probe data are fit to a curve (blue trace) which is the sum of a single exponential 

decay (green trace) convolved with a Gaussian component (red trace) representative of our 

instrument response function (IRF). 

Intramolecular Hydrogen Bonding Characterization and Structural Confirmation 

In order to understand the hydrogen bonding environment of the isomer of species in the 

molecular beam with and without the 1,4-OH motif, we performed IR hole burning. IR-UV 

results in mode II indicate that for 1,2,4-HAQ and 1,4-HAQ the R2PI results are from a 

single conformation (see Supplemental Information Fig. S3).  

We also performed hole burning in mode I on 1,2,4-HAQ, 1,4-HAQ, and 1,8-HAQ while 

probing the origin of each, as shown in Fig. 4. In all three spectra the peak at ~3,100 cm-1 

represents stretching modes associated with the -OH hydrogen bound to a carbonyl group. In 

the case of 1,8-HAQ this peak is broadened by the competitive sharing of the carbonyl with 

intramolecular hydrogen bonds 180° about the oxygen atom (9-position). In the case of 

1,2,4-HAQ the peak at 3570 cm-1 results from the in-plane hydroxyl (2-position) which is 
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hydrogen bound to the neighboring hydroxyl (1-position). The 470 cm-1 separation is a direct 

measurement of different hydrogen bond environments: between carbonyl and hydroxy 

intramolecular bonded -OH stretches. 

Fig. S4 in supplemental information also shows calculated LE spectra convoluted with a 

lorentzian linewidth of 3 cm-1. These calculations reproduce the experimental patterns but 

not the exact frequencies, reflecting the fact that these are unscaled harmonic calculations.  

Future work with anharmonic calculations at a higher level may provide further details on 

structures. 

 

Fig. 4. IR hole burning spectra. Spectra were taken in mode I of 1,2,4-HAQ, 1,4-HAQ, 

and 1,8-HAQ probed at their origin R2PI transition. 

Theoretical calculations: 1-HAQ and 1,4-HAQ 

To model computationally the difference in excited state dynamics in the two structural 

motifs, with and without the 1,4 substitution, we performed detailed calculations on the most 

basic representatives of the two structural families, namely 1-HAQ and 1,4-HAQ. 

1-HAQ: ground and excited state 
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Fig. 5 shows the calculated energetic landscapes of 1-HAQ. The ground-state global 

minimum of the keto form (I in Fig 5, hereafter referred to as K(I)) with the proton attached 

to the O1 oxygen atom, is planar and stabilized by a single intramolecular hydrogen bond 

between two oxygen atoms as proton acceptor: O1-H…O9. The proton transferred form (enol 

form, II in Fig. 5, hereafter referred to as E(II)) with the proton attached to the O9 oxygen 

atom is not stable in the S0 state, and its geometry optimization transfers the proton back to 

the O1 oxygen atom to reform the global minimum, form K(I). Possible rotation of the O1H 

group could generate the second lowest S0-state minimum, the keto rotamer (III in Fig. 5) 

structure. However, the O1H rotation breaks the intramolecular hydrogen bond in the 1-HAQ 

structure, which destabilizes the rotated form compared to the global minimum K(I) by 0.52 

eV (50 kJ/mol). Furthermore, the rotamer (III) minimum is separated from the global 

minimum by a S0-state energy barrier of 0.16 eV (15kJ/mol). The fourth form, IV with the 

proton attached to the O9 atom, has much higher energy and can be excluded from this study. 

This energetic profile indicates that the 1-HAQ molecule should exist in the K(I) form in the 

ground state. 

 

Fig. 5. Potential-energy energy profiles of 1-HAQ. Profiles shown are of the S0 state (black 

circles), the S1(ππ*) state (blue squares) and the S1(nπ*) state (red diamonds) of the 1-HAQ 

molecule as a function of the torsional reaction path (a, c) and the hydrogen-transfer reaction 

path (b). Full lines (full symbols): energy profiles of reaction paths determined in the same 
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electronic state.  Dashed lines (empty symbols) represent ground-state energy calculated for 

the geometry optimized in the given excited state nπ*(red) or ππ* (blue). Purple rectangles 

highlight the nπ* and ππ* intersections 

When 1-HAQ is irradiated, the ground-state K(I) form is photo-excited to the lowest  

excited state, S2() with vertical energy EVE =3.38 eV at the S0-state minimum geometry. 

At this optimized ground-state geometry of K(I), S1 is a dark n state below the S2()  

The lowest  excited state does not have a stable minimum in the K(I) form. Therefore, as 

long as the system remains in the excited  state, the proton will transfer between the two 

oxygen atoms (from O1 toward O9) along a barrierless path to form the proton-transferred 

 excited-state form, E(II), as indicated by the minimum of the blue curve (full squares) in 

the central panel of Fig. 5.  

As depicted in Fig. 5 (highlighted with purple rectangles), the n and  excited states 

intersect in the vicinity of the S1(*) state minimum, E(II). Consequently, the n state can 

be populated directly from the * excited state. The n state has two minima, at the K(I) 

and E(II) forms, and the adiabatic energies of both minima are lower than that of the S1() 

E(II) minimum. Once in the non-fluorescent n state the system seeks another decay 

channel. The S1-S0 energy gap lowers for the n state to 1.38 eV for the E(II) excited-state 

form, as depicted by the vertical purple line in Fig 5. As shown in Fig. 5, if the system is in 

n- E(II) minimum, rotation of the O9H group may lead to further significant decrease of 

the S1-S0 energy gap (see red traces) until S1 and S0 meet at a C-C-O2-H dihedral angle of 

about 100 o
. This pathway provides an additional channel for excited-state deactivation. 

However, the large barrier in the n excited state may make this process less efficient. 

1,4-HAQ: ground and excited state 
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The addition of the OH group to position 4 of the 1-HAQ molecule (that is, the 

introduction of the 1,4-OH motif) results in significant changes, both structurally by forming 

a second intramolecular hydrogen bond, and photo-physically by changing the ordering of 

the excited states 

 

Fig. 6. Potential energy surfaces (PES) of 1,4-HAQ. (a) Minimum PES of the S0 state, (b) 

the S1() singlet excited state, (c) the S1(n) singlet excited state of the 1,4-HAQ 

molecule as a function of the hydrogen-transfer reaction path as a function of two 

coordinates:  R(O1….H) and R(O4…H). (d) Schematic indication of the structures at the four 

combinations of minimum and maximum R values. The location of each tautomer on the 

PES are also labeled.  

In contrast to 1-HAQ, 1,4-HAQ possesses two intramolecular hydrogen bonds: O1-

H…O9 and O4-H…O10 which bridge the molecule on opposite sides and ensure planarity of 

the system. Fig. 6 displays the 2-dimensional PES of 1,4-HAQ, with panels (a), (b), and (c) 

showing the S0, S1 and S2 states, respectively; panel (d) illustrates the possible tautomers of 

1,4-HAQ, both single hydrogen transfers (KE and EK), and double hydrogen transfer (EE). 

The x-axes of Fig. 6(a-c) are the reaction coordinate for the hydrogen displacement from O1 
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while the y-axes are the reaction coordinate for the hydrogen displacement from O4. Moving 

along the x-axis moves the hydrogen from O1 to O9 while the y-axis moves the hydrogen 

from O4 to O10. Thus, the top right corner of each energy surface is the EE tautomer, the 

product of both hydrogen transfers. There exists a tautomer in each corner of each PES, 

labeled accordingly. In addition to the global minimum form – the KK form with protons 

attached to O1 and O4 – the EE form, with the protons attached to O9 and O10, provides an 

additional local minimum, 0.36 eV higher in energy. As shown in Fig. 6a, the EE minimum 

is separated from the KK form by relatively small S0-state energy-barrier of ~ +0.15 eV. The 

presence of this additional stable tautomer and the energy barrier (in contrast to the 1-HAQ 

system which lacks an energy barrier) might be explained by the fact that any proton transfer 

usually requires shortening of the interatomic distance between two proton accepting centers 

(here, two oxygen atoms). While one interatomic distance, e.g. O1…O9, contracts, the other, 

i.e. O4…O10, must simultaneously lengthen. This effect is not energetically favorable, 

creating the barrier in S0.  

In these coordinates for the  (Fig. 6b), the KK tautomer is the minimum by ~0.15 eV. 

A single or double proton transfer to generate any other tautomer would be uphill and 

unfavorable. The vertical excitation energies, EVE, to the lowest excited  state of the 

KK and EE forms of the 1,4-HAQ molecule are: 2.80 eV and 2.58 eV, respectively (for a 

complete tabulation of results, see Tables S1 and S2, Supplemental Information). Both EVE 

values for 1,4-HAQ are lower than the respective value of 3.38 eV for 1-HAQ which is 

consistent with the experimental pattern of the origin shifts. This effect is consistent with -

electron donating character of the OH group25 which should result in stabilization of the * 

excited state vs the n state for a given structure. Indeed, the lowest n states (Fig. 6c) in 
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the absorption ladder of both tautomeric forms of 1,4-HAQ are at least 0.5 eV above the 

lowest * states and therefore inaccessible. 

The properties of the optimized excited state forms of the molecule are gathered in Table 

S1. KK and EE, respectively, each have the same ground state and  excited state 

geometries. Both excited-state forms are almost isoenergetic. Moreover, a barrier of only 

0.15 eV separates the S1 states of these two forms. At the same time, the n state PES lies 

almost entirely above the fluorescent  state. Such a situation greatly reduces the 

probability for nonradiative decay for the 1,4-HAQ in comparison to the 1-HAQ system. 

3. Discussion 

The experimental and computational results from this series of molecules demonstrate 

that the presence or absence of a hydroxyl substitution at the 4 position has profound effects 

on the spectroscopy and dynamics of substituted anthraquinones. 

When interpreting spectral and pump-probe results it is important to keep in mind that 

multiple tautomeric forms are possible (as shown in Fig. 1). Generally, in jet-cooling 

conditions only the lowest energy forms exist and the mode II IR-UV data for 1,2,4-HAQ 

and 1,4-HAQ suggest those data to be exclusively from a single tautomer (though it is 

possible that signal arises from complimentary rotamers in Fig. 1). We assume the other 

compounds also to be exclusively or at least predominantly in the lowest energy tautomeric 

form but the possible existence of other tautomers in the beam cannot be definitively 

excluded.  
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With this limitation in mind, the experimental and computational evidence can be 

summarized as follows: (i) The origin transition for HAQs with the 1,4-motif is about 2000 

cm-1 to the red of those without the 1,4-motif, as shown in Fig. 2.(ii) The excited state 

lifetime is approximately an order of magnitude shorter for those without the 1,4-motif, 

going from a few ns to a few hundred ps at the origin transition, as shown in Fig. 3. Relative 

to the 1-OH motif there is a 15× average longer lifetime for the molecular species with the 

1,4-OH motif. (iii) In systems without the 1,4 motif (and therefore with short excited state 

lifetimes), proton transfer between the two oxygen atoms to form the proton-transferred  

excited-state form is likely, while systems with the 1,4 motif more energetically favorable 

forms are likely to be present, limiting the probability for nonradiative decay pathways.  

The photobleaching effects of common madder chromophores, 1,2,4-HAQ and 1,2-

HAQ, was recently investigated by Tan et al. by counting emissive events in time (photo-

blinking) of these dyes under inert (N2) irradiant conditions on glass. They measured that 

alizarin is able to absorb and emit four times longer (and over many more events) than 

purpurin, which they argue to be due to a long lived excited state of purpurin which degrades 

through electron injection to the glass slide.11 This decay pathway is consistent with the 

literature.19, 21, 26  One cannot compare absolute lifetime values between gas phase and 

condensed phase states but the trend in the condensed phase correlates with the inherent 

lifetime trends presented here that 1,2-HAQ is ~ 45 times shorter lived at its vibrationless 

transition than 1,2,4-HAQ. The experimental data presented here seem to suggest that this 

pathway may be common to other substituted HAQs, with variations in the excited state 

lifetimes determined by the exact substitution arrangement. 
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Our theoretical investigation focused on the excited state potentials of 1-HAQ and 1,4-

HAQ, since the experimental work showed that these motifs represent two distinct families 

of molecules. For 1-HAQ, the computations explain the experimentally observed short 

lifetimes by an energetically downhill process from the initially populated ππ* state. Along 

the proton transfer coordinate, the nπ* state is crossed twice, leading to the minimum of 

E(II). Following this pathway, the energy gap to the ground state is 1.38 eV, allowing for 

nonradiative decay, although there may be additional involvement of an out of plane torsion, 

leading to a conical intersection. These dynamics are consistent with the relatively short 

lifetimes observed for the HAQs without a 1,4-motif. After reaching the ground state, it is a 

downhill path to transfer the proton back and complete the photocycle, recovering the K(I) 

tautomer.  

The addition of the OH group to the 4 position of the HAQ skeleton results in several 

critical changes to ground and excited state profiles. First, in the 1,4-HAQ molecule there is 

a second S0 state minimum, the EE characterized by the two protons being transferred to the 

oxygens on carbons 9 and 10. Additionally, the shape of the *-excited state in 1,4-HAQ is 

much shallower than in 1-HAQ and photoexcitation of the KK form does not result in a 

barrierless proton transfer to the EE form as in 1-HAQ. The most prominent effect is that the 

* excited-state PES lies below the n* excited-state PES, an effect of electron-donating 

property of the OH-group, which tends to stabilize the * excited state versus the n*state. 

This explains the red shift of 1,4 motif versus those molecules that lack it 25, 27. Due to the 

stabilization of the  the nπ* is not accessible at the excitation energies utilized. This 

effect inhibits nonradiative decay from the excited * to S0 via crossing to the nπ*, as is the 

case for 1-HAQ. A major effect of 4-OH substitution is related to the unique stabilization of 
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the KK(), lacking the downhill proton transferred minimum of the  excited state in 1-

HAQ. The analogous initial  state in 1-HAQ undergoes proton transfer in a barrierless 

manner, leading to ps excited state lifetimes. However, this proton transfer involves 

shortening of the interatomic distance between the two proton accepting oxygen atoms. With 

the 1,4 motif, while one interatomic distance, e.g. O1…O9, contracts, the other, i.e. 

O4…O10, must simultaneously lengthen, which creates a barrier in the excited state 

potential. As a result, we find a single ns timescale lifetime for the molecules with a 1,4-

motif, implying that instead of undergoing ESIPT, they relax from the initially populated 

ππ* state. This model also explains why the 1,5-HAQ and 1,8-HAQ – both doubly hydrogen 

bound – behave photodynamically like the 1-HAQ. 

We investigated the possibility of longer-lived states such as triplets with a ns ionization 

source for 1,2-HAQ and 1,2,4-HAQ, but have not observed such states experimentally. 

However, Mohamed et al. reported formation of a long lived triplet state with high quantum 

yield in a study of 1,8-HAQ in a series of nonpolar, polar aprotic, and polar protic solvents.20 

Further work in this area is therefore justified to clarify whether long lived triplets may form 

in some systems. 

As seen by Flom and Barbara and explained by Nagaoka et al., the 1-HAQ motif exhibits 

dual fluorescence due to ESIPT. As the main excited-state pathway, this explains the 

photostability of molecules lacking the 1,4-HAQ motif observed in works of art (by, e.g. 

alizarin). In contrast, molecules with the 1,4-HAQ motif lack dual fluorescence and the 

corresponding ESIPT properties. At the same time, molecules with the 1,4-HAQ motif are 

noted for their photodegradation in works of art (e.g. purpurin). We have corroborated these 

phenomena both experimentally and theoretically in the gas-phase, indicating that this is a 
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fundamental characteristic of the anthraquinone molecules used to create lake dyes, and not 

due to other effects such as the interaction of the binding media or other pigments that may 

be present in the complex system of a work of art. Molecules with the 1-HAQ motif have 

~15x shorter excited state lifetime than molecules with the 1,4-HAQ motif, explaining the 

former’s photostability. The energetically downhill process of ESIPT accounts for the 

shorter lifetime of the 1-HAQ motif. Meanwhile, the geometries resulting from ESIPT of the 

1,4-motif are all higher in energy than the initially excited, non-proton transfer state, making 

PT highly unfavorable. Without this process available, the 1,4-motif has a much longer 

excited-state lifetime and worse photostability. 

Taken with the body of work done on UV radiation on anthracene by Mallakin on the 

production of toxic species (i.e. reactive, typically 1O2) through the stepwise formation and 

further irradiation of AQs and HAQs 28-29 and the work by Nagaoka et. Al (18) on the 

quenching of singlet oxygen (1O2) by ESIPT HAQs, the data presented here form a complex 

picture of the degradation of the madder colorants – and anthraquinone dyes more generally 

– in cultural heritage materials. These pigments need a way to dissipate photoenergy that 

they inherently will absorb from the environment. But without a viable energetic channel for 

decay, such as proton transfer or quenching of singlet oxygen, anthraquinone chromophores 

with a 1,4- substitutional motif will tend to degrade at a faster pace than their photostable 

counterparts which lack this motif. Knowledge of the fundamental photochemical response, 

therefore, allows those who care for culturally significant materials to better predict their 

photosensitivity: if the specific chemical composition of the organic red dyes in an object 

can be determined, and a 1,4- substitutional motif is prevalent (either in the only 

chromophore present, or in high concentration in a mixture of several anthraquinones), a 
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higher photosensitivity can be presumed than if the structure were lacking, regardless of how 

many chromophore(s) are present. The data shown here suggests that conservators and 

curators may therefore use information about the chemical structure to predict general trends 

in the photosensitivity of the objects in their care if colored with anthraquinone dyes, and 

protect those objects accordingly. 

4. Materials and Methods 

Experimental Design 

Standards of seven HAQs were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further 

purification. Standards were directly applied to individual graphite sample bars as a thin 

solid layer and examined in isolation to ensure spectral purity for 2C-R2PI and pump-probe 

measurements.  

The instrument has been previously described in detail and only a brief description of the 

experimental setup follows.30-31 Samples are laser desorbed in vacuo directly in front of a 

pulsed molecular beam controlled by a piezo cantilever valve.32 The desorption laser is a 

tightly focused Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm, ~ 1 mJ/pulse) and the piezo cantilever valve 

operates at a 45 μsec pulse duration with 8 bars backing argon gas. The desorbed sample is 

adiabatically cooled by collisions with the argon jet-expansion to between 10-20 K and the 

molecular beam is skimmed before being intersected by laser beams and photo-ionized by 

two-color resonant two photon ionization (2C-R2PI). The subsequent ions are detected by a 

reflectron time of flight mass spectrometer (2 x 10-6 Torr analyzer pressure, mass resolution 

m/Δm=500). 

The 2C-R2PI spectroscopic and picosecond (ps) pump-probe delay measurements are 

performed with an Ekspla PL2251 Nd:YAG laser system producing ∼30 ps laser pulses. The 
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355 nm output pumps an Ekspla PG401 tunable optical parametric generator (OPG) (VIS 

output of 450-600 uJ/pulse, ∼6 cm-1 spectral linewidth). The sample is excited by the OPG 

and ionized by 213 nm, fifth harmonic of the Ekspla PL2251 laser, which is mechanically 

delayed up to 600 ps before colineation with the OPG beam. A variable electronic (SRS 

DG645) delay between OPG UV laser and an excimer laser (193 nm, 1.5-2 mJ/pulse) is used 

for pump-probe measurements in the nanosecond (ns) time delay range. 

For IR-UV double resonant spectroscopy (i.e. IR hole-burning) a Laser Vision optical 

parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/OPA) (mid-IR output over the range 3,000-3,600 cm-1 

of ~3-5 mJ/pulse, 3 cm-1 spectral linewidth) precedes the REMPI by 200 ns. This study 

utilized double resonant spectroscopy with two different pulse sequences: in mode I, the IR 

pump is scanned at a fixed UV probe wavelength, while in mode II, the UV is scanned with 

a fixed IR burn wavelength. In mode I, the UV laser wavelength is selected to correspond to 

a single vibronic transition, and the resulting 2C-R2PI signal depletes when the IR laser 

becomes resonant with the ground state population. The resulting ion-dip spectrum therefore 

represents the ground state IR spectrum of a single tautomer, selected by the UV probe 

wavelength. This IR spectrum can be compared with calculated IR frequencies to determine 

the specific tautomer of the selected vibronic transition. In mode II, the IR laser wavelength 

is selected to correspond to a tautomer-specific vibrational resonance, and spectra are 

collected both with IR laser on and off. The difference spectrum identifies peaks in the UV 

spectrum that arise from the same tautomer. 

Calculations for IR-UV double resonant spectroscopy 

Calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 program package.33 Starting 

structures for hydroxy derivatized anthracene-9,10-dione (HAQ) structures, tautomer and 

rotamer isomers, were optimized using the B3LYP hybrid functional with CC-pVTZ basis 
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set. Relative zero- point corrected energy (ZPE) values are used to predict the number of 

isomers in our molecular beam based on the rule of thumb that for a given species isomers 

up to 20 kJ/mol of the lowest energy structure are typically kinetically trapped laser 

desorption jet-expansion. Past work on the nucleobase adenine showed that only the lowest 

energy isomer was present, where the next lowest energy isomer was calculated to be at ~33 

kJ/mol higher energy than the one observed.34  Ground state minima were confirmed by the 

absence of imaginary frequencies and these geometries were later used to determine 

electronic transition state strengths for S1-4 by way of TD-DFT with the B3LYP hybrid 

functional with CC-pVTZ basis set. The simulated IR spectra arise from frequencies with 

harmonic intensities using a Lorentzian shape and FWHM of 3 cm-1 and are presented 

without a spectral shift. 

Calculations for construction of energy profiles 

The ground-state minima forms of the 1-HAQ and 1,4-DHAQ were optimized by means 

of the MP2 method 35 using the cc-pVDZ36 correlation-consistent atomic basis set. The 

excited-state geometries were optimized with the use of the same basis set while using the 

CC237-38 method as implemented in TURBOMOLE software package 39. In the calculation 

of the vertical excitation energies, EVE, mimicking the absorption spectra, performed on top 

of the MP2/cc-pVDZ-optimized S0-state geometries, the CC237-38 method was used to 

evaluate the response properties.  

To elucidate the photophysical mechanism on the molecular level the important driving 

coordinates were appropriately chosen for each system so that the ground– and the excited–

state minimum potential–energy (MPE) profiles or surfaces could be constructed to estimate 

the ground– and excited–state energy barriers determining the photophysics of the both 
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molecules. The 1-HAQ molecule is bound by a single hydrogen bond. In such case one 

coordinate – the R1(O1H) distance – is needed to be chosen as a driving coordinate to 

illustrate the photophysical mechanism of the photo–tautomerization process. The MPE 

profile for 1-HAQ is constructed in a way that for fixed given value of the R1(O1H) distance, 

all the remaining nuclear degrees of freedom are optimized; once in the ground state and 

twice in the two excited states: S1(*) and S1(n*).  

The 1,4-DHAQ system has an additional intramolecular hydrogen bond binding the 

molecule and more tautomeric forms are possible to be formed upon photoexcitation. A 

convenient method for illustrating the tautomerization process in such molecule is to 

construct the MPE surface spanning the two driving reaction coordinates describing the two 

intramolecular hydrogen bonds by the R2(O2H) and R3(O4H) distances. In that case both the 

R2 and R3 coordinates are being frozen for given values, while the rest of the parameters are 

being optimized in the constructed MPE surface, separately for the ground (S0) and the two 

excited states: S1(*) and S1(n*) with the Cs symmetry constrain. 

Supplemental Materials 
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Fig. S1. Picosecond pump-probe spectra. (A) 1,4-HAQ, (B) 1,2,5,8-HAQ, (C) 1,5-HAQ, (D) 

1-HAQ, and (E) 1,8-HAQ at vibrationless (left column) and excess probe lengths (right 

column). The pump-probe data are fit to a curve (blue) which is the sum of a single 
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exponential decay convolved with a Gaussian component (red) representative of our 

instrument response function (IRF) the IRF itself (green). 

 

Fig. S2. Nanosecond pump-probe spectra. (A) 1,2,4-HAQ at vibrationless and excess 

probe lengths and for (B) 1,4-HAQ at vibrationless and excess probe lengths. The lifetime 

values here agree with those presented in Fig. 3for  pump-probe measurement within the 

time jitter (± 3 ns) of the 193 nm ns ionization source. The pump-probe data are fit to a 

curve (blue) which is the sum of a single exponential decay convolved with a Gaussian 

component (red) representative of our instrument response function (IRF) the IRF itself 

(green). 
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Fig. S3. IR hole burning spectra in mode II with the burn laser set to 3090 cm-1. (A) All 

1,2,4-HAQ vibronic transitions share resonance at IR burn wavelength, as do all (B) 1,4-

HAQ vibronic transitions, suggesting a single tautomer in each R2PI spectrum. 
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Fig. S4. IR hole burning spectra (in black) taken in mode I of (A) 1,2,4-HAQ, (B) 1,4-

HAQ, and (C) 1,8-HAQ probed at their lowest energy R2PI transition. The ground state 

predicted frequencies for the given LE structure are plotted below each hole burn spectrum 

(in red). Harmonic analysis is shown unshifted. 

1-HAQ 

Sn / Tautomer EVE / eV f  / D 

form K (I) 

S0 0.0  1.4 

S1(n*) 3.21 0.000 2.8 

S2(*) 3.38 0.145 4.4 

S3(n*) 3.62 0.000 2.6 

S4(*) 4.28 0.029 4.9 

S5(*) 4.31 0.012 1.3 

S6(n*) 4.97 0.000 4.0 

form K_rot (III) 

S0 0.52  1.8 

S1(n*) 3.10 0.000 3.6 

S2(n*) 3.43 0.000 2.2 

S3(*) 3.79 0.110 7.2 

S4(*) 4.34 0.035 3.2 

S5(*) 4.55 0.014 0.7 

S6(n*) 4.74 0.000 6.3 

1,4-HAQ 

Sn / Tautomer EVE / eV f  / D 

form KK (I) 

S0 0.0  2.2 

S1(*) 2.80 (a1) 0.209 2.5 

S2(n*) 3.32 (b2) 0.000 1.9 

S3(n*) 3.65 (a2) 0.000 2.1 

S4(*) 4.14 (b1) 0.000 0.4 
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S5(*) 4.29 (a1) 0.032 7.1 

S6(*) 4.43 (b1) 0.006 4.0 

form EE (II) 

S0 0.36  1.1 

S1(*) 2.58 (a1) 0.246 4.8 

S2(n*) 3.19 (b2) 0.000 0.6 

S3(n*) 3.46 (a2) 0.000 0.4 

S4(*) 3.86 (b1) 0.007 0.9 

S5(*) 4.16 (b1) 0.051 5.2 

S6(n*) 4.34 (a1) 0.002 4.2 

form KK_rot (I) 

S0 0.55  0.9 

S1(n*) 3.03 0.188 5.7 

S2(*) 3.03 0.000 4.2 

S3(n*) 3.60 0.000 2.6 

S4(*) 4.29 0.026 4.1 

S5(*) 4.38 0.020 0.9 

S6(n*) 4.70 0.000 6.8 

Table S1: Calculated properties of 1-HAQ and 1,4-HAQ. Vertical excitation energies, 

EVE (in eV) for the stable minima of the 1-HAQ and 1,4-HAQ molecules calculated at the 

CC2/cc-pVDZ theory level at the geometries optimized with the MP2/cc-pVDZ method. The 

ground-state properties are marked Italic. 

1-HAQ 

state/ 

tautomer 

Ea(Sn) (Efl) e /D f  

form  K(I) 

S0          0.00    

S1
 * - - -  

S1
n*   2.75 (2.18) e = 4.2 D 0.00  

form E(II) 

S0            -    

S1
 *  2.67 (1.92) e = 1.2 D 0.200  

S1
n*     2.60 (1.38) e = 5.4 D 0.000  

Table S2: Emission properties of 1-HAQ. Adiabatic energy, (Ea in eV, bold), fluorescence 

energy, (Efl, given in parenthesis), excited-state dipole moment (e in D) and oscillator 

strength (f) of the given excited-state form optimized with the CC2/cc-pVDZ method. 

1,4-HAQ 

state/ 

tautomer 

Sn    (Efl) e /D f  

form  KK(I) 

S0  0.00    

S1 () 2.39 (2.13) 0.1 D 0.221  

S1(n) 2.95 (2.42) 3.1 D 0.000  

form EE(II) 

S0  0.36    

S1 () 2.50 (2.01) 2.6 D 0.225  

S1(n) 3.10 (2.57)  2.0 D 0.000  

form  EK ~ KE 

S0  -    
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S1 () - - -  

S1(n) 2.66 (1.70) 3.6 D 0.000  

Table S3: Emission properties of 1,4-HAQ. Adiabatic energy, (Ea in eV, bold), 

fluorescence energy, (Efl, given in parenthesis), excited-state dipole moment (e in D) and 

oscillator strength (f) of the given excited-state form optimized with the CC2/cc-pVDZ 

method. 
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